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,&B(AC04=DE?(,>(-%",$>8(,*($.,>*(#&(*/%>(%>>).T(a)*(AC04=DE?^>(-.*)-&(*#(*/.(+%.$B(#+(*-,&><#-*($,@(
/,>( F..&( %&( ,G*%".( <,-*&.->/%<( @%*/( */.( 034T( Y%&G.( 5XXW8( */.( *@#( #-',&%V,*%#&>( /,".( F..&( +)$$H(
G##<.-,*%".( ,$$%.>( >..:%&'( *#( B.".$#<( ,( &.@( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( G#&".&*%#&( */,*( @%$$( F.( @%B.$H(
,GG.<*,F$.(*#(*/.(@#-$B(1,-%*%1.(G#11)&%*HT(=/.(*@#(#-',&%V,*%#&>(/,".(*/.%-()&%g).(>*-.&'*/>_(
034( /,>( '-.,*.-( ,GG.>>( *#( %&B)>*-H( -.<-.>.&*,*%".>8( @/%$.( AC04=DE?( 1,%&$H( @#-:>( @%*/(
'#".-&1.&*( -.<-.>.&*,*%".>( ,&B( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( #-',&%V,*%#&>T( =/)>8( FH( I#%&%&'( */.%-( .++#-*>( */.H(
/,".( <,".B( */.( <,*/( +#-( F)%$B%&'( &.G.>>,-H( G#&>.&>)>( +#-( */.( @%B.><-.,B( ,B#<*%#&( #+( ,( &.@(
G#&".&*%#&T(Z#-(,(G#1<-./.&>%".(.f<$,&,*%#&(#+(*/.(%&*.--.$,*%#&>/%<(F.*@..&(*/.>.(*@#(F#B%.>8(
>..(3%G/,.$(ZT(Y*)-$.H8(Q=/.(A&%*.B(C,*%#&>(0#11%>>%#&(#&(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(=-,B.(?,@^>(=-,&><#-*(
?,@(b-#I.G*d(E&(4&*.-%1(N%.@(#+(,(9#-:(4&(b-#'-.>>R8(LX(=.fT(4&*^$(?T\T(SP8(J``L8(,*(<T(SXT(
X(=/.(+%&,$(*.f*(#+(*/.(AC(0#&".&*%#&(#&(0#&*-,G*>(+#-(*/.(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(9/#$$H(#-(b,-*$H(FH(
Y.,( %>( ,&&.f.B( *#( ;.&.-,$( E>>.1F$H( D.>#$)*%#&( SLk5JJ8( AC( e#GT( EkD!YkSLT( =/.( G#&".&*%#&( %>(
&#@(-.+.--.B(*#(,>(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(F.G,)>.(*/.(>%'&%&'(G.-.1#&H(%>(*#(F.(/.$B(%&(*/,*(G%*H(%&(
*/.( +,$$( #+( J``XT( Y..( AC( e#G( Ek0TSkSLk?TST( ( 4&( */%>( -.<#-*8( */.( >)FI.G*( %&>*-)1.&*( %>(
%&*.-G/,&'.,F$H( -.+.--.B( *#( ,>( */.( QD#**.-B,1( D)$.>R( #-( QB-,+*( G#&".&*%#&R8( ,>( ,<<-#<-%,*.(
G#&*.f*),$$HT(4*>(+)$$(*.f*(%>(,<<.&B.B(*#(*/%>(-.<#-*(%&(E&&.f(4T(
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,&#*/.-( .++#-*( FH( */.( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( 1,-%*%1.( G#11)&%*H( *#( G-.,*.( '$#F,$(
/,-1#&H(%&(*/.(+%.$B(#+(G,--%,'.($,@T((
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%-.+&'%%.&(/0+&)1.23+
4/*56&')$(+/$(+.7'1)%#'$+

4&( <-%",*.( $,@( G#&".&*%#&>8( &,*%#&,$( ,&B( <-%",*.( %&*.-.>*>( @%*/( G#11.-G%,$8(
.G#&#1%G( ,&B(#*/.-( %1<$%G,*%#&>(,-.( ,*(>*,:.8( @%*/( */.(-.>)$*(*/,*( %&*.-&,*%#&,$(
-)$.M1,:%&'( %>( +-,'1.&*.BT( 4&( */.( $,@( #+( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,8( */.( $,G:( #+(
)&%+#-1%*H( %&( */.( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( $,@( %>( '$,-%&'$H( #F"%#)>T( E>( @%*&.>>.B( %&( -.G.&*(
*%1.>8+ @/.&( B%>G)>>%#&>( #&( */.( $,@( #+( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,( )&B.-( F%$$>( #+(
$,B%&'(-.,G/(*/.(>*,'.(#+(,(B%<$#1,*%G(G#&+.-.&G.8(*/.(G/,-,G*.->(#+(*/.(<$,H(,-.(
1,%&$H( -.>*-%G*.B( *#( */.( >/%<<.-( ,&B( */.( G,--%.-T( =/.( )&.f<.G*.B( G/,-,G*.-8( */.(
%&>)-.-8( %>( &#*( 1.&*%#&.B( %&( */.( G,>*T( =/.( >*#-H$%&.( %>( 1,%&$H( +#G)>.B( #&( */.(
B.F,*.(>)--#)&B%&'(*/.(G#&*-,G*),$(%1F,$,&G.(F.*@..&(G,--%.-(,&B(>/%<<.-(B).(
*#(*/.(Q)&.g),$(F,-',%&%&'(<#@.-R(%&(-.$,*%#&(*#(G$,)>.>(@/%G/(B.+%&.(,&B($%1%*(
*/.( $%,F%$%*%.>( #+( */.( <,-*%.>( *#( */.( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.T( =/.( %1<$%G%*( 1.*,</#-(
-.+$.G*>(,(@#-$B(#+(G#&+$%G*(-,*/.-(*/,&(G##<.-,*%#&8(,(G#&+-#&*,*%#&(-,*/.-(*/,&(,(
B.,$8(%&(@/%G/(#&$H(%+(,(>%B.(%>(>)++%G%.&*$H(<#@.-+)$(G,&(%*(.f<.G*(%*>(G#&G.-&>(*#(
F.(%&G$)B.B(%&(*/.(+%&,$(G#&".&*%#&T((
=/.( G#&*-,G*),$( %1F,$,&G.8( %*( %>( ,$$.'.B8( %>( ,**-%F)*,F$.( *#( */.( </%$#>#</H(
)&B.-$H%&'( */.( K,').( D)$.>( #-( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( @/%G/( B#1%&,*.( G)--.&*(
G,--%,'.(*-,&>,G*%#&>T(=/.(%1F,$,&G.(%>(,(+)&G*%#&(#+(*/.(G#&+$%G*(F.*@..&(>*,*.>(
@/#>.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(*-,B.(%>(F,>.B(#&(G,-'#(#@&%&'(%&*.-.>*>8(&,1.$H(>/%<<.-(#-(
G#&>%'&..8(,&B(>*,*.>(@/#>.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(*-,B.(%>(F,>.B(#&(G,--%.-(%&*.-.>*>8(%T.T8(
>/%<#@&.->8( G/,-*.-.->( ,&B( */.( $%:.T( 4*( 1)>*( F.( ,<<-.G%,*.B( %&( */%>( G#&*.f*( */,*(
>/%<>( #+( ,( $,-'.( +$,'( >*,*.( ,-.( &#*( &.G.>>,-%$H( #@&.B( FH( %&B%"%B),$>( @/#( ,-.(
&,*%#&,$>(#+(*/,*(>*,*.(#-(G#1<,&%.>(%&G#-<#-,*.B(%&(,&B(B%-.G*.B(+-#1(*/,*(>*,*.T(
4&B..B( %&( */.( -.,$1( #+( #<.&( -.'%>*-%.>( *#B,H5`( %&( 1#>*( %&>*,&G.>8( &.%*/.-( %>( */.(
%&B%"%B),$(#@&.-(,(&,*%#&,$(#+(*/.(+$,'(>*,*.(&#-(%>(*/.(1%&B(,&B(1,&,'.1.&*(#+(,(
G#1<,&H(-.>%B.&*(*/.-.(.".&(%+(*/.(G#1<,&H(%>(%&G#-<#-,*.B(%&(*/.(+$,'(>*,*.T((
4*( %>( ,$>#( *#( F.( &#*.B( */,*( >*,*.>( @/%G/( %B.&*%+H( */.1>.$".>( <-%1,-%$H( @%*/(
G,-'#(#@&%&'(%&*.-.>*>(1,H(,$>#(F.(1,I#-(+$,'(>*,*.>(@/.*/.-(#-(&#*(*/.H(#<.-,*.(
%&( ,&( #<.&( #-( G$#>.B( -.'%>*-H( >H>*.1( #-( ,&H( #*/.-( ,$*.-&,*%".( *H<.( #+( -.'%>*-HT(
=/.-.+#-.8( */.( ,>>)1<*%#&( */,*( */.-.( %>( ,&( %--.G#&G%$,F$.( B%"%B.( F.*@..&(
*-,B%*%#&,$( 1,-%*%1.( >*,*.>( ,>( -.<-.>.&*%&'( G,--%.-( %&*.-.>*>( ,&B( B.".$#<%&'(
G#)&*-%.>(@%*/(<-%1,-%$H(G,-'#(#@&%&'(%&*.-.>*>(%>(&#($#&'.-(",$%BT(=/.(,B".&*(#+(
1)$*%<$.( -.'%>*-H( *H<.>( $.,B%&'( *#( ",-%.*%.>( #+( +$,'( >*,*.>( /,>( %&( <-,G*%G,$( *.-1>(
#F$%*.-,*.B( */.( #-%'%&,$( <#$,-%V.B( G/,-,G*.-%>*%G>( #+( >*,*.>( #<*%&'( +#-( */.(
K,').kK,').MN%>FH(-.'%1.>(#-(*/.(K,1F)-'(-.'%1.T((

5`( 4&( <-.>.&*( *%1.>8( 1#-.( */,&( /,$+( #+( */.( @#-$B^>( 1.-G/,&*( >/%<>( 61.,>)-.B( FH( *#&&,'.7( ,-.(

-.'%>*.-.B( )&B.-( #<.&( -.'%>*-%.>T( b,&,1,8( ?%F.-%,( ,&B( a,/,1,>8( ,$$( B.".$#<%&'( &,*%#&>( ,-.( */.(
$.,B%&'(#<.&(-.'%>*-%.>(%&(*/.(@#-$BT(
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e)-%&'(*/.(B.".$#<1.&*(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(*/.(.1</,>%>(/,>(F..&(#&(*/.(
<#*.&*%,$(#+(*/.(%&>*-)1.&*(*#(<-#1#*.('$#F,$(/,-1#&%V,*%#&8(F.G,)>.(@%*/(-,<%B(
%&G-.,>.( %&( */.( "#$)1.( #+( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( *-,B.8( %*( %>( F.G#1%&'( %&G-.,>%&'$H(
%1<#-*,&*( *#( G-.,*.( ,&( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( $.',$( +-,1.@#-:( *#( ,BB-.>>( */.( <-#F$.1(
<#>.B( FH( ",-H%&'( &,*%#&,$( >#$)*%#&>( */,*( ,-.( ,*( ",-%,&G.( @%*/( .,G/( #*/.-T( =/.(
&#*%#&( #+( Q)&%+%G,*%#&R( %&( 1,-%*%1.( $,@8( */.( *.-1( )>.B( %&( 034( ><#&>#-.B(
G#&".&*%#&>( B#.>( &#*( 1.,&( *#*,$( )&%+#-1%*H( %&( *.-1>( #+( &,*%#&,$( -.'%1.>T(
9/.*/.-( #&.( -.+.->( *#( )&%+#-1%*H( #-( )&%+%G,*%#&8( F#*/( *.-1>( >%1<$H( 1.,&( */,*(
B%++.-.&*( >#".-.%'&( >*,*.>( /,".( ,B#<*.B( >%1%$,-( >)F>*,&*%".( -)$.>( G#&G.-&%&'( ,(
G.-*,%&( 1,**.-( */-#)'/( */.( ,-*%G)$,*%#&( #+( ,( G#&".&*%#&( #-( #*/.-( *-.,*H(
%&>*-)1.&*T( A&%+#-1%*H8( %&( ,( G#1<$.*.( >.&>.( 1,H( F.( %1<.B.B( #-( -.&B.-.B(
%1<#>>%F$.( *#( ,G/%.".8( #-( 1,H( .".&( &#*( F.( B.>%-,F$.8( F.G,)>.( #+( B%++.-.&G.>( %&(
$.',$(>H>*.1>(,&B($.',$(</%$#>#</HT(b.-/,<>8(*/.(#FI.G*%".(%>(F.**.-(.f<-.>>.B(FH(
-.+.--%&'( *#( /,-1#&%V,*%#&( -,*/.-( */,&( )&%+%G,*%#&T55( K,-1#&%V,*%#&( %>( ,( 1#-.(
<-.G%>.(*.-1(*/.(G#&&#*,*%#&(#+(@/%G/(%>(*/,*(*/.(.>>.&*%,$(-)$.>(,-.(*/.(>,1.(F)*(
,GG#)&*( %>( *,:.&( #+( */.( +,G*( */,*( */.H( #<.-,*.( @%*/%&( B%++.-.&*( $.',$( >H>*.1>T( E(
>%1%$%*)B.(G,&(F.(+#)&B(%&(1)>%G8(@/.-.(>#)&B>(1,H(F.(%&()&%>#&8(#-(*/.H(1,H(F.(
%&(/,-1#&H8(F)*(@/,*(%>()&B.>%-,F$.(%>(B%>G#-BT5J(4&(*/.(G#&>%B.-,*%#&(#+(*/.($,@(
#+( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,8( %*( %>( >)F1%**.B( */,*( /,-1#&%V,*%#&( %>( @/,*( G,--%,'.(
G#&".&*%#&>( /,".( ,><%-.B( *#( ,G/%."._( /#@.".-8( */,*( %>( &#*( ."%B.&*( +-#1( */.(
+#-1,$( *%*$.( #+( */.( K,').kK,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( @/%G/( .1F#B%.>( */.( @#-B(
Q)&%+%G,*%#&RT5L(
K,-1#&%V,*%#&( /,>( &.".-( F..&( ,&( .,>H( <-#G.>>( F)*( &#@( %*( %>( 1)G/( 1#-.(
B%++%G)$*( */,&( %*( @,>( B)-%&'( */.( G#$#&%,$( .-,8( @/.&( %*( ."#$".B( */-#)'/( >*-.>>( #+(
<-,G*%G,$( ,&B( %&."%*,F$.( G%-G)1>*,&G.>T( C#@( Y*,*.>( ,-.( 1#-.( G#&>G%#)>( #+( */.%-(
%&*.-.>*>( ,>( */.H( >..:( *#( .1</,>%V.( */.%-( <-.+.-.&G.>( %&B.<.&B.&*$H( @/.&(
&.'#*%,*%&'( %&( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( +#-)1>( %&( G#&+#-1%*H( @%*/( */.%-( &,*%#&,$( %&*.-.>*>T(
=/.( B%".->.( &,*)-.( #+( <#$%GH( <-.+.-.&G.>( ,&B( %&*.-.>*>( B#( &#*( G-.,*.( ,&( .,>H(
>%*),*%#&( +#-( +#-1)$,*%#&( #+( G#11#&( -)$.>( FH( G#&>.&>)>8( G##-B%&,*%#&( #-(
G#1<-#1%>.T(9/.&(+#-1)$,*%&'(>)G/(G#11#&(-)$.>8(*/.(#FI.G*(>/#)$B(F.(*#(+%&B(
,( >#$)*%#&( */-#)'/( @/%G/( B%".->.( &,*%#&,$( B.1,&B>( G,&( F.( <-.>.-".B( F)*( ,$>#(
G#&*,%&.B(@%*/%&(G.-*,%&($%1%*>T(Z)-*/.-1#-.8(*/.(-)$.>(>/#)$B(F.(<-.B%G*,F$.(*#(,(
G.-*,%&(.f*.&*T((
=/.( K,').( D)$.>( ',%&.B( &#( >.-%#)>( -.G#'&%*%#&8( )&*%$( */.( A&%*.B( j%&'B#1(
%&G#-<#-,*.B(*/.1(%&(%*>(B#1.>*%G($.'%>$,*%#&(FH(<,>>%&'(%*>(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(FH(
Y.,(EG*(60[;YE7(%&(5XJO(+#$$#@.B(FH(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(@/%G/(,B#<*.B(%*>(0[;YE(
%&(5XLST([*/.-(1,I#-(1,-%*%1.(Y*,*.>(>)G/(,>(Z-,&G.8(;.-1,&H8(\,<,&8(4*,$H8(*/.(
C.*/.-$,&B>8( a.$'%)1( ,&B( Y<,%&( -,*%+%.B( #-( ,GG.B.B( *#( %*( %&( */.( >,1.( B.G,B.( #-(
>/#-*$H( */.-.,+*.-T( 9%*/( */.( B.1%>.( #+( G#$#&%,$%>1( ,&B( */.( .1.-'.&G.( #+(
%&B.<.&B.&*( >#".-.%'&( >*,*.>( @/%G/( @.-.( ,*( */.( *%1.( -.+.--.B( *#( ,>( */.( */%-B(
@#-$B( >*,*.>8( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( @.-.( B.".$#<.B( *#( ,GG#11#B,*.( */.%-(
55(Y..(b-#>/,&*#(jT(3):/.-I..8(F*/'+'A$!%$&'()*+'.98(3,$1ld(93A(b)F$%G,*%#&>8(J``J8(,*(<T(5OPT(
5J(G5'4H(
5L(D.+.-.&G.(%>(1,B.(*#(*/.(+)$$(*%*$.(#+(*/.(K,').(D)$.>T(Y..((:>/*I!&#*.(LT(
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%&*.-.>*>T( ( =/.>.( >*,*.>( *#'.*/.-( @%*/( >#1.( #*/.->( "%.@.B( */.( K,').kK,').M
N%>FH( -.'%1.>( ,>( F.%&'( F%,>.B( %&( +,"#)-( #+( G,--%.-( %&*.-.>*>T( E<,-*( +-#1( */.(
.f<-.>>(G-.,*%#&(#+(,(>#(G,$$.B(Q<-.>)1.B(+,)$*(#-(&.'$.G*R($%,F%$%*H(-.'%1.5O(*/.(
K,1F)-'( D)$.>( /,".( F-#)'/*( ,F#)*( ,( &)1F.-( #+( >%'&%+%G,&*( G/,&'.>T( =/.>.( ,-.(
*/.( .$%1%&,*%#&( #+( */.( Q&,)*%G,$( +,)$*R( B.+.&G.( +#)&B( %&( ,-*%G$.( O6J76,7( #+( */.(
K,').kK,').MN%>FH( D)$.>_( */.( .&$,-'.1.&*( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>( <.-%#B( #+(
-.><#&>%F%$%*H_( */.(,<<$%G,*%#&(#+( */.( -.'%1.( *#( ,$$(G#&*-,G*>(#+(G,--%,'.(@%*/#)*(
-.',-B( *#( @/.*/.-( ,( B#G)1.&*( #+( *%*$.( %>( %>>).B_( */.( ,BB%*%#&( #+( <-#"%>%#&>(
%1<#>%&'( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( B.$,H_( */.( ,<<$%G,*%#&( #+( */.( -.'%1.( *#( B.G:( G,-'#_( */.(
%&G#-<#-,*%#&( #+( <-#"%>%#&>( -.$,*%&'( *#( I)-%>B%G*%#&( ,&B( ,-F%*-,*%#&( ,&B( ,&(
%&G-.,>.(%&(*/.(,<<$%G,F$.(1#&.*,-H($%1%*>(#&($%,F%$%*HT(=/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(/,".(
F..&( ,",%$,F$.( +#-( -,*%+%G,*%#&( >%&G.( 5XUW_( */)>( +,-( */.-.( /,".( F..&( #&$H( LO(
-,*%+%G,*%#&>5P( F)*( ,( &)1F.-( #+( #*/.-( G#)&*-%.>( /,".( %&G#-<#-,*.B( >#1.( #+( */.(
<-#"%>%#&>( %&*#( */.%-( B#1.>*%G( $.'%>$,*%#&T5S( E>( >)G/8( */%>( G#&".&*%#&( G)--.&*$H(
'#".-&>(#&$H(,(-.$,*%".$H(>1,$$(+-,G*%#&(#+(@#-$B(>/%<<%&'T(
AC04=DE?(*##:(*/.(%&%*%,*%".(+#-(B.".$#<%&'(&.@(-)$.>(%&(*/.(+%.$B(#+(G,--%,'.(
#+( '##B>( FH( >.,( @/.&( .f%>*%&'( &,*%#&,$( $,@>( ,&B( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( G#&".&*%#&>( $.+*(
>%'&%+%G,&*(',<>(-.',-B%&'(%>>).>(>)G/(,>(*/.(+)&G*%#&>(#+(F%$$>(#+($,B%&'(,&B(>.,(
@,HF%$$>8( */.( -.$,*%#&>/%<( #+( */#>.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*>( @%*/( */.( -%'/*>( ,&B(
#F$%',*%#&>( "%>MmM"%>( */.( >.$$.-( ,&B( F)H.-( #+( '##B>( ,&B( */.( $.',$( <#>%*%#&( #+(
.&*%*%.>( +%&,&G%&'( */.( ,Gg)%>%*%#&( #+( >)G/( '##B>T5U( 4*( %>( -.G#'&%>.B( */,*( >#1.(
>*,*.>( B#( /,".( <-#"%>%#&>( #&( */.>.( %>>).>( %&( */.%-( &,*%#&,$( $,@>8( F)*( */.H( ,-.(
$,-'.$H(B%><,-,*.T(=/%>($,G:(#+(<,-%*H(G#1F%&.B(@%*/(*/.(,F>.&G.(#+(<-#"%>%#&>(%&(
>#1.( I)-%>B%G*%#&>( G#&>*%*)*.>( ,&( #F>*,G$.( *#( */.( +-..( +$#@( #+( '##B>( ,&B( ,&(
%&G-.,>.( %&( */.( G#>*( #+( *-,&>,G*%#&>T( =/.( '-#@%&'( )>.( #+( .$.G*-#&%G( 1.,&>( #+(
G#11)&%G,*%#&(%&(*/.(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(+)-*/.-(,''-,",*.>(*/.(G#&>.g).&G.>(#+(
*/#>.( +-,'1.&*,-H( ,&B( B%><,-,*.( $,@>( ,&B( ,$>#( G-.,*.>( */.( &..B( +#-( )&%+#-1(
5O(

Y..( 0#11#&( )&B.->*,&B%&'( ,B#<*.B( FH( */.( A&%*.B( C,*%#&>( 0#&+.-.&G.( #&( */.( 0,--%,'.( #+(
;##B>(FH(Y.,8(AC(e#G(Ek0[CZTWXk5L8(E&&.f(44T(4*(%>(*/.(G#11#&()&B.->*,&B%&'(*/,*(*/.($%,F%$%*H(
#+(*/.(G,--%.-()&B.-(*/%>(0#&".&*%#&(%>(F,>.B(#&(*/.(<-%&G%<$.(#+(<-.>)1.B(+,)$*(#-(&.'$.G*T(=/%>(
1.,&>(*/,*8(,>(,(-)$.8(*/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(-.>*>(#&(*/.(G,--%.-(F)*8(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(G.-*,%&(G,>.>8(
*/.(<-#"%>%#&>(#+(*/.(0#&".&*%#&(1#B%+H(*/%>(-)$.T(
5P( j,V,:/>*,&( F.G,1.( */.( */%-*HM+#)-*/( >*,*.( *#( ,GG.B.( *#( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( #&( JO( \)&.( J``WT(
Y..(AC04=DE?8(QY*,*)>d((5XUW(n(A&%*.B(C,*%#&>(0#&".&*%#&(#&(*/.(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(FH(Y.,(n(*/.(
K,1F)-'(D)$.>R(,",%$,F$.(#&$%&.(,*(
/**<dkk@@@T)&G%*-,$T#-'k)&G%*-,$k.&k)&G%*-,$o*.f*>k*-,&><#-*o'##B>kK,1F)-'o>*,*)>T/*1$( 6$,>*(
"%>%*.B(5L([G*#F.-(J``W7T(
5S(Y..((:>/*I(&#*.(ST(
5U( =/.( -.+#-1( #+( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( *-,&><#-*( $,@( @,>( %&%*%,*.B( ,*( */.( JX*/( >.>>%#&( #+( */.( AC04=DE?(
0#11%>>%#&8( F.*@..&( 3,H( JW( ,&B( \)&.( 5O8( 5XXST( Q4*( @,>( <-#<#>.B( */,*( */.( 0#11%>>%#&(
6AC04=DE?7(>/#)$B(%&G$)B.(%&(%*>(@#-:(<-#'-,11.(,(-."%.@(#+(G)--.&*(<-,G*%G.>(,&B($,@>(%&(*/.(
,-.,( #+( */.( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,8( @%*/( ,( "%.@( *#( .>*,F$%>/%&'( */.( &..B( +#-(
)&%+#-1( -)$.>( %&( */.( ,-.,>( @/.-.( &#( >)G/( -)$.>( .f%>*.B( ,&B( @%*/( ,( "%.@( *#( ,G/%."%&'( '-.,*.-(
)&%+#-1%*H(#+($,@>(*/,&(/,>(>#(+,-(F..&(,G/%.".BTR(Y..(QD.<#-*(#+(*/.(A&%*.B(C,*%#&>(0#11%>>%#&(
#&(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(=-,B.(?,@(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(*@.&*HM&%&*/(>.>>%#&R8(AC(e#G(EkP5k5U8(5XXS(,*(<T(
J5`8(/.-.%&,+*.-(-.+.--.B(*#(,>(*/.(AC04=DE?(JX*/(0#11%>>%#&(Y.>>%#&(D.<#-*T(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
<-#"%>%#&>(,BB-.>>%&'(*/.(%>>).>(-.$.",&*(*#(*/.()>.(#+(&.@(*.G/&#$#'%.>T5W(4&(,(
*.1<#-,$( <.-><.G*%".( %*( %>( )&B.->*,&B,F$.( */,*( %&( G#&>%B.-,*%#&( #+( 1#B.-&(
*-,&><#-*( 1.*/#B>( ,&B( $#'%>*%G>8( */.( *.G/&%G,$8( G#11.-G%,$( ,&B( $.',$(
G%-G)1>*,&G.>( /,".( G/,&'.B( +)&B,1.&*,$$H( >%&G.( */.( 5XJ`^>T( 3#-.#".-8( >)G/( ,(
1#".(.1F#B%.>(*/.(/H<#*/.>%>(*/,*(*/.(.f%>*%&'(-.'%1.>(#+(*/.(K,').(,&B(K,').M
N%>FH( D)$.>( &#( $#&'.-( <-#"%B.8( ,&B( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( @%$$( &.".-( <-#"%B.( ,(
<-#<.-(F,>%>(+#-('#".-&%&'($%,F%$%*H(%&(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(FH(>.,T(
=/.( AC04=DE?( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( 444( #++%G%,$$H( 1.*( +#-( */.( +%->*( *%1.( ,*( %*>( X*/(
>.>>%#&(%&(C.@(i#-:8(F.*@..&(5P(,&B(JS(E<-%$(J``JT(=/.(+%->*(-.,B%&'(*##:(<$,G.(
B)-%&'( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<^>( %&%*%,$( */-..( 1..*%&'>5X( #&( */.( F,>%>( #+( */.(
<-.$%1%&,-H(B-,+*(<-.<,-.B(FH(034TJ`(=/.(+#)-*/(1..*%&'(1,-:.B(*/.(F.'%&&%&'(
#+(*/.(>.G#&B(-.,B%&'(#+(*/.(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*T(E(G/,&'.(%&(1.*/#B#$#'H(@,>(,$>#(
,B#<*.B( >/%+*%&'( */.( B%>G)>>%#&( +-#1( ,&( Q,-*%G$.MFHM,-*%G$.R( -."%.@( *#( ,( *#<%GM
F,>.B( -."%.@T( =#<%G>( @.-.( G#&>%B.-.B( %&( ,( F-#,B.-( G#&*.f*8( %&G$)B%&'( */.(
G#11.-G%,$( G#1<-#1%>.( */,*( /,B( *#( F.( -.+$.G*.B( %&( */.( +%&,$( B-,+*( #+( */.(
G#&".&*%#&(*#(.&>)-.(%*>(@%B.><-.,B(,B#<*%#&T(=/.(>.G#&B(-.,B%&'(-.<-.>.&*.B(
*/.(1#>*(>)F>*,&*%,$(#+(*/.(&.'#*%,*%#&>(,>(B.G%>%#&>(/,B(*#(F.(-.,G/.B(#".-(*/.(
+%&,$(@#-B%&'(#+(.,G/(<-#"%>%#&T(4*(><-.,B(#".-(>.".&(1..*%&'>(F.*@..&(J``L(,&B(
J``S8(-.<-.>.&*%&'(,(*#*,$(#+(5O(@..:>T(
E*( %*>( &%&.*..&*/( >.>>%#&( ,*( */.( A&%*.B( C,*%#&>( K.,Bg),-*.->( %&( C.@( i#-:(
F.*@..&(5S(,&B(JU(E<-%$8(J``U8(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(#+(AC04=DE?8(G#1<-%>%&'(
,$$(>*,*.>(1.1F.->(#+(*/.(0#11%>>%#&8(G#11.&G.B(%*>(*/%-B(-.,B%&'(#+(*/.(B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&J5T( =/.( >.>>%#&( @,>( ,**.&B.B( FH( >*,*.>( 1.1F.->( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<8(#F>.-".->(+-#1(>*,*.>(,&B(+-#1(",-%#)>(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(%&*.-'#".-&1.&*,$(
,&B( &#&M'#".-&1.&*,$( #-',&%V,*%#&>( %&"%*.B( FH( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<TJJ( =/.(
5W(Y..(AC04=DE?(JX*/(0#11%>>%#&(Y.>>%#&(D.<#-*(,*(<T(J55T(
5X(

Y..( AC04=DE?8( QD.<#-*( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( #&( =-,&><#-*( ?,@( #&( */.( @#-:( #+( %*>( &%&*/(
>.>>%#&R8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkP5`8(65PMJS(E<-%$(J``J8(C.@(i#-:7_(QD.<#-*(#+(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(
6=-,&><#-*(?,@7(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(*.&*/(>.>>%#&R8(AC04=DE?8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkPJP8(6N%.&&,8(5SM
J`( Y.<*.1F.-( J``J7_( QD.<#-*( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( 444( 6=-,&><#-*( ?,@7( #&( */.( @#-:( #+( %*>(
.$.".&*/(>.>>%#&R8(AC04=DE?8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkPJS8(6C.@(i#-:8(JO(3,-G/(*#(E<-%$(O(J``L7T(
J`( Y..( Qb-.$%1%&,-H( B-,+*( %&>*-)1.&*( #&( */.( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,R8( AC( e#G(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTJ5T(
J5Qe-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( #&( */.( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( p@/#$$H( #-( <,-*$Hq( pFH( >.,qR8( AC( e#G(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTW5T((=/%>(B#G)1.&*(@,>(<-.G.B.B(FH(*/.(Qb-.$%1%&,-H(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*(#&(*/.(
G,--%,'.( #+('##B>(FH(>.,R8( */.(Qe-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*(#&(*/.(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(p@/#$$H(#-(<,-*$Hq(pFH(
>.,qR(,&B(*/.(Qe-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(#&(*/.(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(p@/#$$H(#-(<,-*$Hq(pFH(>.,qRT((Y..(AC(e#G>(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTJ58( Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTLJ( ,&B( Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTPS( -.><.G*%".$HT( E+*.-( */.(
.&B(#+(*/.(*/%-B(-.,B%&'(,*(*/.(J`*/(>.>>%#&8(*/.(Y.G-.*,-%,*(<-.<,-.B(,(G#&>#$%B,*.B(,&B(-."%>.B(
".->%#&( #+( */.( Qe-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( #&( */.( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( p@/#$$H( #-( <,-*$Hq( pFH( >.,qR8( AC( e#G(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bT5`5( +#-( G#&>%B.-,*%#&( FH( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( %&( */.( J5>*( >.>>%#&T( e)-%&'( */.(
J5>*( >.>>%#&8( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,<<-#".B( */.( *%*$.( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&8( ,>( */.( Qe-,+*( AC(
0#&".&*%#&(#&(0#&*-,G*>(+#-(*/.(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(9/#$$H(#-(b,-*$H(FH(Y.,RT(E$$(*/.(
,F#".( B#G)1.&*>( ,-.( ,",%$,F$.( #&$%&.( ,*( /**<dkk@@@T)&G%*-,$T#-'k)&G%*-,$k.&k%&B.fT/*1$( 6$,>*(
"%>%*.B( #&( 5L( [G*#F.-( J``W7( ,$#&'( @%*/( #*/.-( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( 444( B#G)1.&*>( -.+.--.B( *#( %&( */%>(
-.<#-*T(
JJ(E(B.*,%$.B($%>*(#+(*/.(,**.&B..>(G,&(F.(+#)&B(%&(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkSJ5T((
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!

! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

G#&>#$%B,*.B(#-(-."%>.B(<-#"%>%#&>(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(G#&*,%&.B(%&(AC(e#G(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTW5( @.-.( )>.B( ,>( ,( F,>%>( +#-( */.( G#&*%&),*%#&( #+( */.(
B.$%F.-,*%#&>( ,*( */.( >.>>%#&T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,$>#( /,B( F.+#-.( %*( <#>%*%#&(
<,<.->8( <-#<#>,$>( ,&B( G#11.&*>( +-#1( ",-%#)>( ,**.&B..>TJL( E*( */.( .&B( #+( */.(
&%&.*..&*/(>.>>%#&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(/,B(B%>G)>>.B(1#>*(#+(*/.(*.f*()<(*#(B-,+*(
,-*%G$.( OL( ,&B( ,'-..B( *#( <#>*<#&.( */.( */%-B( -.,B%&'( #+( */.( -.1,%&%&'( B-,+*(
,-*%G$.>()&*%$(*/.(*@.&*%.*/(>.>>%#&(%&(N%.&&,TJO(
E*(%*>(*@.&*%.*/(>.>>%#&(,*(*/.(AC[(0%*H(%&(N%.&&,(F.*@..&(5P(,&B(JP([G*#F.-8(
J``U8(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(G#&*%&).B(@%*/(%*>(*/%-B(-.,B%&'8(G#11.&G%&'(@%*/(B-,+*(
,-*%G$.( OJ8( ,&B( G#&*%&).B( @%*/( 0/,<*.-( 5`( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&T( =/.-.( @.-.(
",-%#)>( <#>%*%#&( <,<.->8( <-#<#>,$>( ,&B( G#11.&*>( >)F1%**.B( *#( */.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<TJP(E*(*/.(.&B(#+(*/.(*@.&*%.*/(>.>>%#&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(/,B(G#1<$.*.B(
*/.(*/%-B(-.,B%&'(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(,&B(,'-..B(*#(G#1<$.*.(*/.(+%&,$(-."%.@(
,*(*/.(*@.&*HM+%->*(>.>>%#&(%&(N%.&&,TJS(
E*( %*>( *@.&*HM+%->*( >.>>%#&( ,*( */.( AC[( 0%*H( %&( N%.&&,( F.*@..&( 5O( ,&B( JP(
\,&),-H8( J``W8( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( G#11.&G.B( %*>( +%&,$( -."%.@( #+( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&(#&(*/.(F,>%>(#+(*/.(*.f*(G#&*,%&.B(%&(AC(e#GT(Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bT5`5(
,GG#1<,&%.B( FH( >.".-,$( <#>%*%#&( <,<.->8( <-#<#>,$>( ,&B( G#11.&*>TJU( E*( */.(
G$#>%&'( #+( %*>( B.$%F.-,*%#&>8( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,<<-#".B( */.( *.f*( #+( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&(#&(G#&*-,G*>(+#-(*/.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(@/#$$H(#-(<,-*$H(
FH(>.,TJW(
E*( */.( +#-*HM+%->*( >.>>%#&( #+( */.( AC04=DE?( 0#11%>>%#&( /.$B( %&( C.@( i#-:(
F.*@..&(5S(\)&.(,&B(L(\)$H8(J``W8(*/.(B.$.',*.>(B.$%F.-,*.B(#&(*/.(F,>%>(#+(*/.(
*.f*( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( ,<<.,-%&'( ,>( ,&( ,&&.f( *#( */.( -.<#-*( #+( */.( *@.&*H(
+%->*( >.>>%#&( #+( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( 444( %&( N%.&&,JXT( e)-%&'( */.( B.$%F.-,*%#&>( ,(
G#&>#$%B,*.B( ,&B( -."%>.B( ".->%#&( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( @,>( <-#B)G.B( FH( */.(

JL(

E( B.*,%$.B( $%>*( #+( B#G)1.&*>( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( /,B( F.+#-.( %*( G,&( F.( +#)&B( %&( AC( e#G>(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTW`(,&B(Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTW`k0#--T5T((
JO(=/.(B.$%F.-,*%#&>(,&B(B.G%>%#&>(#+(*/%>(>.>>%#&(,-.(<)F$%>/.B(%&(QD.<#-*(#+(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(
6=-,&><#-*(?,@7(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(&%&.*..&*/(>.>>%#&R8(AC(e#GT(Ek0CTXkSJ5T(
JP( E( B.*,%$.B( $%>*( #+( B#G)1.&*>( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( /,B( F.+#-.( %*( G,&( F.( +#)&B( %&( AC( e#G>(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTXJ(,&B(Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTXJk0#--T5T(
JS(=/.(B.$%F.-,*%#&>(,&B(B.G%>%#&>(#+(*/%>(>.>>%#&(,-.(<)F$%>/.B(%&(QD.<#-*(#+(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(
6=-,&><#-*(?,@7(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(*@.&*%.*/(>.>>%#&R8(AC(e#GT(Ek0CTXkSOJT(
JU( =/.( B#G)1.&*>( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( /,B( F.+#-.( %*( ,-.( AC( e#G>( Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bT5`J( ,&B(
Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bT5`LT((
JW(=/.(B.$%F.-,*%#&>(,&B(B.G%>%#&>(#+(*/%>(>.>>%#&(,-.(<)F$%>/.B(%&(QD.<#-*(#+(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(
6=-,&><#-*(?,@7(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(*@.&*HM+%->*(>.>>%#&R8(AC(e#GT(Ek0CTXkSOPT(
JX(Y..(E&&.f(*#(*/.(QD.<#-*(#+(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(6=-,&><#-*(?,@7(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(*@.&*HM
+%->*( >.>>%#&R8( AC( e#G( Ek0CTXkSOP( E&&.fT( =/.( B#G)1.&*>( G#&*,%&%&'( G#11.&*>( >)F1%**.B( FH(
",-%#)>( ;#".-&1.&*>( ,&B( %&*.-'#".-&1.&*,$( #-',&%V,*%#&>( +#-( B.$%F.-,*%#&>( B)-%&'( */.( O5>*(
0#11%>>%#&(>.>>%#&(G,&(F.(+#)&B(%&(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkSPW(,&B(,BB.&B,T(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
Y.G-.*,-%,*L`T( aH( */.( .&B( #+( */.( >.>>%#&( */.( 0#11%>>%#&( +%&,$%V.B( ,&B( ,<<-#".B(
*/.( *.f*( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( @%*/( ,( "%.@( *#( >)F1%**%&'( %*( *#( */.( ;.&.-,$(
E>>.1F$H(+#-(,B#<*%#&(,*(%*>(>%f*HM*/%-B(>.>>%#&8(%&(J``WTL5(
=/%>( -.<#-*( +#G)>.>( #&( <,-*%G)$,-( ,><.G*>( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( @/%G/( @%$$(
-.>)$*( %&( >%'&%+%G,&*( G/,&'.>( %&( */.( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,( $,@( %&( 1,&H(
I)-%>B%G*%#&>T( =/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B-,@>( $,-'.$H( +-#1( */.( K,').MN%>FH( ,&B(
K,1F)-'( D)$.>8( %&G#-<#-,*%&'( >%'&%+%G,&*( .$.1.&*>( +-#1( .,G/T( C.".-*/.$.>>8(
+-#1(*/.(".-H(&,*)-.(#+(*/.(G#1<-#1%>.(-.,G/.B(%&(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(4448(*/.-.(@%$$(
F.(G#&>%B.-,F$.(G/,&'.>(*#(*/.(.f%>*%&'($,@>(#+(I)-%>B%G*%#&>(@/%G/(,B/.-.(*#(*/.(
K,').MN%>FH( #-( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( ,&B( 1,I#-( G/,&'.>( *#( */.( $,@>( #+( I)-%>B%G*%#&>(
@/%G/(G#&*%&).(*#(>)F>G-%F.(*#(*/.(K,').(D)$.>T(((
(
(

L`( =/.( -."%>.B( ".->%#&( #+( */.( *.f*( @,>( G%-G)$,*.B( ,>( ,( G#&+.-.&G.( -##1( <,<.-( B)-%&'( */.( O5>*(

0#11%>>%#&(>.>>%#&(,>(G#&*,%&.B(%&(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkr?4k0DbTXT(

L5(Y..(E&&.f(4(*#(*/.(QD.<#-*(#+(*/.(A&%*.B(C,*%#&>(0#11%>>%#&(#&(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(=-,B.(?,@(#&(

*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(+#-*HM+%->*(>.>>%#&R8(AC(e#G(EkSLk5U8(J``W8(E&&.f(4(,*(<<T(WS(*#(5JST(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

%-.+)$*#%&/1+9&'*.()&/1+:&/0.;'&5++

4&(*/.(G#&*.f*(#+(*/.(<-.>.&*(B%>G)>>%#&(%*(%>(%1<#-*,&*(*#(&#*.(*/,*(*/.-.(,-.(
G.-*,%&( .>*,F$%>/.B( <-,G*%G.>( ,&B( <-#G.B)-.>( */,*( ,-.( +#$$#@.B( ,>( ,( 1,**.-( #+(
G#)->.( @%*/%&( A&%*.B( C,*%#&>( F#B%.>T( AC04=DE?( %>( &#( .fG.<*%#&( @/.-.( >)G/(
>*,&B,-B(<-#G.B)-.>(<-.",%$T(=/.(B.$%F.-,*%#&>(*/,*(*##:(<$,G.(@%*/%&(AC04=DE?(
%&(*/.(<-#G.>>(#+(*/.(B.".$#<1.&*(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(,&B(*/.(B.G%>%#&>(*/,*(
.1.-'.B( +-#1( */#>.( B.$%F.-,*%#&>( @.-.( G#&>#&,&*( @%*/( */.( <-,G*%G.>( ,&B(
<-#G.B)-.>(#+(*/.(0#11%>>%#&T(LJ((
=/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(>.>>%#&(,&B(*/.(O5>*(0#11%>>%#&(>.>>%#&(@,>(G/,%-.B(FH(
3-T(D,+,.$(4$$.>G,>(#+(Y<,%&T(3-T(9,$*.-(B.(Y,(?.%*,#(#+(a-,V%$(@,>(*/.(-,<<#-*.)-(
%&(*/.(5X*/(,&B(J5>*(>.>>%#&(@/%$.(3-T(NT(eT(Y/,-1,(#+(4&B%,(@,>(*/.(-,<<#-*.)-(%&(
*/.(J`*/(>.>>%#&(#+(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<T(=/.(0/,%-1,&(@%*/(*/.(,>>%>*,&G.(#+(*/.(
Y.G-.*,-%,*8( G#&>%>*%&'( #+( 3-T( \#>2( E&'.$#( !>*-.$$,( Z,-%,8( 3>T( j,*.( ?,&&,&8( 3>T(
0$,)B%,( ;-#>>8( 3-T( \,.( Y)&'( ?..( ,&B( 3>T( Z-,&G,( 3)>%$%&#8( <$,H.B( ,( :.H( -#$.( %&(
')%B%&'( */.( <-#G..B%&'>( ,*( */.( >.>>%#&>T( =/.( Y.G-.*,-%,*^>( G#&*-%F)*%#&( @,>(
%&B%><.&>,F$.( %&( */.( <-.<,-,*%#&( ,&B( G##-B%&,*%#&( #+( B#G)1.&*>( @/%G/( @.-.(
G#&>%B.-.B(FH(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(,&B(*/.(0#11%>>%#&T(
=/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(#<.-,*.B(FH(@,H(#+(G#&>.&>)>(,&B(G#1<-#1%>.T(9/.-.(,(
>)F>*,&*%,$(1,I#-%*H(#+(*/.(B.$.',*%#&>(.f<-.>>.B(,(G$.,-(<-.+.-.&G.(+#-(,(><.G%+%G(
,<<-#,G/(#-(@#-B%&'8(*/#>.(B.$.',*%#&>(%&(*/.(1%&#-%*H8(%&(,(><%-%*(#+(G#1<-#1%>.(
,GG.<*.B(%*T((
=/.(@#-:,B,H(<-#G.B)-.(#+(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(B)-%&'(*/.(,F#".M1.&*%#&.B(
*/-..(>.>>%#&>(G,&(F.(B.>G-%F.B(,>(+#$$#@>T(=/.(0/,%-1,&(%&*-#B)G.B(.,G/(B-,+*(
,-*%G$.(+#-(G#&>%B.-,*%#&(FH(*/.(B.$.',*.>T([+*.&(*/.($#&'(,-*%G$.>(@.-.(%&*-#B)G.B(
%&( <,-,'-,</>( ,&B( */.( +$##-( @,>( #<.&.B( )<( +#-( %&*.-".&*%#&>( +-#1( */.(
B.$.',*%#&>( */,*( -,%>.B( */.%-( +$,'>T( 4*( %>( &#*,F$.( */,*( G#&>%>*.&*( @%*/( .>*,F$%>/.B(
AC04=DE?( <-,G*%G.8( #F>.-".-( B.$.',*%#&>( ,G*%".$H( <,-*%G%<,*.B( %&( */.(
B.$%F.-,*%#&>T(=/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(G#&*,%&.B(*.f*),$(G/#%G.>(%&(>g),-.(F-,G:.*>(
,&B(",-%,&*>8(@/%G/(%&B%G,*.B(*/,*(*/.(@#-B%&'(@,>(&#*(H.*(+%&,$%>.B(,&B(@#)$B(
F.( ,B#<*.B( FH( @,H( #+( G#&>.&>)>( FH( */.( B.$.',*%#&>T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( @,>(
-.1%&B.B( */,*( */.( *.f*( G#&*,%&.B( %&( */.( >.G#&B( B-,+*( -.+$.G*.B( */.( -.>)$*>( #+(
&.'#*%,*%#&>(@%*/%&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(>%&G.(J``J8(,&B(*/,*(@/%$.(*/.(<-#"%>%#&>(
LJ(

4*( %>( >*,&B,-B( AC04=DE?( <-#G.B)-.( &#*( *#( %B.&*%+H( */.( B.$.',*%#&>( 1,:%&'( ><.G%+%G(
%&*.-".&*%#&>( B)-%&'( */.( >.>>%#&( %&( %*>( >.>>%#&,$( -.<#-*>8( )&$.>>( */.-.( %>( ,( ><.G%+%G( @-%**.&(
<-#<#>,$( <-.>.&*.B( *#( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( +#-( %*>( G#&>%B.-,*%#&T( ( =/%>( Q>,&%*%V,*%#&R( ,<<,-.&*$H(
-.>)$*>( +-#1( */.( &#*%#&( */,*( */.( >.>>%#&,$( -.<#-*>( ,&B( */.( B.G%>%#&>( B.>G-%F.B( */.-.%&( ,-.( */.(
<-#B)G*(#+(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(%&B.<.&B.&*$H(+-#1(%*>(G#&>*%*).&*(B.$.',*%#&>T(=/.(,)*/#-(#+(*/%>(
-.<#-*(/,>8(#&(>#1.(#GG,>%#&>8(%B.&*%+%.B(*/.(B.$.',*%#&>(*/,*(1,B.(><.G%+%G(%&*.-".&*%#&>(B)-%&'(
*/.( &%&.*..&*/8( *@.&*%.*/( ,&B( *@.&*HM+%->*( >.>>%#&>( FH( G#1<%$%&'( /%>( #F>.-",*%#&( &#*.>( ,&B( */.(
>.>>%#&,$( -.<#-*>T( =/%>( /,>( F..&( B#&.( +#-( +)-*/.-( B.*,%$.B( >*)BH( %&*#( */.( BH&,1%G>( #+( B%++.-.&*(
B.$.',*%#&>(,*(,($,*.-(>*,'.T((
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(G#)$B(F.(+)-*/.-(-.+%&.B(,&B(G$,-%+%.B8(*#(*/.(.f*.&*(*/,*(
*/.H( -.+$.G*.B( G#&>.&>)>( ,$-.,BH( -.,G/.B( FH( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<8( */.( <#$%GH(
G/#%G.>( >/#)$B( F.( -."%>%*.B( %+( */.-.( @,>( ,( >*-#&'( G#&>.&>)>( *#( B#( >#T( [&G.( */.(
B%>G)>>%#&( #&( ,( B-,+*( ,-*%G$.( @,>( G#1<$.*.B8( */.( 0/,%-1,&( >)11,-%>.B( */.(
%&*.-".&*%#&>( ,&B( B-.@( G#&G$)>%#&>( #&( */.( -.$,*%".( >)<<#-*( +#-( */.( ",-%#)>(
<-#<#>,$>( ,&B( *.f*),$( G/#%G.>( %&( >g),-.( F-,G:.*>( #-( ",-%,&*>T( =/.( B.$.',*%#&>(
<,%B(G$#>.(,**.&*%#&(*#(*/.>.(G#&G$)>%#&>(@/%G/(,-.(>%1%$,-(*#(-)$%&'>8(,&B(>#)'/*(
G$,-%+%G,*%#&>(,&B(.$,F#-,*%#&>(*#(.&>)-.(*/,*(*/.(G#&G$)>%#&>(,GG)-,*.$H(-.+$.G*.B(
*/.( B%>G)>>%#&( ,&B( B.G%>%#&>( *,:.&( FH( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<T( ( =/.( G#&G$)>%#&>(
B-,@&(FH(*/.(0/,%-1,&(-.+$.G*.B(*/.(B.G%>%#&>(1,B.(FH(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(,&B(
@.-.(>.*(#)*(%&(*/.(>.>>%#&(-.<#-*>T((
9/%$.(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(@,>(%&(>.>>%#&8(>1,$$(B-,+*%&'('-#)<>(@.-.(+#-1.B(
@/.&(,(1,I#-%*H(#+(*/.(B.$.',*.>(<-#<#>.B(G/,&'.>(%&(@#-B%&'(@/%$.(B%>G)>>%&'(
,(B-,+*(,-*%G$.T(=/.(&.@(B-,+*(,-*%G$.>(@.-.(*/.&(G%-G)$,*.B(,1#&'>*(*/.(B.$.',*.>(
*#( +,G%$%*,*.( +)-*/.-( B%>G)>>%#&( #&( */#>.( ,-*%G$.>T( E$>#8( <#-*%#&>( #+( */.( >.>>%#&,$(
-.<#-*>( @.-.( G%-G)$,*.B( ,1#&'>*( */.( B.$.',*.>( +#-( -."%.@( ,&B( *#( +,G%$%*,*.( */.(
,B#<*%#&(#+(*/.(-.<#-*(#&(*/.(+%&,$(B,H(#+(*/.(>.>>%#&T((
=/.($.".$(#+(<,-*%G%<,*%#&(,1#&'>*(*/.(B.$.',*.>(,**.&B%&'(*/.(>.>>%#&>(",-%.B(
@%B.$H(@%*/(,(+.@(B.$.',*%#&>(%&*.-".&%&'(%&(-.><.G*(#+(.".-H(,-*%G$.(@/%$.(,(+.@(
B.$.',*%#&>(>/%.B(,@,H(+-#1(1,:%&'(.".&(,(>%&'$.(%&*.-".&*%#&(B)-%&'(*/.(@/#$.(
<.-%#B( #+( */.( >.>>%#&T( =/#)'/( %&*.-".&%&'( %&( -.><.G*( #+( .".-H( ,-*%G$.( %>( &#*(
&.G.>>,-%$H( ,( >%'&( #+( $.,B%&'( */.( B%>G)>>%#&( #-( .f.-*%&'( %&+$).&G.8( %*( 1,H( F.(
%&*.-.>*%&'( *#( &#*.( */,*( */.( ,G*%".( B.$.',*%#&>( /,".( F..&( >/,<%&'( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&( -%'/*( +-#1( */.( *%1.( #+( +#-1,*%#&( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<T( =/.(
B.$.',*%#&>(@%*/(,(/%'/($.".$(#+(<,-*%G%<,*%#&(B)-%&'(*/.($,>*(*/-..(>.>>%#&>(@.-.(
*/.( 0/%&,8( e.&1,-:8( Z%&$,&B8( ;.-1,&H8( 4*,$H8( \,<,&8( C.*/.-$,&B>8( D.<)F$%G( #+(
j#-.,8(Y@.B.&8(Y@%*V.-$,&B(,&B(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>T(e.$.',*%#&>(@%*/(,(1.B%)1($.".$(
#+(<,-*%G%<,*%#&(%&G$)B.B(E)>*-,$%,8(a-,V%$8(0,&,B,8(Z-,&G.8(;,F#&8(;/,&,8(;-..G.8(
C%'.-%,8( C#-@,H8( 4&B%,8( Y.&.',$8( Y<,%&8( a430[8( 40Y8( b]4( 0$)F>8( ,&B( Y/%<<.->(
0#)&G%$T(E1#&'(*/.(G#)&*-%.>(@%*/($#@8(%+(,&H8(%&*.-".&*%#&>(@.-.(*/.(0#$#1F%,8(
0V.G/(D.<)F$%G8(4-,&8(b,:%>*,&(,&B(D)>>%,&(Z.B.-,*%#&T(=/.(,F>.&G.(#+(*/.(A&%*.B(
j%&'B#1( B)-%&'( */.( &%&.*..&*/( >.>>%#&( ,&B( $%**$.( <,-*%G%<,*%#&( B)-%&'( */.(
B%>G)>>%#&>(,*(*/.(>)F>.g).&*(>.>>%#&>(@,>(G#&><%G)#)>T(
4*( %>( %&*.-.>*%&'( *#( &#*.( */,*( ,$*/#)'/( ,( >1,$$( <-#<#-*%#&( #+( */.( @#-$B^>(
1,-%*%1.( *-,B.( %>( '#".-&.B( FH( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>8( ,$1#>*( #&.M*/%-B( #+( */.(
G#)&*-%.>(<,-*%G%<,*%&'(%&(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(/,".(,B#<*.B(*/,*(-.'%1.T(3,&H(#+(
*/.1(+.$*(>*-#&'$H(*/,*(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(>/#)$B(-.<-.>.&*(>%'&%+%G,&*(<-#'-.>>(
#".-( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>T( E$>#8( */.( 0.&*-,$( ,&B( 9.>*( E+-%G,&( Y*,*.>( +#-1.B( */.(
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!
!
!
!
!
!

! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

E+-%G,&( ;-#)<LL( @/%G/( /.$B( G#&>)$*,*%#&( 1..*%&'>( *#( B.".$#<( ,( G#11#&( >*,&G.(
,&B(1,:.(<-#<#>,$>(,GG#-B%&'$H(B)-%&'(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(>.>>%#&>T(
+

LL( =/.( G#)&*-%.>( @/%G/( +#-1.B( */.( E+-%G,&( ;-#)<( ,-.( E&'#$,8( a.&%&8( a)-:%&,( Z,>#8( 0,1.-##&8(

0#&'#8(0s*.(B^4"#%-.8(e.1#G-,*%G(D.<)F$%G(#+(*/.(0#&'#8(!g),*#-%,$(;)%&.,8(;,F#&8(;/,&,8(;)%&.,8(
;)%&.,Ma%>>,)8(3,)-%*,&%,8(C%'.-8(C%'.-%,8(Y.&.',$8(=#'#T(
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!

!
!
!
!
!
!

! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

<"

(.1#4.&/%#'$2+/$(+(.*#2#'$2+

<"!

2=>?@+>A+B??CD=BED>F+

4&(#-B.-(*#(<-#1#*.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$()&%+#-1%*H(,&B(*/.(#F>.-",&G.(#+('##B(+,%*/(
%&( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( *-,B.( %&( */.( $,@( -.$,*%&'( *#( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,8( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&(/,>(F..&('%".&(,(-.$,*%".$H(@%B.(>G#<.(#+(,<<$%G,*%#&(n(>)F>*,&*%,$$H(
@%B.-( */,&( */,*( #+( */.( <-.",%$%&'( -.'%1.>( #+( */.( K,').( D)$.>8( */.( K,').MN%>FH(
D)$.>(,&B(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>T((
=/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( B)-%&'( */.( G#)->.( #+( */.( B.$%F.-,*%#&>( ,*( */.( +#-1,$(
9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( >.>>%#&>( ,&B( ,*( ><.G%,$( >.1%&,->( ,&B( 1..*%&'>LO( ,'-..B( %&(
>)F>*,&G.( ,>( *#( @/,*( *H<.>( #+( *-,&>,G*%#&>( >/#)$B( F.( @%*/%&( */.( >G#<.( #+( */.(
G#&".&*%#&T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,'-..B( */,*( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( >/#)$B( G#".-(
*-,&>,G*%#&>(M(*/,*(,-.(+)&G*%#&,$$H(>%1%$,-(*#(*/#>.(G#".-.B()&B.-(*/.(K,').(,&B(
K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>_(*/#>.(G#".-.B(FH(*/.(&#&M&.'#*%,F$.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(>)F>*%*)*.>(
>)G/( ,>( >.,( @,HF%$$>( #-( B,*,( %&*.-G/,&'.( -.G.%<*>_( */#>.( G#".-.B( FH( .$.G*-#&%G(
F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'( ,&B( */.%-( >)F>*%*)*.>_( ,&B( */#>.( %&( @/%G/( &#( B#G)1.&*( %>( %>>).B(
F)*( */.( <,-*%.>( ,-.( +)&G*%#&,$$H( >%1%$,-( *#( */#>.( %&( ,( *-,B%*%#&,$( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'(
*-,&>,G*%#&T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,$>#( ,'-..B( */,*( */.( %&>*-)1.&*( %>( %&*.&B.B( *#(
G#".-( G#&*-,G*>( %&( */.( $%&.-( *-,B.LP( F.G,)>.( >)G/( G#&*-,G*>( ,-.( $.>>( $%:.$H( *#( F.(
&.'#*%,*.B( %&B%"%B),$$H( ,&B( F.G,)>.( ,( G.-*,%&( %&.g),$%*H( #+( F,-',%&%&'( <#@.-(
F.*@..&(*/.(>/%<<.-(,&B(*/.(G,--%.-(%>(,>>)1.B(*#(.f%>*T(?%:.@%>.8(*/.(9#-:%&'(
;-#)<(,'-..B(*/,*(*/.(%&>*-)1.&*(>/#)$B('.&.-,$$H(><.,:%&'(&#*(G#".-(*/.(*-,1<(
*-,B.8(@/.-.(%&B%"%B),$$H(&.'#*%,*.B(G/,-*.-<,-*%.>(,&B(,&(.g),$%*H(#+(F,-',%&%&'(
<#@.-(,-.(*H<%G,$$H(<-.>.&*T(4*(@,>(,$>#(,'-..B(*/,*(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(G#&*-,G*>(#+(
G,--%,'.(%&(&#&M$%&.-(*-,&><#-*,*%#&8(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(@#)$B(&#*(,<<$H(.fG.<*(
@/.-.(*/.-.(%>(&#(G/,-*.-<,-*H(#-(#*/.-(G#&*-,G*(F.*@..&(*/.(<,-*%.>(+#-(*/.()>.(
#+( ,( >/%<( #-( #+( ,&H( ><,G.( */.-.#&_( ,&B( @/.&( ,( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( #-( ,&(
.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&><#-*(-.G#-B(%>(%>>).BT(
E( 1%f( #+( */-..( B%++.-.&*( ,<<-#,G/.>( @,>( %B.&*%+%.B( +#-( B.+%&%&'( */.( >G#<.( #+(
,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(&,1.$H(*/.(QB#G)1.&*,-HR(,<<-#,G/8()&B.-(
@/%G/( */.( ,<<$%G,*%#&( #+( */.( G#&".&*%#&( @#)$B( *)-&( #&( */.( %>>),&G.( #+( ,(
<,-*%G)$,-(*H<.(#+(B#G)1.&*8(*/.(QG#&*-,G*),$R(,<<-#,G/8()&B.-(@/%G/(,<<$%G,*%#&(
@#)$B( B.<.&B( #&( */.( <,-*%.>( G#&G$)B%&'( ,( <,-*%G)$,-( *H<.( #+( G#&*-,G*8( @%*/#)*(
-.',-B(*#(@/.*/.-(,(<,-*%G)$,-(B#G)1.&*(@,>(%>>).B8(,&B(*/.(Q*-,B.R(,<<-#,G/8(
LO(Y..(\#/,&(YG/.$%&8(Z-..B#1(#+(0#&*-,G*(,&B(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>8(D.<#-*(+-#1(*/.(?#&B#&(

Y.1%&,-(J`(*#(J5(Z.F-),-H(J``O8(,",%$,F$.(#&$%&.(,*(
/**<dkk+#$:T)%#T&#k.-%:-#k999kG#'kD.<#-*T<B+(6$,>*("%>%*.B(#&(5L([G*#F.-(J``W7T(
LP( E-*%G$.( 56L7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.+%&.>( Q$%&.-( *-,&><#-*,*%#&R( ,>( ,( *-,&><#-*,*%#&( >.-"%G.(
*/,*(%>(#++.-.B(*#(*/.(<)F$%G(*/-#)'/(<)F$%G,*%#&(#-(>%1%$,-(1.,&>(,&B(%&G$)B.>(*-,&><#-*,*%#&(FH(
>/%<>( #<.-,*%&'( #&( ,( -.')$,-( >G/.B)$.( F.*@..&( ><.G%+%.B( <#-*>( %&( ,GG#-B,&G.( @%*/( <)F$%G$H(
,",%$,F$.(*%1.*,F$.>(#+(>,%$%&'(B,*.>T(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
%&(@/%G/(,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(G#&".&*%#&(@#)$B(*)-&(#&(*/.(&,*)-.(#+(*/.(*-,B.(%&(
@/%G/(*/.(G,--%.-(@,>(.&','.BT(4*(%>(>)F1%**.B(*/,*(,$$(#+(*/.>.(,<<-#,G/.>(/,".(
>*-.&'*/>( ,&B( @.,:&.>>.>( ,&B( */%>( /,>( F..&( %1<$%G%*$H( %+( &#*( .f<-.>>$H(
-.G#'&%V.B(%&(*/.(B.$%F.-,*%#&>T(E&H(#+(*/.1(@#)$B(@#-:(+#-(*/.(",>*(1,I#-%*H(#+(
*-,&>,G*%#&>( */,*( .".-H#&.( ,'-..>( >/#)$B( G$.,-$H( +,$$( @%*/%&( #-( #)*>%B.( */.(
G#&".&*%#&T(a)*8(@%*/(.,G/(,<<-#,G/8(*/.-.(%>(,(B,&'.-(*/,*(>#1.(*-,&>,G*%#&>(,*(
*/.( 1,-'%&>( @#)$B( ,GG%B.&*,$$H( F.( %&G$)B.B( #-( .fG$)B.B( +-#1( */.( G#&".&*%#&^>(
>G#<.T(
=/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(,'-..B(#&(,(1#B.-&8(/HF-%B(<-#<#>,$(<-.<,-.B()&B.-(*/.(
$.,B.->/%<(#+(b-#+.>>#-(K,&&)(K#&:,(#+(Z%&$,&BT(=/.(<-#<#>,$(*,:.>(,B",&*,'.(
#+( */.( >*-.&'*/>( #+( .,G/( #+( */.( */-..( ,<<-#,G/.>( ,&B( 1%&%1%V.>( >%1)$*,&.#)>$H(
*/.(@.,:&.>>.>T(=/%>(<-#<#>,$(>*,-*>(@%*/(,(G#&*-,G*),$(,<<-#,G/8(FH(>*,*%&'(*/,*(
*/.( G#&".&*%#&( ,<<$%.>( *#( ,$$( G#&*-,G*>( #+( G,--%,'.( FH( >.,( */,*( 1..*( G.-*,%&(
'.#'-,</%G( G#&B%*%#&>TLS( =/%>( ,<<-#,G/8( >*,&B%&'( ,$#&.8( %>( *##( F-#,B( ,&B( @#)$B(
>@..<( %&( G#&*-,G*>( */,*( ,$$( ,'-..( >/#)$B( &#*( F.( >)FI.G*( *#( */.( G#&".&*%#&_(
*/.-.+#-.8( */.( <-#<#>,$( */.&( )>.>( ,( *-,B.( ,<<-#,G/( *#( .fG$)B.( G/,-*.-<,-*H(
G#&*-,G*>( ,&B( #*/.-( &#&M$%&.-( G#&*-,G*>TLU( 4*( @,>( #F>.-".B( */,*( */.( .fG$)>%#&( #+(
,$$( &#&M$%&.-( G#&*-,G*>( G#)$B( -.>)$*( %&( */.( .fG$)>%#&( #+( G.-*,%&( *-,&>,G*%#&>( */,*(
*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(,'-..B(>/#)$B(F.(%&G$)B.BT(Y)G/(*-,&>,G*%#&>(*.G/&%G,$$H(B#(
&#*(1..*(*/.(B.+%&%*%#&(#+(G#&*-,G*>(%&(*/.($%&.-(>.-"%G._(/#@.".-8(*/.H(.>>.&*%,$$H(
#<.-,*.(,>(%+(*/.H(@.-.(%&(*/.($%&.-(>.-"%G.(,&B(%>>).(*-,B%*%#&,$($%&.-(>.-"%G.(F%$$>(
#+( $,B%&'T( =/.-.+#-.8( */.( <#$%GH( I)>*%+%G,*%#&( +#-( >)FI.G*%&'( */.1( *#( */.(
G#&".&*%#&^>( 1,&B,*#-H( -)$.>( ,<<$%.>( *#( */.1( I)>*( ,>( >*-#&'$H( ,>( %&( */.( >*-%G*(
$%&.-( G#&*.f*T( =/%>( <-#F$.1( %>( ,BB-.>>.B( FH( ,BB%&'( ,( <-#"%>%#&( F,>.B( #&( */.(
B#G)1.&*,-H( ,<<-#,G/( */,*( @#)$B( F-%&'( F,G:( %&*#( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>^(
G#".-,'.(G#&*-,G*>(#+(G,--%,'.(%&(*/.(&#&M$%&.-(>.-"%G.(@/.-.(,(*-,B%*%#&,$($%&.-M
>.-"%G.M*H<.( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( /,>( F..&( %>>).BTLW( =/%>( %&&#",*%".( ,<<-#,G/( %>(
B.1#&>*-,*%".( #+( ,( <-,G*%G,$( >#$)*%#&( *#( ,( +-)>*-,*%&'( <-#F$.1( */,*( /,>( <$,').B(
<-."%#)>(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(G#&".&*%#&>TLX(
[&.( #+( */.( 1#>*( G#&*-#".->%,$( ,><.G*>( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( /,>( F..&( */.(
G#".-,'.(#+(*/.(.&*%-.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.(%&G$)B%&'($,&B(G,--%,'.(<-.G.B%&'(*/.(
$#,B%&'(#+(*/.(".>>.$(,&B($,&B(G,--%,'.(>)F>.g).&*(*#(*/.()&$#,B%&'(#+(*/.(".>>.$T((
4&( >/,-<( G#&*-,>*( @%*/( */.( <-."%#)>( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( 1,-%*%1.( *-,&><#-*(
G#&".&*%#&>O`8( */.( ,<<$%G,*%#&( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( %>( G#&*-,G*),$( @/%G/( %>(

LS(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(PT(
LU(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(ST(
LW(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(UT(
LX(Y..(3,-H(K.$.&(0,-$>#&8(QATYT(b,-*%G%<,*%#&(%&(*/.(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(A&%+%G,*%#&(#+(b-%",*.(?,@d(=/.(

3,:%&'( #+( =/.( AC04=DE?( e-,+*( 0,--%,'.( #+( ;##B>( FH( Y.,( 0#&".&*%#&R8( ":)*9$! F*/'+'A$! %*J!
K.:/9*)8(6J``U7(L5(=)$T(3,-T(?T\T(S5P8(,*(<<T(SJX(n(SL5T(
O`(=/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(,-.(Q<#-*M*#M<#-*TR(Y..(K,1F)-'(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(O657T(=/.(K,').(,&B(K,').M
N%>FH( D)$.>8( /#@.".-8( ,-.( Q*,G:$.M*#M*,G:$.TR( Y..( K,').( D)$.>8( ,-*%G$.( 56.7_( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>8(
,-*%G$.(56.7T(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

B.+%&.B( FH( */.( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( %*>.$+TO5( 4+( */.( G#&*-,G*( G#".->( $,&B( G,--%,'.(
<-.G.B%&'( */.( $#,B%&'( #+( */.( ".>>.$( ,&B( $,&B( G,--%,'.( >)F>.g).&*( *#( */.(
)&$#,B%&'( #+( */.( ".>>.$8( */.&( */.( D)$.>( ,$>#( G#".-( >)G/( G,--%,'.T( a)*( %+( */.(
G#&*-,G*(G#".->(#&$H(*/.(1,-%*%1.($.'(#+(,(1)$*%1#B,$(1#".1.&*8(*/.&(*/,*(%>(,$$(
*/,*( */.( D)$.>( G#".-T( 4&( #*/.-( @#-B>8( %+( ,( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( <-#"%B.>( +#-( ,(
>/%<1.&*(+-#1(#&.(<#-*(*#(,&#*/.-(<#-*8(*/.&(*/.(D)$.>^(G#".-,'.(%>(>%1<$H(Q<#-*M
*#M<#-*TR(a)*(%+(,(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.(<-#"%B.>(+#-(,(>/%<1.&*(+-#1(*/.(>/%<<.-^>(
1,&)+,G*)-%&'( <$,&*( *#( */.( G#&>%'&..^>( @,-./#)>.8( */.&( */.( D)$.>^( G#".-,'.( %>(
QB##-M*#MB##-TROJ( =/%>( B##-M*#MB##-( G#".-,'.( #+( */.( D)$.>( %>( B%++.-.&*( +-#1(
*-,B%*%#&,$(1)$*%1#B,$(G#".-,'.T(4B.,$$H8(%&(,(1)$*%1#B,$(-.'%1.8(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(
G,--%,'.(>/#)$B(<-#"%B.(+#-(,&H(*@#(6#-(1#-.7(1#B.>(#+(G,--%,'.OL(,&B(G#)$B(,$>#(
'#".-&(,(>/%<1.&*(%&"#$"%&'(#&$H(-#,B(,&B(-,%$(*-,&><#-*T(=/.(&.@(G#&".&*%#&8(%&(
G#&*-,>*8(-.g)%-.>(,(1,-%*%1.($.'TOO(Y%&G.(*/.(.f%>*%&'($%,F%$%*H(-.'%1.>(,-.(<#-*M
*#M<#-*( #-( &,--#@.-8( B##-M*#MB##-( G#".-,'.( @,>( G#&*-#".->%,$T( =/.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<( +%&,$$H( ,'-..B( #&( ,( 1#B%+%.B( B##-M*#MB##-( ,<<-#,G/( */,*( /,>( G#1.( *#( F.(
G,$$.B(,(Q1,-%*%1.(<$)>R( OP(#-(Q$%1%*.B(&.*@#-:R(-.'%1.TOS(=/%>(1.,&>(*/,*(@/.&(
*/.-.(%>(,(*/-#)'/(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(G#".-%&'(,&(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(1)$*%1#B,$(>/%<1.&*8(
,&B(#&.(#+(*/.($.'>(#+(*/.(I#)-&.H(%>(FH(>.,8(*/.&8(,>(F.*@..&(*/.(<,-*%.>(*#(*/.(
G#&*-,G*8(*/.(G#&".&*%#&^>(*.-1>8(%&G$)B%&'(%*>($%,F%$%*H(*.-1>8(,<<$H8(-.',-B$.>>(#+(
@/.*/.-( */.( B,1,'.( #GG)--.B( #&( */.( #G.,&( $.'( #-( B)-%&'( */.( %&$,&B( G,--%,'.TOU(
=/%>( %>( ,( >%'&%+%G,&*( %1<-#".1.&*( #".-( */.( G)--.&*( >%*),*%#&( @/.-.( */.( $%,F%$%*H(
-)$.>(B.<.&B(#&(@/.-.(B,1,'.(#GG)--.BT(=/%>()&G.-*,%&*H(%>(<-.>.&*$H(*/.(G,)>.(
#+(1)G/($%*%',*%#&T(
=/.-.(%>(#&.(>%'&%+%G,&*(.fG.<*%#&(*#(*/%>(-.'%1.T(e)-%&'(*/.(.,-$H(B,H>(#+(*/.(
<-.<,-,*%#&(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(1,&H(!)-#<.,&(B.$.',*%#&>(%&%*%,$$H(#<<#>.B(
,( B##-M*#MB##-( >G#<.( F.G,)>.( */.H( +.,-.B( */,*( %*( @#)$B( G#&+$%G*( @%*/( .f%>*%&'(
!)-#<.,&()&%1#B,$(-.'%1.>8(>)G/(,>(*/.(03DOW(,&B(043M0[=4ZOX(6*/.(!)-#<.,&(
O5(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(B.+%&%*%#&(#+(QG#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.R8(,-*%G$.(5657T(
OJ( Y%1%$,-$H8( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>^( G#".-,'.( 1,H( F.( QB##-M*#M<#-*R( #-( Q<#-*M*#MB##-8R( B.<.&B%&'(

#&(*/.(>G#<.(#+(*/.(G#&*-,G*T(Y..(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&8(,-*%G$.(55T(

OL( A&%*.B( C,*%#&>( 0#&".&*%#&( #&( 4&*.-&,*%#&,$( 3)$*%1#B,$( =-,&><#-*( #+( ;##B>8( 3,H( JO8( 5XW`8(

,-*%G$.(56578(AC(e#G(=ek3=k0[CZk5S(65XW`78(6B.+%&%&'(Q%&*.-&,*%#&,$(1)$*%1#B,$(*-,&><#-*R(,>(
Q*/.(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(FH(,*($.,>*(*@#(B%++.-.&*(1#B.>(#+(*-,&><#-*(#&(*/.(F,>%>(#+(,(1)$*%1#B,$(
*-,&><#-*( G#&*-,G*( +-#1( ,( <$,G.( %&( #&.( G#)&*-H( ,*( @/%G/( */.( '##B>( ,-.( *,:.&( %&( G/,-'.( FH( */.(
1)$*%1#B,$(*-,&><#-*(#<.-,*#-(*#(,(<$,G.(B.>%'&,*.B(+#-(B.$%".-H(>%*),*.B(%&(,(B%++.-.&*(G#)&*-HR7(
6/.-.%&,+*.-(Q3)$*%1#B,$(0#&".&*%#&R7T(
OO( Y..( (:>/*8( &#*.( O58( Qt( =/.( G#&*-,G*( >/,$$( <-#"%B.( +#-( G,--%,'.( FH( >.,( ,&B( 1,H( <-#"%B.( +#-(
G,--%,'.(FH(#*/.-(1#B.>(#+(*-,&><#-*(%&(,BB%*%#&(*#(*/.(>.,(G,--%,'.T(
OP( Y..( +#-( .f,1<$.8( b-#<#>,$( FH( */.( C.*/.-$,&B>( #&( */.( ,<<$%G,*%#&( B##-M*#MB##-( #+( */.(
%&>*-)1.&*8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTLL8(<,-,T(56G7T(
OS(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.>(P8(S(,&B(UT(
OU(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.>(55(,&B(5JT(
OW(0#&".&*%#&(#&(*/.(0#&*-,G*(+#-(*/.(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(FH(D#,B8(3,H(5X8(5XPS8(LXX(
ATCT=TYT(5WX8(/.-.%&,+*.-(-.+.--.B(*#(,>(Q03DRT(
OX(E-*%G$.(L657(#+(*/.(0#&".&*%#&(0#&G.-&%&'(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(0,--%,'.(FH(D,%$(60[=4Z78(3,H(X8(5XW`8(
5XWU( ;-T( a-%*T( =TYT( C#T( 5( 601T( O578( <-#"%B.>( */,*( Q%&*.-&,*%#&,$( */-#)'/( *-,++%GR( %>( >)FI.G*( *#( */.(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
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!
-#,B( ,&B( -,%$( G#&".&*%#&>7T( =/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.,$>( @%*/( */%>( FH( <-#"%B%&'(
*/,*8( %+( %*( G,&( F.( <-#".B( */,*( */.( B,1,'.( #GG)--.B( B)-%&'( $,&B( *-,&><#-*( */,*(
@#)$B( /,".( F..&( >)FI.G*( *#( ,( 1,&B,*#-%$H( ,<<$%G,F$.( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( G#&".&*%#&8(
*/.&(*/,*($,&B(G#&".&*%#&(@%$$(,<<$H8(#*/.-@%>.(*/.>.(D)$.>(@%$$(,<<$HTP`((
E&#*/.-( B.".$#<1.&*( %&( */.( D)$.>( %&( G#&*-,>*( *#( */.( <-."%#)>( %&*.-&,*%#&,$(
1,-%*%1.( *-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>( %>( */,*( */.( #$B( -)$.>( @.-.( B.".$#<.B( ,*( ,( *%1.(
@/.&( 1)$*%1#B,$( >/%<<%&'( G#&*-,G*>( @.-.( 1)G/( $.>>( G#11#&8( ,&B( */.-.+#-.( %*(
@,>(,<<-#<-%,*.(+#-(*/#>.(-)$.>(1.-.$H(*#(-.')$,*.(*/.(-.$,*%#&>/%<(F.*@..&(*/.(
G#&*-,G*%&'( >/%<<.-( ,&B( */.( G#&*-,G*%&'( G,--%.-T( =/.( .,-$H( -.'%1.>( B%B( &#*(
,BB-.>>( */.( -.><#&>%F%$%*%.>( #+( <,-*%.>8( #*/.-( */,&( G#&*-,G*%&'( <,-*%.>8( @/#(
,G*),$$H(<.-+#-1.B(*/.(G#&*-,G*T(=/%>(G,)>.B(>#1.(<-#F$.1>(+-#1(*/.(F.'%&&%&'8(
F.G,)>.( >/%<#@&.->( /,".( ,$@,H>( G#&*-,G*.B( @%*/( %&B.<.&B.&*( >*.".B#-.>( ,&B(
*.-1%&,$( #<.-,*#->( *#( $#,B( ,&B( )&$#,B( ".>>.$>8( ,&B( *#( >*#-.( G,-'#T( e%++.-.&*(
G#)&*-%.>8( ,&B( B%++.-.&*( G#)-*>( @%*/%&( ,( >%&'$.( G#)&*-H8( /,".( B.,$*( @%*/( */.>.(
%>>).>( %&G#&>%>*.&*$HT( =/.( -.>)$*%&'( )&G.-*,%&*H( /,>( F..&( ,( >#)-G.( #+( 1)G/(
$%*%',*%#&T(A&B.-(1#B.-&(G#11.-G%,$(>/%<<%&'(<-,G*%G.>8(,&B(@%*/(*/.(%&G-.,>%&'(
&)1F.-( #+( B##-M*#MB##-( G#&*-,G*>8( 1#-.( ,&B( 1#-.( #+( */.( G#&*-,G*%&'( G,--%.-^>(
-.><#&>%F%$%*%.>(,-.(<.-+#-1.B(FH(#*/.->T(=/%>(%>(,BB-.>>.B(%&(B.*,%$(%&(*/%>(-.<#-*(
)&B.-(*/.(/.,B%&'(QK%1,$,H,(0$,)>.>RT(
=/.-.(@,>(&#*(1)G/(>)<<#-*(@%*/%&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(+#-(,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(
B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( *#( >)%*>( ,',%&>*( %&$,&B( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*%.>( 6%T.T8( *-)G:>( ,&B(
-,%$-#,B>78( F)*( ( */.-.( @,>( @%B.><-.,B( >)<<#-*( +#-( ,<<$H%&'( */.( G#&".&*%#&( *#(
1,-%*%1.( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*%.>P5( 6.T'T8( *.-1%&,$( #<.-,*#->( ,&B( >*.".B#-.>7( %&(
,BB%*%#&(*#(*/.(<,-*%.>(*#(*/.(G#&*-,G*TPJ(=/%>(%>(,&(%1<-#".1.&*(#".-(*/.(G)--.&*(
$,@(,&B(B%>G)>>.B(%&(B.*,%$(%&(*/%>(-.<#-*()&B.-(*/.(/.,B%&'(QK%1,$,H,(0$,)>.>RT(
0,-'#(G$,%1,&*>(@%$$(-.1,%&(+-..(*#(>).(%&$,&B(<.-+#-1%&'(<,-*%.>()&B.-(*/.($,@>(
#+(*/.%-(&,*%#&,$(I)-%>B%G*%#&>T((
a,>.B( #&( ,( AY( <-#<#>,$8( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( ,$$#@( +#-( G.-*,%&( B.-#',*%#&>(
+-#1(*/.(D)$.>(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(Q"#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>RPLT(=/%>(%>(B%>G)>>.B(%&(B.*,%$(%&(
*/%>(-.<#-*()&B.-(*/.(/.,B%&'(QN#$)1.(0#&*-,G*>RT(=/.(G#-#$$,-H(#+(B.-#',*%#&>(%>(
*/.( )>.( #+( ,( G#&".&*%#&( -.'%1.( %&( -.><.G*( #+( G,--%,'.( F.*@..&( &#&MG#&*-,G*%&'(
>*,*.>T( 9/%$.( */%>( %>( &#*( .f<-.>>$H( <-#"%B.B( +#-( %&( */.( D)$.>8( )&B.-( '.&.-,$(
<-%&G%<$.>( #+( $,@( */.-.( >/#)$B( F.( &#( %1<.B%1.&*( %&( %&"#:%&'( */.( D#**.-B,1(
D)$.>(*/-#)'/(*/.(G,--%,'.(G#&*-,G*T((

QA&%+#-1(D)$.>(0#&G.-&%&'(*/.(0#&*-,G*(+#-(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(FH(D,%$(604378R(@/%G/(
+#-1>(E<<.&B%f(a(*#(0[=4ZT(=/.>.(-)$.>(,-.(/.-.%&,+*.-(-.+.--.B(*#(,>(Q043M0[=4ZRT(=/.>.(-)$.>(
@.-.(,1.&B.B(FH(*/.(b-#*#G#$(#+(3#B%+%G,*%#&(#+(5XXXT(
P`(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(JST(
P5(Z#-(B.+%&%*%#&(#+(Q1,-%*%1.(<.-+#-1%&'(<,-*HR8(>..8('91/*8(&#*.(5OOT(
PJ(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(5WT(
PL(Z#-(B.+%&%*%#&(#+(Q"#$)1.(G#&*-,G*R8(>..8('91/*8(&#*.(5UPT(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

%G@+>HCDIBED>FJ+>A+EG@+=BKKD@K+

=/.( F,>%G( #F$%',*%#&( #+( ,( G,--%.-( )&B.-( ,( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( %>( *#(
G,--H('##B>(+-#1(*/.(<$,G.(#+(-.G.%<*(*#(*/.(<$,G.(#+(B.>*%&,*%#&(,&B(B.$%".-(*/.1(
*#( */.( G#&>%'&..( ,*( */.( ,<<-#<-%,*.( *%1.( %&( */.( >,1.( G#&B%*%#&( ,>( */.H( @.-.( ,*(
*/.( *%1.( #+( -.G.%<*TPO( =/.( #F$%',*%#&( #+( */.( G,--%.-( %>( >.*( #)*( %&( ,-*%G$.( 55( #+( */.(
D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(.fG.<*(*/,*(&#(-.+.-.&G.(%>(1,B.(*#(*/.(*%1.(FH(@/%G/(B.$%".-H(
1)>*(*,:.(<$,G.(,&B(*#(*/.(G#&B%*%#&>(#+(*/.('##B>(#&(B.$%".-HT(K#@.".-(,-*%G$.(
J5( <-#"%B.>( */,*( B.$,H( %&( B.$%".-H( #GG)->( @/.&( */.( '##B>( ,-.( &#*( B.$%".-.B( ,*(
B.>*%&,*%#&( @%*/%&( */.( *%1.( ,'-..BTPP( b)->),&*( *#( ,-*%G$.( 5U6578( */.( G,--%.-( %>(
$%,F$.(+#-($#>>(#+(#-(B,1,'.(*#(*/.('##B>(,&B(+#-(B.$,H(%&(B.$%".-HT(Y%&G.(*/.(*%1.(
#+( */.( K,-*.-( EG*PS( */.( $.'%>$,*#->( /,".( B..1.B( ,<<-#<-%,*.( *#( >.*( #)*( */.(
+)&B,1.&*,$(#F$%',*%#&>(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(-.$,*%&'(*#(<-#"%B%&'(,(>.,@#-*/H(>/%<(,&B(
*/.( G)>*#BH( #+( */.( G,-'#T( =/.H( @.-.( >.*( #)*( %&( $.'%>$,*%#&( #+( ",-%#)>( &,*%#&,$(
I)-%>B%G*%#&>PU(@/%G/(+#$$#@.B(*/.(K,-*.-(EG*(,&B(,$>#(*/.(K,').(D)$.>T((
9%*/( -.><.G*( *#( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>8( >%&G.( */.( F,>%>( #+( G,--%.-( $%,F%$%*H( %>(
Q<-.>)1.B( +,)$*R8( %*( @,>( &#*( +#)&B( &.G.>>,-H( *#( .f<$%G%*$H( <-#"%B.( +#-( G,--%.-^>(
$%,F%$%*H( %&( -.$,*%#&( *#( >.,@#-*/%&.>>T( Y%1%$,-$H( */.-.( %>( &#( .f<-.>>( <-#"%>%#&(
-.$,*%&'(*#(G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*H(%&(*.-1>(#+(G)>*#BH(#+(*/.(G,-'#(#&(F#,-BT(a#*/(*/.>.(
%>>).>( ,-.( G#&>%B.-.B( *#( F.( ,B.g),*.$H( G#".-.B( FH( */.( <-#"%>%#&( %&( ,-*%G$.( P657(
<)->),&*( *#( @/%G/( */.( G,--%.-( %>( $%,F$.( +#-( G,-'#( $#>>( #-( B,1,'.( +-#1( @/,*.".-(
G,)>.()&$.>>(/.(%>(,F$.(*#(B%>G/,-'.(*/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(%1<#>.B(#&(/%1(*/,*(/.8(
/%>( >.-",&*>( ,&B( ,'.&*>( *##:( ,$$( <-.".&*%".( 1.,>)-.>( */,*( G#)$B( -.,>#&,F$H( F.(
-.g)%-.B( *#( ,"#%B( */.( #GG)--.&G.( ,&B( %*>( G#&>.g).&G.>TPW( 4&( -.><.G*( #+(
>.,@#-*/%&.>>(,(+)-*/.-(,&,$H*%G,$(<-#F.(@#)$B(%&B%G,*.(*/,*(*/.($#@.-(*/-.>/#$B(
#+( .f.-G%>%&'( B).( B%$%'.&G.( *#( 1,:.( */.( >/%<( >.,@#-*/H( F.+#-.( ,&B( ,*( */.(
F.'%&&%&'( #+( */.( "#H,'.( %&( */.( K,').MN%>FH( -.'%1.( @,>( B%>G,-B.B( %&( */.(
K,1F)-'(D)$.>T(E-'),F$H(*/.-.+#-.8(*/.-.(%>(,&(%1<$%.B(G#&*%&)#)>(#F$%',*%#&(#&(
*/.(G,--%.-(*#(1,%&*,%&(/%>(>/%<(%&(,(>.,@#-*/H(G#&B%*%#&T(?%,F%$%*H(>g),-.$H(-.>*>(
#&( */.( G,--%.-( +#-( G,-'#( B,1,'.( -.',-B$.>>( #+( */.( G%-G)1>*,&G.>( >)FI.G*( *#(
B%>G/,-'%&'( */.( F)-B.&( #+( <-#"%&'( */,*( Q/.8( /%>( >.-",&*>( #-( ,'.&*>( *##:( ,$$(
1.,>)-.>( */,*( G#)$B( -.,>#&,F$H( F.( -.g)%-.B( *#( ,"#%B( */.( #GG)--.&G.( ,&B( %*>(
G#&>.g).&G.>RT(((
PO(b)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(L6J7(#+(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>8(*/.(G,--%.-(1)>*(Q<-#<.-$H(,&B(G,-.+)$$H($#,B8(

/,&B$.8(>*#@8(G,--H8(:..<8(G,-.(+#-(,&B(B%>G/,-'.(*/.('##B>(G,--%.BRT((=/.(<-#"%>%#&(%>(>%$.&*(,F#)*(
*/.( #F$%',*%#&( *#( B.$%".-( */.( '##B>( ,*( B.>*%&,*%#&T( =/.( #&$H( <-#"%>%#&( %&( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( %>(
,-*%G$.(P(@/%G/(-.$,*.>(*#(*/.($%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(%&(G,>.(#+($#>>8(B,1,'.(#-(B.$,HT(
PP(Z#-(*/.(>,:.(#+(G$,-%*H8($%,F%$%*H(+#-(B.$,H(%>(.fG$)B.B(%+(&#*/%&'(%>(>,%B(%&(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.(
%&(-.><.G*(#+(*/.(*%1.(#+(B.$%".-H8(F.G,)>.(*/,*(G#)$B(#&$H(F.(B#&.(FH(g),$%+H%&'(B.$,H(,>(+,%$)-.(*#(
B.$%".-( @%*/%&( ,( -.,>#&,F$.( *%1.8( ,( B.>G-%<*%#&( .f*-.1.$H( ",').( @/%G/( G#)$B( '%".( -%>.( *#( 1)G/(
$%*%',*%#&T(
PS(K,-*.-(EG*8(G/T(5`P8(JU(Y*,*T(OOP(65WXL7(6G#B%+%.B(,*(OS(ATYT0T(,<<T(uu5X`M5XS(6J```77T(
PU( Y..( +#-( .f,1<$.( */.( E)>*-,$%,&( Y.,( 0,--%,'.( #+( ;##B>( EG*( 5X`O( ,&B( */.( 0,&,B%,&( 9,*.-(
0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(EG*(5X5`T(
PW(Y..(9T(!T(E>*$.8("#$!-*A5:/&!?:)$(8(Z,%-<$,H(b)F$%G,*%#&>8(5XW5(,*(<<T(XWMXXT(
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!
=/.( AC04=DE?( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( 444( /#@.".-( <-.>.-".B( */.( *-,B%*%#&,$(
#F$%',*%#&>8(.".&(*/#)'/8(%&("%.@(#+(*/.(B##-M*#MB##-(>G#<.(#+(,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(
D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(%*(@,>(&.G.>>,-H(*#(-.')$,*.(>.<,-,*.$H(*/.(#F$%',*%#&>(-.$,*%&'(
*#(*/.(G,-.(#+(*/.(G,-'#(,&B(*/#>.(-.$,*%&'(*#(*/.(>.,@#-*/%&.>>(#+(*/.(>/%<T(=/.(
+#-1.-8(>.*(#)*(%&(,-*%G$.(5L6578(,<<$H(*/-#)'/#)*(*/.(<.-%#B(#+(-.><#&>%F%$%*H(#+(
*/.(G,--%.-T(=/.($,**.-8(>.*(#)*(%&(,-*%G$.(5O8(,<<$%.>(#&$H(*#(*/.("#H,'.(FH(>.,T(a)*(
@/%$.(*/.(#F$%',*%#&>(-.$,*%&'(*#(*/.(G,-.(#+(*/.(G,-'#(,-.(*/.(>,1.(,>(*/#>.(%&(*/.(
K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>8( */#>.( -.$,*%&'( *#( */.( >.,@#-*/%&.>>( #+( */.( >/%<8( */#)'/( &#*(
B%++.-%&'( g),$%*HM@%>.( 6*/.H( ,-.( >*%$$( #F$%',*%#&>( *#( .f.-G%>.( B).( B%$%'.&G.78( ,-.(
>%'&%+%G,&*$H( B%++.-.&*( *%1.M@%>.( >%&G.( */.H( ,-.( &#@( G#&*%&)#)>( #F$%',*%#&>( ,&B(
&#*(#&$H(#F$%',*%#&>(*#(F.(+)$+%$$.B(,*(*/.(F.'%&&%&'(#+(*/.("#H,'.T((
OTJT5T(=/.(G#&*%&)%&'(#F$%',*%#&(#+(>.,@#-*/%&.>>(
4*(%>(#F"%#)>(*/,*(*/.(G#&G.<*(#+(>.,@#-*/%&.>>(%>(<.G)$%,-(*#(1,-%*%1.($,@T(4*(%>(
,$>#( #+( %1<#-*,&G.( *#( &#*.( */,*( @/.-.,>( */.( G#&G.<*( %>( <-%1,-%$H( #&.( */,*( %>(
%&*%1,*.$H(,>>#G%,*.B(@%*/(<-%",*.($,@8(F.%&'(,&(.$.1.&*(#+(1,-%*%1.(>,+.*H(*/.-.(
,-.(G.-*,%&(<)F$%G($,@(G#&&#*,*%#&>(*/,*(G,&&#*(F.(#".-$##:.BT(9/%$.(%*(%>(F.H#&B(
*/.(>G#<.(#+(*/%>(-.<#-*(*#(.&*.-(%&*#(,(B.*,%$.B(G#1<-./.&>%".(B%>G)>>%#&(#+(*/.(
>)FI.G*( #+( >.,@#-*/%&.>>8( %*(%>( ,(+)&B,1.&*,$( #F>.-",*%#&( */,*(%&( */.( *-,B%*%#&,$(
$,@(#+(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(FH(>.,(.f.1<$%+%.B(FH(*/.(K,').kK,').MN%>FH(D)$.>8(*/.(
-.g)%-.1.&*( FH( */.( G,--%.-( @%*/( -.><.G*( *#( >.,@#-*/%&.>>( /,>( &.".-( F..&( ,&(
,F>#$)*.(#F$%',*%#&T(4&(#*/.-(@#-B>(*/.(G,--%.->^(#F$%',*%#&()&B.-(*/,*(-.'%1.(%>(
&#*(*#(<-#"%B.(,(>.,@#-*/H(>/%<(,*(,$$(G#>*>8(F)*(-,*/.-(*#(Q.f.-G%>.(B).(B%$%'.&G.(
*#(1,:.(*/.(>/%<(>.,@#-*/H(,*(*/.(F.'%&&%&'(#+(*/.("#H,'.RTPX(=/.(&,*)-.(#+(*/.(
#F$%',*%#&( %>( #F"%#)>$H( #&.( */,*( /,>( G#&>G%#)>$H( F..&( G,>*( ,*( ,( $#@.-( */,&(
,F>#$)*.(*/-.>/#$BT(C#*(#&$H(%>(B).(B%$%'.&G.(*/.(1#>*(>%'&%+%G,&*(.$.1.&*(#+(*/.(
>.,@#-*/%&.>>( #F$%',*%#&8( F)*( ,$>#8( %*( &..B( #&$H( F.( .f.-G%>.B( F.+#-.( ,&B( ,*( */.(
G#11.&G.1.&*( #+( */.( "#H,'.T( =/.( I)-%><-)B.&G.( #&( */.>.( *@#( %>>).>( %>( ,1<$.(
,&B(@.$$(:&#@&(,&B(*/.-.(%>8(*/.-.+#-.8(&#(&..B(*#(B@.$$(#&(%*T((
4*(%>(<.-*%&.&*(*#(&#*.(%&(*/%>(G#&*.f*(*/,*(*/.(,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(#+(
>.,@#-*/%&.>>( %&( */.( -.,$1( #+( G/,-*.-<,-*%.>( %>( 1)$*%+,-%#)>T( 4&( >#1.( :%&B>( #+(
G/,-*.-<,-*%.>(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(%>(%B.&*%G,$(*#(*/,*(#+(*/.(.f%>*%&'(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(
D)$.>T( 4&( #*/.->( */.( #F$%',*%#&( %>( B..1.B( *#( F.( G#&*%&)#)>( %&( G,>.>( @/.-.( */.(
G/,-*.-<,-*H( G#&*,%&>( ,( 1,%&*.&,&G.( G$,)>.TS`( 4&( #*/.-( G/,-*.-<,-*%.>( */.(
B#G*-%&.(#+(>*,'.>(,<<$%.>8(%&(#*/.-(@#-B>(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(%>(*-%''.-.B(.,G/(*%1.(,(
".>>.$($.,".>(,(<#-*(.".&(%+(*/,*(%>(<,-*(#+(*/.(>,1.("#H,'.T(4&("%-*),$$H(,$$(G,>.>(
*/.(#F$%',*%#&(%>(&#*(,&(,F>#$)*.(#&.(*#(<-#"%B.(,(>.,@#-*/H(>/%<(F)*(>%1<$H(*#(
.f.-G%>.(B).(B%$%'.&G.(*#(1,:.(%*(>.,@#-*/HT((

PX(Y..(K,').kK,').MN%>FH(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(L657T((

S`(4+(,(G/,-*.-<,-*H(G#&*,%&>(*.-1>(*#(*/.(.++.G*(*/,*(*/.(>/%<(@%$$(F.(Q1,%&*,%&.B(%&(,(*/#-#)'/$H(

.++%G%.&*(>*,*.(B)-%&'(>.-"%G.R8(*/.&(*/.()&B.-*,:%&'(@%$$(F.(G#&>%B.-.B(,>(,(G#&*%&)%&'(#&.T(Y..(3(
9%$+#-B(,&B(\(j%1F,$$8("'A$!2#*/+$/(8(??b8(O*/(.BT(5XXP8(,*(<<T(XSMXUT(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

4&(G#1<,-%>#&(@%*/(,$$(#+(*/.(,F#".(>%*),*%#&>(%*(%>(,(>%'&%+%G,&*(<#%&*(*#(&#*.(
*/,*(%&(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(%>(G#&*%&)#)>(#&.(F)*(%>(>*%$$(G,>*(,*(*/.(
$#@.-( */-.>/#$B( #+( .f.-G%>%&'( B).( B%$%'.&G.( ,&B( %>( .f<-.>>.B( %&( */.( +#$$#@%&'(
*.-1>(Q=/.(G,--%.-(%>(F#)&B(F.+#-.8(,*(*/.(F.'%&&%&'(#+8(,&B(B)-%&'(*/.("#H,'.(FH(
>.,(*#(.f.-G%>.(B).(B%$%'.&G.(*#d(p1q,:.(,&B(:..<(*/.(>/%<(>.,@#-*/Ht(.*GTRS5(

<"8

%G@+BCC>=BED>F+>A+EG@+HLKM@F+>A+?K>>A+

=/.(<-#"%>%#&>(B.,$%&'(@%*/(*/.(,$$#G,*%#&(#+(*/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(%&(*/.(B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&(,-.(*/.(-.>)$*(#+(".-H(<-#*-,G*.B(B.F,*.>(B)-%&'(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(
>.>>%#&>(,&B(,$>#(*/-#)'/(+#-1,$(,&B(%&+#-1,$(G#&>)$*,*%#&>(#+(*/.(<,-*%G%<,*%&'(
B.$.',*%#&>(,&B(",-%#)>(%&*.-.>*('-#)<>(#+(*/.(>/%<<%&'(%&B)>*-HT(4*(/,>(F..&(*/.(
1#>*( B%++%G)$*( ,&B( G#1<$%G,*.B( ,><.G*( #+( */.( $%,F%$%*H( -.'%1.( #+( */.( G,--%.-( B.,$*(
@%*/( B)-%&'( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( >.>>%#&>8( %&( <,-*%G)$,-( F.G,)>.( #+( */.( B%++.-.&*(
"%.@>(#&(*/.($.',$(&,*)-.(#+(*/.(%*.1>(%&(-.><.G*(#+(@/%G/(*/.(G,--%.-(1,H(&#*(F.(
$%,F$.T((
4&(G#11#&($,@(I)-%>B%G*%#&>(%*(%>(<-.+.-,F$.(*#(G$.,-$H(%*.1%V.(*/.(.fG.<*%#&>(
*#(,(-)$.(%&(,&H($.',$(%&>*-)1.&*T(aH(G#&*-,>*8(%&(G%"%$($,@(I)-%>B%G*%#&>(*/.(&..B(
+#-(,($#&'($%>*(#+(%*.1>(*#(@/%G/(,(-)$.(1,H(&#*(,<<$H(%>(&#*(-.,B%$H(,<<-.G%,*.BT(
E>( @.$$8( @/.-.( */.-.( %>( <-.>)1.B( +,)$*( #&( */.( <,-*( #+( */.( G,--%.-( +#-( $#>>( #-(
B,1,'.(<-#".&(*#(/,".(#GG)--.B(B)-%&'(%*>(<.-%#B(#+(-.><#&>%F%$%*H8(+-#1(,(G%"%$(
$,@(<.-><.G*%".(%*(%>(+.$*(*/,*(,(>/%+*%&'(F,G:(,&B(+#-*/(#+(*/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(%>(
)&&.G.>>,-HTSJ( a)*( ,>( ,( *-,B.M#++( +#-( &#*( ,GG.<*%&'( ,-*%G$.( P657( #+( */.( K,1F)-'(
D)$.>( ,>( */.( >#$.( F,>%>( +#-( B.*.-1%&%&'( */.( -%'/*>( ,&B( #F$%',*%#&>( #+( */.( G,--%.-(
,&B( G,-'#( %&*.-.>*>8( */.( $%>*( %&( ,-*%G$.( O6J7( #+( */.( K,').kK,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( %>(
%&G#-<#-,*.B( *#'.*/.-( @%*/( */.( -.1#",$( #+( */.( B.+.&G.>( #+( .--#-( #+( &,"%',*%#&(
S5(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(5OT(
SJ(4*(%>(&#*,F$.(%&(*/%>(G#&*.f*(*/,*(*/.(B.F,*.(,*(a-)>>.$>(%&([G*#F.-(5XJJ(%&G$)B.B(,&(.fG/,&'.(

F.*@..&(*/.(C#-@.'%,&(Y.G-.*,-HM;.&.-,$(#+(%*>(3%&%>*-H(#+(\)>*%G.8(3-(E$*.&8(Y%-(?.>$%.(YG#**(,&B(
3#&>%.)-(Z-,&G:T((3-(E$*.&(<#%&*.B(#)*(*/,*()&B.-(*/.(0#&*%&.&*,$(>H>*.1(#+($,@8(*/.($%,F%$%*H(#+(,(
G,--%.-( @,>( %&( <-%&G%<$.( ,&( v.f( G)$<,^( $%,F%$%*H( ,&B( G#&>.g).&*$H( */.( $%>*( #+( .fG.<*%#&>( %&( */.(
<-#<#>.B(,-*%G$.(O6J7(6F7M6<7(>..1.B(*#(/%1(*#(F.(-.B)&B,&*T((=/.(,&>@.-(*#(*/,*(G#&*.&*%#&(@,>(
G#1<.$$%&'( %&( */.( +#$$#@%&'( .fG/,&'.( F.*@..&( b-#+.>>#-( a.-$%&'%.-%( ,&B( 3#&>%.)-( Z-,&G:8( ,>(
G/,%-1,&d(
v"#$!2#*'/A*9!LF.9('$:/!M/*98NO(M(t(9.(G,&&#*(G-.,*.(,(G#&".&*%#&(%+(@.(G,&&#*(+%&B(,(
+#-1)$,( */,*( G#".->( F#*/( %&>*,&G.>T( ( 4+8( +-#1( */.( ",&*,'.( <#%&*( #+( #)-( #@&( $,@8( %*( %>(
>)++%G%.&*(+#-(*/.(G,<*,%&(*#(F.(.f#&.-,*.B(%&(,$$(G,>.>(#+(+#-G.(1,I.)-.(#-()&+#-.>..,F$.(
G%-G)1>*,&G.>8(%*(%>(&#*(>)++%G%.&*()&B.-(E&'$#MY,f#&($,@T((9.(1)>*(G#&>.g).&*$H(G-.,*.(
,(+#-1)$,(*/,*(/,>(,(G#11#&(1.,&%&'T^(
F/!C$/)'9&'$/'!P!9.(G#)$B(&#*(<)*(,(+#-1)$,(>)G/(,>(*/,*(%&(*/.(4*,$%,&(0#B.(
"#$!2#*'/A*9!n(=/.(>#$)*%#&(@%$$(F.(.f*-.1.$H(>%1<$.(%&(<-,G*%G.T((i#)(@%$$(&#*(/,".(*#(
%&*-#B)G.(*/.(+#-1)$,(%&*#(H#)-(0#B.(F)*(H#)(@%$$(/,".(*#(*-,&>$,*.(*/.(G$,)>.(/#&.>*$H(
%&*#(H#)-($,@(tT^(6.1</,>%>(,BB.BT7(
Y..( Y*)-$.H( 3Z8( "#$! %$&'()*+',$! -'(+./0! .1! +#$! 2*//'*&$! .1! 3..4(! 50! 6$*! 78+! *94! +#$! "/*,*:;!
</=>*/*+.'/$(!.1!+#$!-*&:$!?:)$(8(@.):A$!Q!65XX`7(,*(<<(LUSMLUU_(Y..(,$>#(@.):A$!B!,*(<<T(O`SM
O`U8(O5X(,&B(>..(b-#+.>>#-(a.-$%&'%.-%^>(-.<#-*(%&(@.):A$!B(,*(<T(P5`T(
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!
,&B( 1,&,'.1.&*( #+( */.( ".>>.$( ,&B( #+( +%-.( G,)>.B( FH( +,)$*( #+( */.( >.-",&*>( #-(
,'.&*>( #+( */.(G,--%.-( ,>( $%>*.B( )&B.-( ,-*%G$.(O6J7(6,7(,&B( 6F7( #+( */.(K,').MN%>FH(
D)$.>T( =/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( *-.,*( +%-.( I)>*( ,>( ,( -.$%.+( #+( $%,F%$%*H( #+( */.( G,--%.-T(
Z)-*/.-1#-.8(&.%*/.-(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(&#-(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(-.')$,*.(%&(
+)$$(*/.(,$$#G,*%#&(#+(*/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+8(F.G,)>.(*/.H(B#(&#*(>*,*.(@/%G/8(%+(,&H8(
%>( */.( F)-B.&( #+( <-##+( -.>*%&'( #&( */.( G$,%1,&*T( b)->),&*( *#( ,-*%G$.( 5U( #+( */.(
D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( */.( ,$$#G,*%#&( #+( */.( F)-B.&( #+( <-##+( /,>( F..&( -.')$,*.B( ,>(
+#$$#@>d(
=/.(%&%*%,$(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(%>(#&(*/.(G$,%1,&*(@/#(1)>*(<-#".(*/,*(*/.('##B>(
/,".( F..&( $#>*( #-( B,1,'.B( ,&B8( */,*( */.( $#>>( #-( B,1,'.( #GG)--.B( B)-%&'( */.(
<.-%#B(#+(-.><#&>%F%$%*H(#+(*/.(G,--%.-TSL((
=/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(*/.&(>/%+*>(#&(*/.(G,--%.-8(@/#(1,H(,$*.-&,*%".$H(<-#".((
6,7

*/,*(*/.(G,)>.(#+(*/.($#>>8(B,1,'.(#-(B.$,H(@,>(&#*(B).(*#(/%>(+,)$*(
#-(*#(*/.(+,)$*(#+(*/.(<.->#&>(+#-(@/#1(/.(%>(-.><#&>%F$.SO8(#-((

6F7

*/,*(#&.(#+(*/.(.&)1.-,*.B(<.-%$>(@/%G/(<-#"%B.>(-.$%.+(+-#1(
$%,F%$%*H8(G,)>.B(#-(G#&*-%F)*.B(*#(*/.($#>>8(B,1,'.(#-(B.$,HTSP((

4&( */.( +%->*( G,>.8( */.( G$,%1( %>( -.I.G*.B( #-( -.B)G.B( ,GG#-B%&'( *#( @/.*/.-( */.(
,F>.&G.(#+(+,)$*(-.$,*.B(*#(*/.(#&$H(G,)>.(#-(#&.(#+(*/.(G,)>.>(#+(*/.($#>>8(B,1,'.(
#-(B.$,HT(
4&(*/.(>.G#&B(G,>.8(*/.(G$,%1,&*(#&(@/#1(*/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(/,>(>/%+*.B(/,>(
*/-..(,$*.-&,*%".>d(
6%7(( <)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(5U6O76,7(/.(1,H(B.+.,*(*/.(<-.>)1<*%#&(FH(<-#"%&'(
*/,*( */.( +,)$*( #+( */.( G,--%.-( G,)>.B( #-( G#&*-%F)*.B( *#( */.( ,-*%G$.( 5U6L7(
<.-%$(#&(@/%G/(*/.(G,--%.-(-.$%.>SS8#-(
6%%7(( <)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(5U6O76F7(/.(1,H(B.+.,*(*/.(<-.>)1<*%#&(FH(<-#"%&'(
*/,*( ,&#*/.-( .".&*8( @/%G/( %>( &#*( ,&( ,-*%G$.( 5U6L7( <.-%$8( G,)>.B( #-(
G#&*-%F)*.B(*#(G,)>.(*/.($#>>8(B,1,'.(#-(B.$,H8(#-(

SL(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(5U657T(
SO(G5'4HI(,-*%G$.(5U6J7T(4*(%>(*#(F.(&#*.B(*/,*(*/.(F,>%>(#+($%,F%$%*H(%&(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(,&B(%&(*/.(

K,1F)-'(D)$.>(%>(,$>#(+,)$*(F,>.BT(

SP(G5'4HI(,-*%G$.(5U6L7T((
SS( 4&( */.( "%.@( #+( ,( G#11.&*,*#-8( */%>( <-#"%>%#&( %>( G)-%#)>T( ( 4*( <-#"%B.>( */,*8( B.><%*.( */.( G,--%.-(

.>*,F$%>/%&'(*/.(,<<$%G,F%$%*H(#+(,&(.f.1<*%#&()&B.-(,-*%G$.(5U6L78(%*(@%$$(>*%$$(F.($%,F$.(+#-(,$$(#-(
<,-*(#+(*/.($#>>8(.*G8(%+(*/.(G$,%1,&*(<-#".>(*/,*(*/.(G,--%.-(6#-(,(<.->#&(+#-(@/#1(%*(%>(-.><#&>%F$.7(
G,)>.B(#-(G#&*-%F)*.B(*#(*/.(.".&*(#-(G%-G)1>*,&G.(#&(@/%G/(*/.(G,--%.-(-.$%.>8(%T.T8(,$*/#)'/(*/.(
G,--%.-(/,>(<-#".B(%*(%>(&#*(,*(+,)$*()&B.-(,-*%G$.(5U6L78(*/.(G$,%1,&*(G,&(<-#".(*/,*(%*(%>(,*(+,)$*(
)&B.-(,-*%G$.(5U6(O76,7T(Y..8(=/.(K#&(\)>*%G.(Y*.".&(D,-.>8(Q=/.([&)>(#+(b-##+(%&(,(0,-'#(0$,%1(n(
E-*%G$.>(444(,&B(4N(#+(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(,&B(*/.(AC04=DE?(e-,+*(0#&".&*%#&R8(<-.>.&*.B(+#-(
*/.(34;k3?EECw($.G*)-.(>.-%.>8(JL(\)$H(J``WT(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

6%%%7(( <)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(5U6P76,7(/.(1,H(B.+.,*(*/.(<-.>)1<*%#&(FH(<-#"%&'(
*/,*(*/.($#>>8(B,1,'.(#-(B.$,H(@,>(<-#F,F$H(G,)>.B(#-(G#&*-%F)*.B(*#(FH(
*/.()&>.,@#-*/%&.>>(#-()&G,-'#@#-*/%&.>>(#+(*/.(>/%<TSU(
4+( */.( G$,%1,&*( G/##>.>( ,$*.-&,*%".( 6%7( ,&B( %>( >)GG.>>+)$8( */.( G,--%.-( /,>( &#(
+)-*/.-(B.+.&G.T(4+(%&>*.,B(/.(G/##>.>(,$*.-&,*%".(6%%7(#-(6%%%7(,&B(%>(>)GG.>>+)$8(*/.(
F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(>/%+*>(#&G.(1#-.(#&(*/.(G,--%.-T(
4&( G,>.( */.( G$,%1,&*( /,>( G/#>.&( ,$*.-&,*%".( 6%%7( */.( G,--%.-( 1,H8( <)->),&*( *#(
,-*%G$.(5U6O76F78(<-#".(*/,*(*/.(#*/.-(.".&*(*/,*(G,)>.B(#-(G#&*-%F)*.B(*#(G,)>.(
*/.( $#>>8( B,1,'.( #-( B.$,H( %>( &#*( ,**-%F)*,F$.( *#( /%>( +,)$*( #-( *#( */.( +,)$*( #+( */.(
<.->#&>(+#-(@/#1(/.(%>(-.><#&>%F$.T(
4&(G,>.(*/.(G$,%1,&*(/,>(G/#>.&(,$*.-&,*%".(6%%%7(*/.(G,--%.-(1,H8(<)->),&*(*#(
,-*%G$.( 5U6P76F78( .%*/.-( <-#".( */,*( */.( $#>>8( B,1,'.( #-( B.$,H( @,>( &#*( G,)>.B( FH(
*/.( )&>.,@#-*/%&.>>( #-( )&G,-'#@#-*/%&.>>( #+( */.( >/%<( #-( <-#".( */,*( /.( /,B(
.f.-G%>.B(B).(B%$%'.&G.(*#(1,:.(,&B(:..<(*/.(>/%<(>.,@#-*/H(,&B(G,-'#@#-*/HTSW(
=/.( $%>*( #+( <.-%$>( .&)1.-,*.B( %&( ,-*%G$.( 5U6L7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>8( @%*/(
>#1.(1%&#-(G/,&'.>8(,-.(>%1%$,-(*#(*/#>.(%&(,-*%G$.(O6J7(#+(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(
+-#1( 6G7( *#( 6<7T( A&$%:.( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>8( /#@.".-8( ,-*%G$.( 5U6L7( #+( */.(
D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(.f<-.>>$H(<-#"%B.>(*/,*(*/.(G,--%.-(F.,->(*/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-#"%&'(
*/,*( #&.( #+( */.( G%-G)1>*,&G.>( ><.G%+%.B8( G,)>.B( #-( G#&*-%F)*.B( *#( */.( $#>>8(
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#)*( */.( !f.1<*%#&>T( =/.( B%>*%&G*%#&( F.*@..&( */.( *@#( %>( ,F)&B,&*$H( G$.,-T( =/.( G#&".&*%#&( B#.>(
&#*(,<<$H(*#(*/.(%*.1>(%&(D.')$,*%#&(L_(F)*()&B.-(D.')$,*%#&(O(,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(G#&".&*%#&(1,H(
F.(.f.1<*.B(%&(G.-*,%&(>%*),*%#&>(><.G%+%.B(%&(*/,*(-.')$,*%#&T(
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G#1<)$>%#&( )&B.-( >)F( <,-,'-,</( 6,7( #-( F.G,)>.( #+( ,&H( #+( */.( G%-G)1>*,&G.>(
1.&*%#&.B( )&B.-( >)F( <,-,'-,</( 6G7T( K#@.".-8( %&( -.><.G*( #+( G,--%,'.( )&B.-( >)F(
<,-,'-,</( 6F7( */.-.( 1)>*( F.( .f<-.>>( 1.&*%#&( %&( */.( &.'#*%,F$.( %&>*-)1.&*( %&(
g).>*%#&T( 4+( */.-.( %>( ,( +,%$)-.( *#( B#( >#8( */.&( )&B.-( ,-*%G$.( JP6O7( */.( G,--%.-( %>(
<-.G$)B.B( +-#1( %&"#:%&'( */.( -)$.( ,$$#@%&'( B.G:( G,--%,'.T( =/.( &.*( .++.G*( @%$$( F.(
*/,*( B.G:( G,--%,'.( %&( >)G/( ,( G%-G)1>*,&G.( @%$$( &#*( F.( G#&>%B.-.B( <.-1%>>%F$._(
G#&>.g).&*$H(+#-(,(*/%-B(<,-*H(*/.(,<<$%G,F$.(-.'%1.(@%$$(F.(,>(>.*(#)*(F.$#@TW`(
b-#+.>>#-(a.-$%&'%.-%(.f<$,%&>(*/,*(%+(G,-'#(%>(G,--%.B(#&(B.G:(%&(G%-G)1>*,&G.>(
#*/.-(*/,&(*/#>.(-.+.--.B(*#(,F#".8(*/.(G,--%.-(%>($%,F$.(*#(,(>%'&%+%G,&*$H(/%'/.-(
B.'-..( F.G,)>.( /.( %>( &#*( .&*%*$.B( *#( */.( ,-*%G$.( 5U( B.+.&G.>T( Z)-*/.-1#-.8( /.( %>(
>*-%G*$H($%,F$.(+#-($#>>(#+(#-(B,1,'.(*#(*/.('##B>(,&B(B.$,H(%&(B.$%".-H(B).(*#(*/.(
G,--%,'.(#+(*/.(G,-'#(#&(B.G:T(K#@.".-(*/.-.(%>(&#(>)G/(>*-%G*($%,F%$%*H(%+(*/.($#>>8(
B,1,'.( #-( B.$,H( %>( &#*( B).( *#( G,--%,'.( #&( B.G:( F)*( @#)$B( /,".( #GG)--.B(
-.',-B$.>>( #+( @/.-.( */.( G,-'#( /,B( F..&( G,--%.BT( =/.( -.+.-.&G.( *#( QB.+.&G.>R(
1,B.(%&(,-*%G$.(JP6L7(-.$,*.(*#(*/.(-.".->,$(#+(*/.(#&)>(#+(<-##+(>.*(#)*(%&(,-*%G$.(
5U6L7T(=/.H(B#(&#*(%&G$)B.(*/.(F,>%>(#+($%,F%$%*H(<-#"%B.B(+#-(%&(,-*%G$.(5U657(,&B(
6J7(@/%G/(G#&*%&).(*#(,<<$HT(W5(
4*( %>( +)-*/.-( .f<$,%&.B( FH( /%1( */,*( %+( */.( G,--%,'.( #&( B.G:( %>( %&( F-.,G/( #+( */.(
G#&*-,G*(@/%G/(-.g)%-.>()&B.-(B.G:(G,--%,'.8(*/.&(<)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(JP6P7(*/.(
G,--%.-(%>(&#*(.&*%*$.B(*#($%1%*(/%>($%,F%$%*HT(4&(,&H(.".&*(*/.(G,--%.-(%>(>*-%G*$H($%,F$.(
+#-( $#>>8( B,1,'.( #-( B.$,H( G,)>.B( FH( */.( G,-'#( F.%&'( G,--%.B( #&( B.G:T( K.( <#%&*>(
#)*(*/,*(*/.-.(%>(&#*/%&'(<-#"%B.B(%&(,-*%G$.(JP(-.',-B%&'(@/.*/.-(*/.(G,--%.-(%>(
.&*%*$.B(*#(*/.(,-*%G$.(5U(B.+.&G.>T(4*(G,&(F.(>)-1%>.B8(/#@.".-8(*/,*(*/.(G,--%.-^>(
F-.,G/(%&(*/%>(G,>.(F.%&'(1#-.(>.-%#)>(*/,&(*/,*(G#".-.B()&B.-(,-*%G$.(JP6L78(*/.(
<-#"%>%#&>(#+(,-*%G$.(JP6L7(>/#)$B(,<<$H(%&(*/.%-(.&*%-.*HTWJ(

<"Q

'HCDIBED>FJ+>A+EG@+JGD??@K+

=-,B%*%#&,$$H8(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(/,>(F..&(*#(B.$%".-('##B>(-.,BH(+#-(
G,--%,'.8(,&B(*#(<,H(+-.%'/*T(=/.(G)--.&*(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(FH(>.,(-.'%1.>(+#G)>(
,$1#>*(.&*%-.$H(#&(*/.(G,--%.-^>(#F$%',*%#&>(*#(*/.(>/%<<.-(,&B(".-H($%**$.($%,F%$%*H(
%>( %1<#>.B( #&( */.( >/%<<.-T( =/.( >/%<<.->^( #F$%',*%#&>( ,-.( &#*( @.$$( B.+%&.B( ,>( %&(
*/.(K,').(,&B(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>8(#&$H(*@#(<,-,'-,</>(#+(,-*%G$.(O(,BB-.>>(*/.(
%>>).( #+( >/%<<.->^( #F$%',*%#&>T( E-*%G$.( O6L7( B#.>( &#*( .".&( %1<#>.( $%,F%$%*H8( F)*(
-,*/.-(<-.>.-".>(<-..f%>*%&'(&.'$%'.&G.($%,F%$%*H(+-#1(%1<$%.B(-.<.,$T(E-*%G$.(O6S7(
%1<#>.>(>*-%G*($%,F%$%*H8(F)*(#&$H(%&(&,--#@(G%-G)1>*,&G.>T(=/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(B#(
&#*( .f<,&B( #&( */,*( $%,F%$%*HTWL( =/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( -.G#'&%V.>( */.( F%$,*.-,$(
&,*)-.( #+( */.( >/%<<%&'( *-,&>,G*%#&( ,&B( ,$>#( */,*( */.( >/%<<.-( %>( F.**.-( >%*),*.B(
W`(Y..(Z-,&G.>G#(a.-$%&'%.-%8(Q0,--%.-^>([F$%',*%#&>(,&B(?%,F%$%*%.>R8(034(i.,-F##:d(J``UMJ``W8(,*(

<<T(JWLMJWOT(

W5(G5'4H(
WJ(G5'4H(

WL(Y..(Qb#>>%F$.(Z)*)-.(9#-:(#&(=-,&><#-*(?,@R8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkOXU8(<,-,T(LL(,*(<TWT(
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*/,&(*/.(G,--%.-(*#(,"#%B(>.-%#)>(-%>:>(%&G%B.&*,$(*#(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(FH(>.,T(=/.(
D)$.>( */.-.+#-.( %1<#>.>( 1#-.( -.g)%-.1.&*>( #&( >/%<<.->8( <,-*%G)$,-$H( */.(
#F$%',*%#&(*#(>/,-.(%&+#-1,*%#&8(,&B(.f<$%G%*$H(%1<#>.>($%,F%$%*H(#&(,(>/%<<.-(*/,*(
F-.,G/.>(*/.(-.g)%-.1.&*>TWO(
OTPT5T([F$%',*%#&(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(*#(<-#"%B.(%&+#-1,*%#&(
=/.(1,%&(#F$%',*%#&(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-()&B.-(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(%>(*#(+,G%$%*,*.(
*/.(<-#<.-(/,&B$%&'(,&B(G,--%,'.(#+(*/.('##B>(FH(*/.(G,--%.-T(=/%>(%>(B.<.&B.&*(
#&(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(*#(B.$%".-(*/.('##B>(-.,BH(+#-(G,--%,'.(,>($,%B(B#@&(%&(,-*%G$.(
JU( #+( */.( D)$.>T( a.+#-.( ,&B( B)-%&'( */.( *-,&><#-*,*%#&8( */.( G,--%.-( 1,H( &..B(
%&+#-1,*%#&(%&(#-B.-(*#(<-#"%B.(<-#<.-(/,&B$%&'(#+('##B>T(=/.(#F$%',*%#&(#+(*/.(
>/%<<.-(*#(<-#"%B.(>)G/(%&+#-1,*%#&(%>(+#)&B(%&(,-*%G$.>(JW(,&B(JXT(C#(B.-#',*%#&(
+-#1(,-*%G$.(JX(%>(,$$#@.B(%+(*/.(<,-*%.>(.&*.-(%&*#(,("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*T(E$>#8(*/.-.(
%>(,(><.G%+%G(#F$%',*%#&(#+(*/.(G#&*-#$$%&'(<,-*H8(@/%G/(1,H(F.(G#&G)--.&*(@%*/(*/.(
>/%<<.-8( *#( <-#"%B.( ,BB%*%#&,$( %&+#-1,*%#&( *#( */.( G,--%.-( B)-%&'( %*>( <.-%#B( #+(
-.><#&>%F%$%*HT((
e)-%&'( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( >.>>%#&>8( ,-*%G$.>( JW( ,&B( JX( @.-.( >.".-.$H(
G-%*%G%V.B( ,>( .f,1<$.>( #+( <-#"%>%#&>( @/.-.( */.( F,$,&G.( %&( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&(
@,>(<.-G.%".B(*#(/,".(>/%+*.B(,>(F.*@..&(>/%<<.->(,&B(G,--%.->T(=/.(G#&G.-&(@,>(
*/,*(*/.($%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(-.1,%&%&'()&G,<<.B(@/.-.,>(*/.(G,--%.-(.&I#H%&'(
G,<<.B($%,F%$%*H8(<,-*%G)$,-$H(,>(*/.(>/%<<.-()&B.-(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(/,>(1#-.(
#&.-#)>( #F$%',*%#&>( */,&( )&B.-( <-."%#)>( -.'%1.>T( =/.( E)>*-,$%,&( ;#".-&1.&*(
#F>.-".Bd(WP(
(vp=q/.( B%>G-.<,&GH( F.*@..&( */.( G,--%.-( .&I#H%&'( G,<<.B( $%,F%$%*H( ,&B(
*/.( >/%<<.-( F.%&'( .f<#>.B( *#( )&G,<<.B( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( F-.,G/.>( #+( */.(
>,1.( #F$%',*%#&T( 4+( */.( G,--%.-( F-.,G/.>( ,-*%G$.( JW8( */.%-( $%,F%$%*H( %>(
G,<<.B()&B.-(,-*%G$.(PX(657T(9.-.(*/.(>/%<<.-(*#(F-.,G/(,-*%G$.(JW8(*/.%-(
$%,F%$%*H(@#)$B(F.()&G,<<.B(,&B()&G,<<,F$.T(E&(.f,1<$.(@#)$B(F.(*/.(
>/%<<.-( 1,:%&'( ,&( .--#&.#)>( B.G$,-,*%#&( @%*/( -.><.G*( *#( */.( '##B>8(
.".&(%+(%&('##B(+,%*/8(@/%G/(-.>)$*>(%&(*/.(".>>.$(F.%&'(B.$,H.B(F.G,)>.(
*/.( G,--%.-( G#)$B( &#*( G#1<$H( @%*/( $#G,$( <#-*( -.')$,*%#&>T( Y)G/( ,(
1%>B.G$,-,*%#&( @#)$B( <$,G.( */.( >/%<<.-( %&( F-.,G/( #+( ,-*%G$.( JX6F7( ,&B(
.f<#>.( */.( >/%<<.-( *#( )&G,<<.B( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( */.( -.>)$*%&'(
%11#F%$%V,*%#&(#+(*/.(".>>.$T(=/.(>/%<<.-(G#)$B(F.($%,F$.(&#*(#&$H(+#-(*/.(
B,1,'.>( B).( *#( */.( B.*.&*%#&( #+( */.( ".>>.$( F)*( ,$>#8( #&( ,&( %&B.1&%*H(
F,>%>8( *#( */.( G,--%.-( +#-( ,&H( G#1<.&>,*%#&( G$,%1>( 1,B.( FH( #*/.-(
>/%<<.->(#+('##B>(#&(*/.(>,1.(".>>.$T^(
(

WO( Y..( 3%G/,.$( ZT( Y*)-$.H8( Q=/.( AC04=DE?( 0,--%,'.( #+( ;##B>( 0#&".&*%#&d( 0/,&'.>( %&( !f%>*%&'(

?,@R8(034(i.,-F##:(J``UMJ``W(,*(<T(JSJT(
WP(Y..(0#11.&*>(-.G.%".B(+-#1(E)>*-,$%,8!(:>/*8(&#*.(U`8(<,-,>T(OLMOP(,*(<TXT(
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OTPTJT([*/.-(#F$%',*%#&>(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(
=/.( >/%<<.-( FH( ,'-..1.&*( @%*/( */.( G,--%.-( 1,H( )&B.-*,:.( */.( #F$%',*%#&( *#(
$#,B8( >*#@( .*GT( )&B.-( ,( +-..( %&( ,&B( #)*( G$,)>.( 6Z4[( #-( Z4[Y7( #&( F./,$+( #+( */.(
G,--%.-TWS(K#@.".-8(*/.(G,--%.-(1,H(F.(-.$%.".B(#+($%,F%$%*H(+#-($#>>(#+(#-(B,1,'.(
*#( */.( '##B>( %+( %*( <-#".>( */,*( $#,B%&'( .*GT( ,GG#-B%&'( *#( ,( Z4[( #-( Z4[Y( G$,)>.(
G#&*-%F)*.B( *#( */.( $#>>8( B,1,'.( #-( B.$,HWUT( =/.( >/%<<.-( 1,H( ,$>#( F.( #F$%'.B( *#(
,>>%>*(*/.(G,--%.-(%&(<.-+#-1%&'(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(*#(B.$%".-(*/.('##B>(
*#( */.( G#&>%'&..( #-( */.( /#$B.-TWWT( E>( ,( -)$.( #+( */)1F8( */.( G,--%.-( B.$%".->( */.(
'##B>( *#( */.( G#&>%'&..( #-( */.( /#$B.-( #+( */.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( B.<.&B%&'( #&(
@/.*/.-( #-( &#*( %*( %>( &.'#*%,F$.T( K#@.".-8( %+( */.( G,--%.-( %>( <-.".&*.B( +-#1(
.++.G*%&'(B.$%".-H8(>)G/(,>(%&(,(G,>.(@/.-.(*/.(G#&>%'&..(#-(*/.(/#$B.-(B#.>(&#*(
<-#<.-$H(%B.&*%+H(%*>.$+8(*/.&(*/.(G,--%.-(1,H(*)-&(*#(*/.(>/%<<.-(+#-(%&>*-)G*%#&>T(
=/.( >/%<<.-^>( +,%$)-.( *#( '%".( G#--.G*( %&+#-1,*%#&( *#( */.( G,--%.-( 1,H( -.>)$*( %&( ,(
1%>B.$%".-HT( =/.( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( 1%>B.$%".-H( %>( &#*( ><.G%+%G,$$H( B.,$*( @%*/( %&( */.(
D#**.-B,1( D)$.>8( ,&B( %>( G#&>.g).&*$H( <-.>)1.B( *#( F.( G#".-.B( FH( */.( <-%&G%<,$(
-)$.(#&(G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*H(%&(,-*%G$.(5UTWX(
OTPTLT(?%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(Y/%<<.-(
=/.( F,>%G( $%,F%$%*H( #+( */.( >/%<<.-( %>( B.,$*( @%*/( %&( ,-*%G$.( L`( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1(
D)$.>T( =/%>( <-#"%>%#&( B#.>( &#*( B.,$( @%*/( */.( F)-B.&( #+( <-##+( ,>( %&( */.(
G#--.><#&B%&'(<-#"%>%#&(#&($%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(%&(,-*%G$.(5UT(=/.(g).>*%#&(#+(
F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(*/.(G#&B%*%#&(#+(+,)$*(%&(,-*%G$.(L`6J7(%>($.+*(*#(F.(
<-#"%B.B( */-#)'/( &,*%#&,$( $,@T( =/.-.( @,>( .f*.&>%".( B.F,*.( %&( */.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<( ,>( *#( @/.*/.-( */.( >/%<<.-( #)'/*( *#( F.( $%,F$.( +#-( .G#&#1%G( $#>>( B).( *#(
B.$,HT(E>(<,-*(#+(*/.(G#1<-#1%>.(B)-%&'(*/.(*/%-B(-.,B%&'(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(
%&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<8(*/.(B.F,*.($.B(*#(,&(,1F%')#)>(<-#"%>%#&(#&(B.$,H(+#-(*/.(
G,--%.-( %&( ,-*%G$.( J5_( */.( -.g).>*( +#-( ,( G#--.><#&B%&'( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( .G#&#1%G( $#>>(
B).(*#(B.$,H(+#-(*/.(>/%<<.-(@,>(#1%**.BT((
=/.(>/%<<.-(%>(>*-%G*$H($%,F$.(+#-(F-.,G/(#+(%*>(#F$%',*%#&>()&B.-(,-*%G$.>(L56J7(
,&B(LJT(C#(B.-#',*%#&(%>(<.-1%>>%F$.(%&(,("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(+-#1(,-*%G$.(LJ(@/%G/(
B.,$>(@%*/(><.G%,$(-)$.>(#&(B,&'.-#)>('##B>X`T(b)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(LL(*/.($%,F%$%*H(
%1<#>.B(#&(*/.(>/%<<.-(%&(G/,<*.-(U(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(,<<$%.>(,$>#(+#-(*/.(
B#G)1.&*,-H(>/%<<.-X5T(K#@.".-8(*/.(>/%<<.-(1,H(F.G#1.($%,F$.(+#-(F-.,G/(#+(,$$(
#+( %*>( #F$%',*%#&>( )&B.-( */.( D)$.>8( F)*( */#>.( #+( */.( B#G)1.&*,-H( >/%<<.-( %>(
WS(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(5L6J7T(
WU(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(5U6L7(6%7T(
WW(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.>(OP8(OS(,&B(OUT(
WX(

Y..8( 4&'.F#-'( K#$*>:#'( [$.F,::.&8( Qa,G:'-#)&B( b,<.-( #&( Y/%<<.-^>( [F$%',*%#&>( ,&B(
?%,F%$%*%.>R8(034(i.,-F##:d(J``UMJ``W(,*(<T(L`LT(
X`(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(W`6O7T(
X5(E-*%G$.(56X7(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(B.+%&.>(QB#G)1.&*,-H(>/%<<.-R(,>(,(<.->#&8(#*/.-(*/,&(*/.(
>/%<<.-8(*/,*(,GG.<*>(*#(F.(&,1.B(,>(Q>/%<<.-R(%&(*/.(*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*(#-(.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&><#-*(
-.G#-BT(
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$%1%*.B( *#( */.( #F$%',*%#&>( )&B.-( G/,<*.-( U8( @/%G/( G#&G.-&( */.( #F$%',*%#&( *#(
<-#"%B.(%&+#-1,*%#&T(b)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(PW(%+(*/.(/#$B.-(#+(,(&.'#*%,F$.(*-,&><#-*(
B#G)1.&*( %>( &#*( */.( >/%<<.-( ,&B( B#.>( &#*( .f.-G%>.( ,&H( -%'/*>( )&B.-( */.( D)$.>8(
>)G/(,>(%&(*/.(G,>.(#+(,(F,&:8(%*(B#.>(&#*(,>>)1.(,&H($%,F%$%*H()&B.-(*/.(G#&*-,G*(
#+(G,--%,'.(>#$.$H(FH(-.,>#&(#+(F.%&'(*/.(/#$B.-T(=/.(+)$+%$1.&*(#+(*/.(#F$%',*%#&(
,>(G#&*-#$$%&'(<,-*H(*#(<-#"%B.(,BB%*%#&,$(%&+#-1,*%#&8(%&>*-)G*%#&>(#-(B#G)1.&*>(
*#(*/.(G,--%.-()&B.-(,-*%G$.(PP(B#.>(&#*(%1<#>.(,&H($%,F%$%*H(#&(*/.(/#$B.-T(E-*%G$.(
LL(1,:.>(*/.(>/%<<.-($%,F$.(+#-(/%>(#@&(,G*>8(,&B(,$>#(+#-(#*/.-(<.->#&>T((
E&( ,-*%G$.( #&( G.>>,*%#&( #+( >/%<<.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( @/%G/( @,>( <-.>.&*( %&( ,&( .,-$%.-(
".->%#&( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( @,>( B.$.*.B( B)-%&'( */.( 0#11%>>%#&( >.>>%#&T(
=/.-.(@,>(G-%*%G%>1(*/,*(*/.(<-#"%>%#&(-,&(G#&*-,-H(*#(*/.('.&.-,$$H(<.-1%>>%".(
,<<-#,G/(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(*#(+-..B#1(#+(G#&*-,G*T((
=/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( %&*-#B)G.>( ><.G%+%G( <-#"%>%#&>( #&( #F$%',*%#&>( ,&B(
$%,F%$%*%.>(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(@/%G/(,-.(-,*/.-(&.@(G#1<,-.B(*#(*/.(.f%>*%&'(-.'%1.>T(
=/.>.(<-#"%>%#&>(%1<#>.(1%&%1,$($%,F%$%*H(#&(*/.(>/%<<.-T(A&B.-(G)--.&*(-.'%1.>(
*/.(>/%<<.-(G,&(F.(/.$B($%,F$.()&B.-(B#1.>*%G($,@T(=/.(&.@(<-#"%>%#&>(,<<.,-(*#(
-.+$.G*( ,&( .++#-*( *#( %&*-#B)G.( /,-1#&%V.B( -)$.>( %&( */%>( +%.$B8( ,&B( <-#1#*.(
<-.B%G*,F%$%*H(+#-(F#*/(G,--%.->(,&B(>/%<<.->T(=/.(1,I#-(G-%*%G%>1(%&(*/%>(-.',-B(%>(
*/,*( */.( $%,F%$%*H( #+( */.( >/%<<.-( %>( &#*( >)FI.G*( *#( $%1%*,*%#&T( e)-%&'( */.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<(>.>>%#&>8(*/%>(%>>).(@,>(-,%>.B(%&(G#&&.G*%#&(@%*/(*/.(B.F,*.(#&(G,--%.-^>(
$%,F%$%*H( +#-( B.$,HT( =/.( ,-')1.&*( @,>( */,*( %+( */.( >/%<<.-( @.-.( *#( /,".( ,(
G#--.><#&B%&'($%,F%$%*H(+#-(.G#&#1%G($#>>(G,)>.B(FH(B.$,H8(%*(G#)$B(F.(.f<#>.B(*#(
,(".-H(/%'/($.".$(#+(+%&,&G%,$($%,F%$%*HT(K#@.".-8(*/.(&..B(+#-(>)G/(,($%1%*,*%#&(G,<(
G.,>.B(*#(.f%>*(,>(&#(<-#"%>%#&(#&(>/%<<.-^>($%,F%$%*H(+#-(B.$,H(@,>(%&G$)B.B(%&(*/.(
D)$.>( ,>( ,( <,-*( #+( */.( G#1<-#1%>.( -.,G/.B( #&( B.$,H( B)-%&'( */.( */%-B( -.,B%&'T(
D.',-B$.>>( #+( */.( B.$.*%#&( #+( >/%<<.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( B.$,H8( >)G/( $%,F%$%*H( %>( &#*(
<-.G$)B.B()&B.-(&,*%#&,$($,@T(E$>#(*/.-.(1,H(F.(,(&..B(+#-($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(
+#-( $#>>( #+( #-( B,1,'.( *#( */.( >/%<8( #*/.-( G,-'#( #-( <.->#&,$( %&I)-H( +#-( @/%G/( */.(
>/%<<.-(%>($%,F$.()&B.-(,-*%G$.(L`T(Y/%<<.-^>($%,F%$%*H(%>(&#*($%1%*.B(*#B,H8(,&B(*/,*(
B#.>( &#*( >..1(*#( /,".( G,)>.B( ,&H( <-#F$.1>( %&( <-,G*%G.T( K#@.".-8( ,GG#-B%&'( *#(
#&.( G#11.&*,*#-8( */.( +,G*( */,*( >/%<<.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( %>( -.')$,*.B( */-#)'/( ,&(
%&*.-&,*%#&,$(G#&".&*%#&(1,H('%".(-%>.(*#(1#-.(G$,%1>(,',%&>*(*/.(>/%<<.-T(=/%>(
1,H(%&(*)-&(-.&B.-($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(+#-(*/.(>/%<<.-(&.G.>>,-H8(<-.+.-,F$H(,*(
,&(%&*.-&,*%#&,$($.".$TXJ(

<"R

%KBFJ?>KE+M>=LO@FEJ+BFM+@C@=EK>FD=+EKBFJ?>KE+K@=>KMJ+

=/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(G#B%+%.>(*/.(G#&*-,G*),$(-.$,*%#&>(F.*@..&(*/.(<,-*%.>(*#(
,( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( -.',-B$.>>( #+( */.( *H<.( #+( B#G)1.&*( %>>).B( #-( .".&( %+( &#(
B#G)1.&*( /,>( F..&( %>>).BT( =/.( )&G#)<$%&'( #+( */.( $,@( -.$,*.B( *#( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'(
,&B(*/.()>.(#+(,(B#G)1.&*(%>(,(>%'&%+%G,&*(+.,*)-.(#+(*/.(&.@(-.'%1.(,&B(/,>(F..&(
B#&.( *#( +,G%$%*,*.( .MG#11.-G.T( =/.( )>.( #+( .$.G*-#&%G( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'( FH( */.(
XJ(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(WX8(,*(<T(L`ST(
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>/%<<%&'( %&B)>*-H( /,>( .f%>*.B( +#-( >#1.*%1.( &#@( F)*( )&G.-*,%&*H( -.1,%&>( #".-(
*/.%-( $.',$( -.G#'&%*%#&( %&( 1,&H( I)-%>B%G*%#&>T( 4&B..B8( */.( B.>%-,F%$%*H( #+( ,( &.@(
*-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&( .1,&,*.B( +-#1( */.( B.$%F.-,*%#&>( #+( AC04=DE?( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<(4N(#&(!$.G*-#&%G(0#11.-G.T(4&(*/.(1%B(&%&.*%.>8(#&.(%*.1(%&(*/.(,'.&B,(#+(
9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( 4N( @,>( .$.G*-#&%+%G,*%#&( #+( B#G)1.&*>( #+( *%*$.T( 4*( @,>( G#&G$)B.B(
*/,*8( '.&.-,$$H( ><.,:%&'8( */.( "%-*),$%V,*%#&( #+( B#G)1.&*>( #+( *%*$.( @,>( &#*( ,(
+.,>%F$.( <-#<#>%*%#&( F.G,)>.( #+( */.( +#-1,$( +)&G*%#&( #+( */.( <,<.-( B#G)1.&*T(
4&>*.,B8( %*( @,>( "%.@.B( */,*( */.( 1,*.-%,$( +)&G*%#&>( #+( B#G)1.&*>( #+( *%*$.( G,&( F.(
%&G#-<#-,*.B(%&*#(,(>*-)G*)-.(#+(.$.G*-#&%G(1.>>,'.>T(XL((
=/.(.1</,>%>(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(%>(#&(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.(,&B(&#*(#&(
*/.( B#G)1.&*T( =/.( <-#<#&.&*>( #+( */.( G#&*-,G*),$( ,<<-#,G/( ,B"#G,*.B( */.(
,B#<*%#&( #+( ,( -.'%1.( */,*( @#)$B( F.( 1#-.( >H>*.1,*%G( */,&( */.( .f%>*%&'( K,').8(
K,').MN%>FH(-.'%1.>T(4&(*/.%-("%.@8(*/.(%&>*-)1.&*,$%*H(#+(G#&*-,G*(%>(,&(%&*.'-,$(
<,-*( #+( */.( )$;! A$/8*+./'*_( */.( F,>%G( <-%&G%<$.>( #+( @/%G/( ,-.( >%1%$,-( %&( ,$$(
I)-%>B%G*%#&>T(((
4&(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(*/.-.(%>(&#(><.G%+%G(-.+.-.&G.(*#(*/.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'_(*/.(
*.-1( )>.B( %>( v*-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*^T( =/.-.( ,-.( <-#"%>%#&>( '#".-&%&'( .g)%",$.&*(
v.$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B>^XOT( =@#( *H<.>( #+( B#G)1.&*>( ,-.( ,BB-.>>.B( %&( */.(
D)$.>8( &,1.$H8( &.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*>XP( ,&B( &#&M&.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*(
B#G)1.&*>XST((
C#*,F$H8(*/.(.f%>*%&'(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(-.'%1.>(B#(&#*(/,".(,&H(<-#"%>%#&>(#&(
.$.G*-#&%G( G#11.-G.( F.G,)>.( ,*( */.( *%1.( @/.&( */.>.( -.'%1.>( @.-.( &.'#*%,*.B8(
*/.-.( @,>( &#( G#11.-G%,$( &..B( *#( ,BB-.>>( */.( *#<%GT( =/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( /,>(
1,B.( ,&( .++#-*( *#( .>*,F$%>/( ,( $.',$( +-,1.@#-:( @/%G/( @%$$( .&,F$.( */.( 1,-%*%1.(
%&B)>*-H(*#(<,-*%G%<,*.(%&(.$.G*-#&%G(G#11.-G.T(
0/,<*.-( L( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.,$>( @%*/( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B>T(
E-*%G$.(W(#+(*/.(D)$.>(.1</,>%>.>(*/.(&.G.>>%*H(+#-(G#&>.&*(@/.&(*/.(<,-*%.>()>.(
,&( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-BT( =/.( B-,+*.->( #+( */.( D)$.>( /,".( *-%.B( *#( ,"#%B(
XL(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(WL(,*(<T(LT(
XO( E-*%G$.( 565W7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.+%&.>( Q.$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-BR( ,>( %&+#-1,*%#&( %&(

#&.( #-( 1#-.( 1.>>,'.>( %>>).B( FH( .$.G*-#&%G( G#11)&%G,*%#&( )&B.-( ,( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( FH( ,(
G,--%.-8( %&G$)B%&'( %&+#-1,*%#&( $#'%G,$$H( ,>>#G%,*.B( @%*/( */.( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B( FH(
,**,G/1.&*>( #-( #*/.-@%>.( $%&:.B( *#( */.( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B( G#&*.1<#-,&.#)>$H( @%*/( #-(
>)F>.g).&*( *#( %*>( %>>).( FH( */.( G,--%.-8( >#( ,>( *#( F.G#1.( <,-*( #+( */.( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B8(
*/,*d( 6,7( !"%B.&G.>( */.( G,--%.-^>( #-( ,( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*H^>( -.G.%<*( #+( '##B>( )&B.-( ,( G#&*-,G*( #+(
G,--%,'._(,&B(6F7(!"%B.&G.>(#-(G#&*,%&>(,(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.T(
XP( E-*%G$.( 565P7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.+%&.>( Q&.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*R( ,>( ,( *-,&><#-*(
B#G)1.&*( */,*( %&B%G,*.>8( FH( @#-B%&'( >)G/( ,>( Q*#( #-B.-R( #-( Q&.'#*%,F$.R( #-( #*/.-( ,<<-#<-%,*.(
@#-B%&'( -.G#'&%V.B( ,>( /,"%&'( */.( >,1.( .++.G*( FH( */.( $,@( ,<<$%G,F$.( *#( */.( B#G)1.&*8( */,*( */.(
'##B>(/,".(F..&(G#&>%'&.B(*#(*/.(#-B.-(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-8(*#(*/.(#-B.-(#+(*/.(G#&>%'&..8(#-(*#(F.,-.-8(
,&B(%>(&#*(.f<$%G%*$H(>*,*.B(,>(F.%&'(Q&#&M&.'#*%,F$.R(#-(Q&#*(&.'#*%,F$.RT(
XS( E-*%G$.( 565S7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.+%&.>( Q&#&M&.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*R( ,>( ,(
*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*(*/,*(%>(&#*(,(&.'#*%,F$.(*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*T(
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%1<#>%*%#&( #+( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B>( #&( ,( <,-*H( @/#( @%$$( &..B( ,( <,<.-(
B#G)1.&*( +#-( $.',$( -.,>#&>8( >)G/( ,>8( @/.-.( #&.( #+( */.( <,-*%.>( *#( */.( G,--%,'.(
G#&*-,G*( %>( +-#1( ,( >*,*.( @/%G/( %>( &#*( ,( <,-*H( *#( */.( &.@( G#&".&*%#&( ,&B( @/#>.(
$,@(B#.>(&#*(-.G#'&%>.(*/.(.++.G*(#+(.$.G*-#&%G(G#11)&%G,*%#&>T(E-*%G$.(X(#+(*/.(
D)$.>(+)-*/.-(.1</,>%>.>(*/.(-#$.(#+(*/.(<,-*%.>(%&(>.**%&'()<(,(>H>*.1(*/,*(,$$#@>(
.$.G*-#&%G( -.G#-B%&'( ,&B( G#11)&%G,*%#&( #+( B,*,( G#&>*%*)*%&'( */.( *-,&><#-*(
-.G#-BT( 4*( $,H>( B#@&( */.( 1%&%1)1( -.g)%-.1.&*>( +#-( <-#G.B)-.>( +#-( */.( )>.( #+(
&.'#*%,F$.( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B>( ,&B( $.,".>( */.( -.>*( *#( */.( <,-*%.>T( a#*/(
,-*%G$.>( W( ,&B( X( ,-.( 1.B%)1( ,&B( *.G/&#$#'H( &.)*-,$TXU( E$$( *H<.>( #+( >H>*.1>8(
%&G$)B%&'( ,&H( &.@( #&.>( */,*( 1,H( F.( B.".$#<.B( %&( */.( +)*)-.8( @/.*/.-( #-( &#*(
F,>.B(#&(,(-.'%>*-H(>H>*.18(@%$$(F.(-.G#'&%>.B(,>(/,"%&'(*/.(B.>%-.B(.++.G*(>#($#&'(
,>(*/.(1%&%1)1(-.g)%-.1.&*>(>*,*.B(%&(,-*%G$.>(W(,&B(X(,-.(>,*%>+%.BTXW(
0/,<*.-( W( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.,$>( @%*/( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*>( ,&B(
.$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B>T( E-*%G$.( LP( <-#"%B.>( +#-( */.( %>>).( #+( ,( *-,&><#-*(
B#G)1.&*(#-(.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&><#-*(-.G#-B(FH(*/.(G,--%.-XX(#-(<.-+#-1%&'(<,-*H5``T(
Y)G/( %>>),&G.( %>( 1,&B,*#-H( )<#&( B.$%".-H( #+( */.( '##B>( +#-( G,--%,'.( )&$.>>( */.(
>/%<<.-( ,&B( */.( G,--%.-( /,".( ,'-..B( &#*( *#( )>.( ,( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( #-(
.$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B8( #-( )&$.>>( %*( %>( */.( G)>*#18( )>,'.( #-( <-,G*%G.( %&( */.(
*-,B.(&#*(*#()>.(#&.T(E-*%G$.(LS(#+(*/.(D)$.>($%>*>(*/.(G#&*-,G*(<,-*%G)$,->5`5(@/%G/(
1)>*( F.( %&G$)B.B( %&( */.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( #-( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B(
-.+.--.B(*#(%&(,-*%G$.(LPT(e.*,%$>(,-.('%".&(%&(,-*%G$.(O`(,>(*#(/#@(*/.(B.>G-%<*%#&(
#+('##B>(%&(*/.(G#&*-,G*(<,-*%G)$,->(1,H(F.(g),$%+%.B(FH(*/.(G,--%.-8(%&(>)G/(,(@,H(
*/,*( */.( G,--%.-( B#.>( &#*( ,>>)1.( -.><#&>%F%$%*H( +#-( */.( ,GG)-,GH( #+( */.(

XU( 3.B%)1( ,&B( *.G/&#$#'H( &.)*-,$( 1.,&>( */,*( */.( &.@( G#&".&*%#&( 1)>*( F.( ,F$.( *#( ,B,<*( *#( ,$$(

*H<.>(#+(>H>*.1>8(&#*(#&$H(*/#>.(>)G/(,>(*/.(a#$.-#(@/%G/(%>(,(-.'%>*-H(F,>.B(>H>*.1T(4*(1)>*(F.(
>)%*.B( *#( >H>*.1>( #<.-,*%&'( %&( ,( G$#>.B( .&"%-#&1.&*( 6>)G/( ,>( ,&( %&*-,&.*78( ,>( @.$$( ,>( */#>.(
#<.-,*%&'( %&( ,&( #<.&( .&"%-#&1.&*( 6>)G/( ,>( */.( %&*.-&.*7T( =/.( B-,+*.->( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>(
/,".(F..&(G,-.+)$(&#*(*#($%1%*(*/.(>G#<.(#+(*/.(*.f*(*#(@/,*(*.G/&#$#'H(#-(1.B%)1(%>(<-.>.&*$H(%&(
)>.8(:..<%&'(%&(1%&B(*/,*(*.G/&#$#'H(."#$".>(-,<%B$H(,&B(*/,*(@/,*(,<<.,->(%1<#>>%F$.(*#B,H(%>(
<-#F,F$H( ,$-.,BH( #&( */.( G)--.&*( ,'.&B,( #+( >#+*@,-.( B.".$#<.->T( Y..( 034( e-,+*( 4&>*-)1.&*( #&(
=-,&><#-*(?,@8(034(i.,-F##:(J``58(,*(<TPLLT(
XW(Z#-(,(B.*,%$.B(B%>G)>>%#&(>..(3%-%,1(;#$BFH8(=/.(<.-+#-1,&G.(#+(*/.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'^>(+)&G*%#&>(
)&B.-( AC04=DE?^>( B-,+*( 0#&".&*%#&( #&( */.( 0,--%,'.( #+( ;##B>d( )&.g)%"#G,$( $.',$( -.G#'&%*%#&( #+(
.$.G*-#&%G(.g)%",$.&*>8(6J``U7(5L(\43?8(,*(<<5SJM5SLT(
XX(E-*%G$.(56P7(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(B.+%&.>(QG,--%.-R(,>(,(<.->#&(*/,*(.&*.->(%&*#(,(G#&*-,G*(#+(
G,--%,'.(@%*/(,(>/%<<.-T(
5``( E-*%G$.( 56S7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.+%&.>( Q<.-+#-1%&'( <,-*HR( ,>( ,( <.->#&( #*/.-( */,&( */.(
G,--%.-(*/,*(<.-+#-1>(#-()&B.-*,:.>(*#(<.-+#-1(,&H(#+(*/.(G,--%.-^>(#F$%',*%#&>()&B.-(,(G#&*-,G*(
#+( G,--%,'.( @%*/( -.><.G*( *#( */.( -.G.%<*8( $#,B%&'8( /,&B$%&'8( >*#@,'.8( G,--%,'.8( G,-.8( )&$#,B%&'( #-(
B.$%".-H( #+( */.( '##B>8( *#( */.( .f*.&*( */,*( >)G/( <.->#&( ,G*>8( .%*/.-( B%-.G*$H( #-( %&B%-.G*$H8( ,*( */.(
G,--%.-^>(-.g).>*(#-()&B.-(*/.(G,--%.-^>(>)<.-"%>%#&(#-(G#&*-#$T(4*(+)-*/.-(>*,*.>(*/,*(,(Q<.-+#-1%&'(
<,-*HR( B#.>( &#*( %&G$)B.( ,&H( <.->#&( */,*( %>( -.*,%&.B8( B%-.G*$H( #-( %&B%-.G*$H8( FH( ,( >/%<<.-8( FH( ,(
B#G)1.&*,-H(>/%<<.-8(FH(*/.(G#&*-#$$%&'(<,-*H(#-(FH(*/.(G#&>%'&..(%&>*.,B(#+(FH(*/.(G,--%.-T(
5`5( E-*%G$.( 56JL7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.+%&.>( */.( *.-1( QG#&*-,G*( <,-*%G)$,->R( ,>( ,&H(
%&+#-1,*%#&( -.$,*%&'( *#( */.( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( #-( *#( */.( '##B>( 6%&G$)B%&'( *.-1>8( &#*,*%#&>8(
>%'&,*)-.>(,&B(.&B#->.1.&*>7(*/,*(%>(%&(,(*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*(#-(,&(.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&><#-*(-.G#-BT(
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%&+#-1,*%#&(+)-&%>/.B(FH(*/.(>/%<<.-T(E-*%G$.(LW(B.,$>(@%*/(>%'&,*)-.T(!$.G*-#&%G(
>%'&,*)-.(%>(&#*(>.<,-,*.$H(B.+%&.BT5`J((
E-*%G$.( O5( B.,$>( @%*/( */.( ."%B.&*%,-H( ",$).( #+( */.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( #-(
.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&><#-*(-.G#-BT(4*(<-#"%B.>(*/,*(%*(%>(,$@,H>(>/'A*!1*8'$!."%B.&G.(#+(
*/.( G,--%.-^>( -.G.%<*( #+( */.( '##B>( ,>( B.>G-%F.B( %&( */.( G#&*-,G*( <,-*%G)$,->8( F)*(
<-##+(*#(*/.(G#&*-,-H(FH(*/.(G,--%.-(%&(-.><.G*(#+(,&H(G#&*-,G*(<,-*%G)$,->(%>(&#*(
,B1%>>%F$.( @/.&( */.H( ,-.( %&G$)B.B( %&( ,( &.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( #-( ,(
&.'#*%,F$.(.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&><#-*(-.G#-B(*/,*(%>(*-,&>+.--.B(*#(,(*/%-B(<,-*H(,G*%&'(
%&('##B(+,%*/T(=/%>(%>(>#()&$.>>(*/.(G#&*-,G*(<,-*%G)$,->(G#&*,%&(,(g),$%+H%&'(G$,)>.(
*/,*( G#1<$%.>( @%*/( */.( -.g)%-.1.&*>( #+( ,-*%G$.( O`T( 4&( >)G/( G,>.8( */.( *-,&><#-*(
B#G)1.&*( #-( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B( B#.>( &#*( G#&>*%*)*.( >/'A*! 1*8'$( #-(
G#&G$)>%".(."%B.&G.(*#(*/.(.f*.&*(*/,*(*/.(B.>G-%<*%#&(#+(*/.('##B>(%>(g),$%+%.B(FH(
*/.(G$,)>.T(=/)>8(*/.(<-#"%>%#&>(#+(G/,<*.-(W(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(<-.>.-".(*/.(
-.G.%<*( +)&G*%#&( #+( ,( <,<.-( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( %&( ,( &.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( #-(
.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&><#-*(-.G#-BT((
=#( -.*,%&( */.( G/,-,G*.-( #+( */.( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( ,>( ,( B#G)1.&*( #+( *%*$.( */.(
D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.,$>( @%*/( >H1F#$%G( #-( G#&>*-)G*%".( <#>>.>>%#&( %&( ,-*%G$.>( OU(
,&B(P5T(E-*%G$.(OU(%>(B%>G)>>.B(%&(B.*,%$(%&(*/%>(-.<#-*()&B.-(*/.(/.,B%&'(Qe.$%".-H(
#+( */.( '##B>RT( =/.( %>>).( #+( *-,&>+.-( #+( *%*$.( *#( */.( '##B>( +-#1( *-,&>+.-#-( *#(
*-,&>+.-..( #+( */.( &.'#*%,F$.( B#G)1.&*( #-( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B( %>( &#*(
,BB-.>>.B( FH( */.( D)$.>T( =/.( A&%*.B( Y*,*.>( B.$.',*%#&( #&G.( 1.&*%#&.B( */,*( */.(
D)$.>(>/#)$B(&#*(F.(+)-*/.-(G#1<$%G,*.B(,>(*/.(%&>*,&*(%>>).(%>(&#*(,(1,**.-(+#-(
*-,&><#-*( $,@( F)*( +#-( */.( $,@( #+( >,$.8( @/%G/( %>( F.**.-( B.,$*( @%*/( )&B.-( &,*%#&,$(
$,@T(((
4&( */.( "%.@( #+( #&.( G#11.&*,*#-( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( <-#"%B.>( ,&( .fG.$$.&*(
$.',$( +#)&B,*%#&( +#-( B.".$#<1.&*( #+( .$.G*-#&%G( .g)%",$.&*>( *#( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'8( FH(
$,H%&'(B#@&(1%&%1)1(-.g)%-.1.&*>(,&B(<-#"%B%&'(+-..B#1(,&B(+$.f%F%$%*H(*#(*/.(
%&*.-&,*%#&,$( 1,-%*%1.( G#11)&%*H( *#( B.".$#<( >H>*.1>( +#-( *-,&>+.-( ,&B(
&.'#*%,*%#&>( */,*( ,-.( >)%*.B( *#( */.%-( &..B>T( 0.-*,%&*H( %&( */.( $,@( -.><.G*%&'(
.$.G*-#&%G( G#11.-G.( G,&( F.( ,G/%.".B( FH( <,-*%.>( *#( ,( G,--%,'.( G#&*-,G*( 1,:%&'(
*/.($,@(#+(*/.(&.@(G#&".&*%#&(,<<$%G,F$.(*#(*/.(G#&*-,G*(-.',-B$.>>(#+(@/.*/.-(#-(
&#*(*/.(G#&".&*%#&(%*>.$+(.".&*),$$H(.&*.->(%&*#(+#-G.T(5`L((
0#&>%B.-%&'( */.( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( G/,-,G*.-( #+( */.( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( %*( %>(
>)F1%**.B( */,*( */.( ,GG.<*,&G.( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( @%$$( F.( */.( +%->*( >*.<(
*#@,-B>( /,-1#&%V,*%#&( %&( */.( +%.$B( #+( .$.G*-#&%G( ,$*.-&,*%".>( *#( <,<.-( F%$$>( #+(
$,B%&'T((

5`J( Y..( AC( e#G( Ek0CTXk9;444k9bTPS8( +##*&#*.( 5OU( ,*( <T( LO( @/.-.( ,( -.+.-.&G.( %>( 1,B.( *#( */.(

B.+%&%*%#&(#+(.$.G*-#&%G(>%'&,*)-.(%&(*/.(A&%*.B(C,*%#&>(3#B.$(?,@(#&(!$.G*-#&%G(Y%'&,*)-.>(J``5T(
5`L(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(XW8(,*(<T(5SLT((
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<"S

(@CDT@KN+>A+EG@+I>>MJ+

0/,<*.-( X( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.,$>( @%*/( B.$%".-H( #+( '##B>T( =/.( 1#>*(
G#&*-#".->%,$( <-#"%>%#&( %&( */%>( G/,<*.-( /,>( F..&( ,-*%G$.( OU( @/%G/( B.,$>( @%*/(
B.$%".-H( @/.&( ,( &.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( #-( &.'#*%,F$.( .$.G*-#&%G(
*-,&><#-*(-.G#-B(%>(%>>).B(FH(*/.(G,--%.-T(b)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(OU6J7(*/.(G,--%.-(G,&(
%>>).( ,( &.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( ,&B( /,>( */.( -%'/*( *#( B.$%".-( */.( '##B>(
@%*/#)*( >)--.&B.-( #+( */,*( B#G)1.&*( #-( ,&( .g)%",$.&*( .$.G*-#&%G( -.G#-BT( =/.(
#FI.G*( #+( */%>( <-#"%>%#&( %>( *#( >#$".( */.( <-,G*%G,$( <-#F$.1>( +,G.B( FH( G,--%.->( %&(
>%*),*%#&>(@/.-.(*/.(G,-'#(#@&.-(*)-&>()<(@%*/#)*(*/.(-.g)%>%*.(B#G)1.&*,*%#&8(
#-(B#.>(&#*(,<<.,-(,*(,$$T((
=/.( G-%*%G>( #+( */%>( <-#"%>%#&( /,".( <#%&*.B( #)*( */,*( */.( %&*.&B.B( -.1.BH(
)&B.-1%&.>( */.( +)&G*%#&( #+( ,( &.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*( ,>( ,( B#G)1.&*( #+(
*%*$.T( =/.( >H>*.1( .&"%>,'.B( %&( */%>( <-#"%>%#&( ,$$#@>( G,--%.->( *#( >..:( ,$*.-&,*%".(
B.$%".-H( %&>*-)G*%#&>( +-#1( */.( #-%'%&,$( >/%<<.-( #-( */.( B#G)1.&*,-H( >/%<<.-(
*/.-.FH(-.1#"%&'(*/.(-.g)%-.1.&*(*#(B.$%".-(#&(*/.(<-#B)G*%#&(#+(,(F%$$(#+($,B%&'T((
e)-%&'( */.( 0#11%>>%#&( >.>>%#&( */.( E)>*-,$%,&( B.$.',*%#&( ,$#&'( @%*/( >.".-,$(
#*/.-(B.$.',*%#&>(>.".-.$H(G-%*%G%>.B(,-*%G$.(OU6J76,7(.f<-.>>%&'(*/.("%.@(*/,*(*/.(
<-#"%>%#&(@%$$(%&G-.,>.(*/.(-%>:(#+(+-,)B(@/%G/(@%$$(%1<,G*(F,&:>(,&B(#*/.->(*/,*(
-.$H( #&( */.( >.G)-%*H( #++.-.B( FH( &.'#*%,F$.( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*>T( =/.( E)>*-,$%,&(
B.$.',*%#&( ,$>#( G-%*%G%>.B( */.( >*,*)*#-H( %&B.1&%*H( %&( ,-*%G$.( OU6J76G7( .f<-.>>%&'(
G#&G.-&(*/,*(%*(@%$$(G-.,*.(<-#F$.1>(+#-(G,-'#(%&>)-.->T(=/.(B.$.',*%#&(@.&*(#&(*#(
.f<$,%&(*/,*(%&(G,>.(#+(,(04Z(6G#>*8(%&>)-,&G.(,&B(+-.%'/*7(>/%<1.&*8(%&>)-,&G.(%>(
,--,&'.B( FH( */.( >.$$.-( ,&B( */.( <#$%GH( %>( ,>>%'&.B( *#( */.( F)H.-( @/.&( */.( -%>:( #+(
>/%<1.&*( %>( *-,&>+.--.BT( 4+( */.( >.$$.-( )&@%**%&'$H( <-#"%B.>( ,&( %&B.1&%*H( *#( */.(
G,--%.-( FH( <-#"%B%&'( ,$*.-&,*%".( B.$%".-H( %&>*-)G*%#&>8( %*( @%$$( %1<,G*( #&( ,&H(
-.G#".-H(,G*%#&(*/.(%&>)-.-(1%'/*(/,".(/,B(,',%&>*(*/.(G,--%.-T(=/%>(@%$$(-.>)$*(%&(
*/.( $#>>( #+( #&.( ,".&).( +#-( G,-'#( G$,%1,&*>( -.G#".-%&'( +#-( 1%>B.$%".-HT( =/.(
B.$.',*%#&( @.&*( +)-*/.-( *#( >*,*.( */,*( */.( G#1F%&.B( -.>)$*( #+( <,-,'-,</( J8(
>)F<,-,'-,</>( 6,7M6G7( #+( ,-*%G$.( OU( @%$$( F.( >)G/( */,*( ,( G,--%.-( @/#( >..:>(
,$*.-&,*%".(B.$%".-H(%&>*-)G*%#&>(+-#1(,(>/%<<.-(#-(B#G)1.&*,-H(>/%<<.-(@%$$(F.(
-.$%.".B(#+($%,F%$%*H(*#(*/.(/#$B.-T(i.*(*/.(>/%<<.-(/,>(*#('%".(,&(%&B.1&%*H(*#(*/.(
G,--%.-8(,(<,-*H(@/#(/,>(&#($%,F%$%*HT5`O(
4&( -.><#&>.( *#( */.>.( G-%*%G%>1>8( */.( e)*G/( B.$.',*%#&( .1</,>%V.B( */,*( */.(
-.'%1.()&B.-(,-*%G$.(OU(%>(,%1.B(,*(-.B)G%&'(#-(.$%1%&,*%&'(*/.(,F)>.>(G,)>.B(FH(
+-,)B)$.&*( <-,G*%G.>( */,*( .f%>*( )&B.-( */.( G)--.&*( >H>*.1( >)G/( ,>8( %>>)%&'( #+(
1)$*%<$.( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'8( +#-'.-H( #+( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'( ,&B( */.( G#&*%&).B( G%-G)$,*%#&(
,&B( >,$.( #+( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'( .".&( +#$$#@%&'( B.$%".-HT( =/.( &.@( -.'%1.( >.*>( )<( ,(
>H>*.1(,%1.B(,*(-.1#"%&'(-%>:(+#-(F,&:.->(FH(-.>*#-%&'(*/.(%&*.'-%*H(#+(*/.(F%$$(#+(
$,B%&'( >H>*.18( @/%G/8( /#@.".-8( 1,H( -.g)%-.( >#1.( G/,&'.( %&( */.( G)--.&*(
<-,G*%G.>( #+( F,&:>( ,&B( G#11#B%*H( *-,B.->T( Z)-*/.-1#-.8( */.( &.@( -.'%1.( @%$$(
5`O(Y..(0#11.&*>(-.G.%".B(+-#1(E)>*-,$%,8!(:>/*8(&#*.(UL8(<,-,T(P`(,*(<T5`T(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

<-#"%B.( -.$%.+( *#( G#&>%'&..>( FH( B-,@%&'( ,&( .&B( *#( */.( .f<.&>%".( ,&B( >$#@(
<-#G.>>(#+(#F*,%&%&'($.**.->(#+(%&B.1&%*H(,&B(F,&:('),-,&*..>T(((
4*( @,>( #F>.-".B( */,*( B)-%&'( */.( 0#11%>>%#&( >.>>%#&( /,$+( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<(@,&*.B(*#(B.$.*.(*/.(*.f*(#+(,-*%G$.(OU6J7(@/%$.(*/.(#*/.-(/,$+(<-.+.--.B(%*>(
-.*.&*%#&T( =/.( 0/,%-1,&( .f<$,%&.B( */,*( %&( >)G/( ,( G,>.8( %*( %>( */.( <-,G*%G.( #+( */.(
0#11%>>%#&( *#( -.*,%&( */.( *.f*T( C.".-*/.$.>>8( ,( >1,$$( B-,+*%&'( '-#)<( @,>(
.>*,F$%>/.B(*#(G#1.()<(@%*/(,(-."%>.B(G#1<-#1%>.(*.f*(F)*(.".&(*/.&(*/.(G-%*%G>(
-.1,%&.B( )&>,*%>+%.BT( E+*.-( */.( -."%>%#&8( */.( +%&,$( *.f*( #+( ,-*%G$.( OU6J7( <-#"%B.>(
*@#(",-%,&*>(#+(&.'#*%,F$.(*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*>T([&.(%>(*-)$H(&.'#*%,F$.(,&B(*/.(
#*/.-(%>(>,%B(*#(F.(&.'#*%,F$.(F)*(%&(+,G*(%>(&#*8(F.G,)>.(%*(@%$$(G#&*,%&(,(>*,*.1.&*(
*#( */.( .++.G*( */,*( */.( '##B>( G,&( F.( B.$%".-.B( @%*/#)*( */.( >)--.&B.-( #+( */.(
&.'#*%,F$.(B#G)1.&*T5`P(
4*( @%$$( F.( -.G,$$.B( */,*( */.( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( @/%G/( ."#$".B( +-#1( */.( -.'%>*.-(
1,%&*,%&.B(#&(F#,-B(>/%<>(@,>(%&(%*>(.,-$H(B,H>(,(&#&M&.'#*%,F$.(B#G)1.&*T(9%*/(
*/.('-#@*/(%&(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(>.,(F#-&.(*-,B.8(%&G-.,>.(%&(G#1<$.f%*H(#+(F)>%&.>>8(
G#&G.-&( +#-( ><..B( ,&B( */.( &..B( +#-( *-,&>+.--%&'( <-#<.-*H( %&( */.( '##B>( F.+#-.(
*/.H(,--%".B(,*(B.>*%&,*%#&(',".(-%>.(*#(*/.(<-,G*%G.(#+(*-,&>+.--%&'(#@&.->/%<(#+(
'##B>( FH( .&B#->%&'( */.( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( *#( */.( F)H.-T( =/)>8( */.( &.'#*%,F$.( F%$$( #+(
$,B%&'(G,1.(%&*#(.f%>*.&G.(@/%G/(FH(*/.(5W*/(G.&*)-H(F.G,1.(,(@.$$(.>*,F$%>/.B(
1.-G,&*%$.( <-,G*%G.T5`S( 4&( G#&*.1<#-,-H( *%1.>( ,( &.'#*%,F$.( B#G)1.&*( .&>)-.>(
*/,*( */.( >.$$.-( 1,H( -.G.%".( +-#1( */.( G,--%.-( ,( B#G)1.&*( QG#&*-#$$%&'( */.(
B%><#>%*%#&( #+( */.( '##B>R8( @/%G/( %>( &#@( %&G#-<#-,*.B( %&( ,-*%G$.( PW6J7( #+( */.(
A&%*.B( C,*%#&>( 0#&".&*%#&( #&( 0#&*-,G*>( +#-( */.( 4&*.-&,*%#&,$( Y,$.( #+( ;##B>(
604Y;75`UT(0$,)>.(EW(#+(*/.(4C0[=!D3Y(J```(,$>#(-.g)%-.>(*/.(>.$$.-(*#(<-#"%B.(
*/.(F)H.-(@%*/(,(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(#-(,(>.,@,H(F%$$(,>(<-##+(#+(B.$%".-H(@/.&(,(>,$.(%>(
G#&G$)B.B( )&B.-( ,( 0ZD( 6G#>*( ,&B(+-.%'/*7( #-( ,(04Z(G#&*-,G*T5`W(K#@.".-8(E-*%G$.(
OU6J7(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(B%".-'.>(+-#1(*/.(G.&*)-%.>(#$B(1.-G,&*%$.(<-,G*%G.(
FH(<-#"%B%&'(*/.(G,--%.-(@%*/(*/.(-%'/*(*#(B.$%".-('##B>(@%*/#)*(>)--.&B.-(#+(*/.(
&.'#*%,F$.(*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*(#-(,&(.g)%",$.&*(.$.G*-#&%G(-.G#-BT((

<"U

&DIGEJ+>A+EG@+=>FEK>CCDFI+?BKEN+

0/,<*.-(5`(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(B.,$>(@%*/(-%'/*>(#+(*/.(G#&*-#$$%&'(<,-*HT(
=/.( .f%>*%&'( 1,-%*%1.( G#&".&*%#&>( /,".( &#( <-#"%>%#&>( B.,$%&'( @%*/( G#&*-#$$%&'(
<,-*%.>( #-( */.( G#&G.<*( #+( */.( -%'/*( #+( G#&*-#$T( =/.( <-.>.&*( $,@( %>( */)>( +#)&B( %&(
B#1.>*%G( $,@8( ,&B( 1,H( */.-.+#-.( F.( >#1.@/,*( B%++.-.&*( %&( .".-H( I)-%>B%G*%#&(
5`P(Y..(AC04=DE?(O5>*(0#11%>>%#&(Y.>>%#&(D.<#-*8(EkSLk5U8(,*(<T(L5T(
5`S(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(PW(,*(<T(PT(
5`U( E-*%G$.( PW6J7( #+( 04Y;( <-#"%B.>( */,*( Q4+( */.( G#&*-,G*( %&"#$".>( G,--%,'.( #+( */.( '##B>8( */.( >.$$.-(

1,H(B%><,*G/(*/.('##B>(#&(*.-1>(@/.-.FH(*/.('##B>8(#-(B#G)1.&*>(G#&*-#$$%&'(*/.%-(B%><#>%*%#&8(
@%$$(&#*(F.(/,&B.B(#".-(*#(*/.(F)H.-(.fG.<*(,',%&>*(<,H1.&*(#+(*/.(<-%G.TR(
5`W( Y..( 400( 4C0[=!D3Y( J```8( i.,-F##:( #+( */.( A&%*.B( C,*%#&>( 0#11%>>%#&( #&( 4&*.-&,*%#&,$(
=-,B.(?,@8(J```8("#$T(rrr4(,*(<TS`PT(
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,$*/#)'/( */.( F-#,B( <-%&G%<$.>( ,-.( %&( +,G*( +,%-$H( )&%+#-1T( =/.( B-,+*.->( #+( */.(
D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(>)F1%*(*/,*(*/.(&.@(%&>*-)1.&*(@%$$(&#*(*.&B(*#(G/,&'.(.f%>*%&'(
$,@( #&( */%>( >)FI.G*( %&( ,&H( >%'&%+%G,&*( @,H8( F)*( @%$$( %&>*.,B( <-#"%B.( ,( >#$%B( ,&B(
)&%+#-1( $.',$( F,>%>( +#-( %>>).>( */,*( /,".( %&( 1,&H( $.',$( >H>*.1>( F..&( $.+*( *#(
)&<-.B%G*,F$.(<-,G*%G.>8(<,-*%G)$,-$H(@/.&(*/.-.(%>(&#(&.'#*%,F$.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(%&(
*/.( *-,&>,G*%#&T( =/.( -.$.",&*( <-#"%>%#&>( #&( */.( -%'/*( #+( G#&*-#$( >.-".( *#( +%$$( ,(
$,G)&,( %&( */.( $,@( #+( 1,&H( I)-%>B%G*%#&>( */.-.FH( /,-1#&%V%&'( ,&B( 1#B.-&%V%&'(
*/.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$($,@(%&(*/%>(+%.$BT(a.G,)>.(*/.>.(<-#"%>%#&>(,-.(1#>*(%1<#-*,&*(
@/.&( */.( G,--%.-( B#.>( &#*( %>>).( ,( </H>%G,$( <%.G.( #+( <,<.-( g),$%+H%&'( ,>( ,(
&.'#*%,F$.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'8(@/%G/(%>(.f,G*$H(*/.(>%*),*%#&(%&(,&(.$.G*-#&%G(G#11.-G.(
*-,&>,G*%#&8( */%>( G/,<*.-( G#&>*%*)*.>( ,&( %1<#-*,&*( <,-*( #+( */.( D)$.>^( %&B%-.G*(
+,G%$%*,*%#&(#+(.$.G*-#&%G(G#11.-G.T5`X(

<"V

:DFBF=DBC+CDODEJ+>A+CDBHDCDEN+

=/.(<-%1,-H(<)-<#>.(+#-(*/.(%&G$)>%#&(#+($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(%&(
*/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( ,&B( %&( #*/.-( *-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>( %>( *#( -.')$,*.( */.(
-.$,*%#&>/%<(F.*@..&(*@#(G#11.-G%,$(<,-*%.>(%&(#-B.-(*#(.&*%*$.(.,G/(#+(*/.1(*#(
#F*,%&(,(F.&.+%*T(9%*/#)*(*/%>(F.&.+%*(#+(,($%1%*,*%#&(#&($%,F%$%*H8(*/.(G,--%.-(@#)$B(
F.(+)$$H($%,F$.(+#-(,$$($#>>(#-(B,1,'.8(,&B(@/.-.(>)G/('##B>(@.-.(%&(G#&*,%&.->8(
*/.( G,--%.-(@#)$B(/,".( &#( :&#@$.B'.( -.',-B%&'(*/.%-(G#&*.&*>8( */)>(<#*.&*%,$$H(
.f<#>%&'(%*>.$+(*#(".-H(/%'/(,&B()&.f<.G*.B(-%>:>T(D,*/.-(*/,&(F.,-%&'(.f<.&>%".(
%&>)-,&G.( G#>*>8( ,&B( %&( #-B.-( *#( >/,-.( */.( F)-B.&( #+( */,*( <#*.&*%,$$H( ".-H( /%'/(
-%>:8(*/.(G,--%.-(@#)$B(/,".(*#(,<<#-*%#&(%*(*#(.".-H(>/%<<.-(*/-#)'/(,&(%&G-.,>.(
%&( +-.%'/*( -,*.>T( aH( ,$$#@%&'( +#-( ,( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>( $%,F%$%*H8( */%>(
,$$#G,*%#&( #+( -%>:( ,$$#@>( */.( G#>*>( *#( F#*/( >/%<<.->( ,&B( G,--%.->( *#( F.( -.B)G.BT(
=/.(*-,B.M#++(%>(*/,*(*/.-.(%>(&#(+)$$(G#1<.&>,*%#&(+#-(/%'/M$.".$($#>>.>T((
=/.( ,%1( #+( ,&( ,<<-#<-%,*.( $%1%*,*%#&( #&( $%,F%$%*H( @#)$B( -.B)G.( */.( $.".$( #+(
-.G#".-H( +#-( >#1.( G$,%1>( *#( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( ,1#)&*8( F)*( %*( @#)$B( &#*( $%1%*( *##(
1,&H( G$,%1>T( =/.( #<*%1,$( $%1%*,*%#&( $.".$( @#)$B( F.( /%'/( .&#)'/( *#( <-#"%B.(
G,--%.->(@%*/(,&(%&G.&*%".(*#(*,:.(<-#<.-(G,-.(#+(*/.('##B>8(F)*($#@(.&#)'/(*#(G)*(
#++( .fG.>>%".( G$,%1>8( H.*( <-#"%B.( +#-( ,( <-#<.-( ,$$#G,*%#&( #+( -%>:( F.*@..&( */.(
G#11.-G%,$( <,-*%.>T( 3,&H( B.$.',*%#&>( @/%$.( .f<-.>>%&'( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( $%,F%$%*H( *#(
F.( .>>.&*%,$$H( ,( 1,**.-( #+( <)F$%G( <#$%GH( ,$$)B.B( *#( */.( Q+%&,$( @#-BR( #+( */.(
%$$)>*-%#)>(?#-B(e.&&%&'(@/#(1,B.(>)G/(,(>*,*.1.&*(%&(*/.(#+*MG%*.B(G,>.(#+("#$!
C/*A)$0!F../$55`H(4&(*/,*(G,>.(/.(/.$B(%&(-.+.-.&G.(*#(,(>/%<#@&.-^>(-%'/*(*#($%1%*(
/%>($%,F%$%*H(*/,*(Q*/.-.(%>(&#*(1)G/(I)>*%G.(%&(*/%>(-)$._(F)*($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(%>(
&#*(,(1,**.-(#+(I)>*%G.8(%*(%>(,(-)$.(#+(<)F$%G(<#$%GH(@/%G/(/,>(%*>(#-%'%&(%&(/%>*#-H(
,&B(%*>(I)>*%+%G,*%#&(%&(G#&".&%.&G.RT(
A&$%:.(*/.($,&'),'.()>.B(%&(,-*%G$.(S(#+(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>8(*/.(@#-B%&'()&B.-(
,-*%G$.(PX(657(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(%&G$)B.>(Q*/.(G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*H(+#-(F-.,G/.>(
#+( %*>( #F$%',*%#&>( )&B.-( */%>( G#&".&*%#&RT( =/.( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( $%,F%$%*H( %>( */)>( &#*(
5`X(Y..8((:>/*8(&#*.(WO(,*(<T(JSJMJSLT(
55`(p5XSL(q(J(?$#HB^>(D.<T(OJX(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
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-.>*-%G*.B( *#( $#>>( #+( #-( B,1,'.( *#( '##B>( #-( B.$,H( %&( B.$%".-H( F)*( *#( ,$$( #*/.-(
F-.,G/.>( */,*( G,&( F.( .&"%>,'.B( )&B.-( */.( D)$.>T( =/.( E)>*-,$%,&( B.$.',*%#&(
B)-%&'(*/.(B-,+*%&'(<-#G.>>(.f<-.>>.B(G#&G.-&>(@%*/(-.',-B(*#(*/.(&.@(@#-B%&'(
G#&>%B.-%&'( %*( *#( F.( ,( >%'&%+%G,&*( G/,&'.( G#1<,-.B( *#( */.( .f%>*%&'( %&*.-&,*%#&,$(
$,@T(Y%&G.(>)G/(@#-B%&'(@%$$(G#".-(,G*%#&>(%&(*#-*(,',%&>*(*/.(G,--%.-8(*/%>(1%'/*(
B%>,B",&*,'.(*/.(>/%<<.->T(4*(@,>(.f<$,%&.B(*/-#)'/(,&(.f,1<$.(*/,*(%+(,(G,--%.-(
&.'$%'.&*$H( <-#"%B.B( */.( @-#&'( B#G)1.&*>( *#( G)>*#1>( ,&B8( ,>( ,( -.>)$*8( */.(
>/%<<.-(%&G)--.B(,(/.,"H(+%&.(#-(#*/.-(<.&,$*H8(*/.(G,--%.-(@#)$B(>*%$$(F.(G#".-.B(
FH(,($%1%*.B($%,F%$%*H8(.".&(*/#)'/(*/.-.(1,H(/,".(F..&(&#($#>>(#-(B,1,'.(*#(*/.(
'##B>T555( =/.( &.@( @#-B%&'( @%$$( ,$>#( ,$$#@( */.( G,--%.-( *#( .&I#H( $%1%*,*%#&( #+(
$%,F%$%*H( @%*/( -.><.G*( *#( 1%>B.$%".-.B( '##B>( @/%G/( ,-.( G#&>%B.-.B( ,>( Q$#>*R( ,&B(
,"#%B(",-%.B(%&*.-<-.*,*%#&(#+(G#)-*>(%&(B%++.-.&*(I)-%>B%G*%#&>(@/.-.(*/.(G,--%.-(
%>(>#1.*%1.>(>)FI.G*.B(*#()&$%1%*.B($%,F%$%*HT(E$>#()&B.-(*/.(&.@(@#-B%&'(@/.-.(
,(G,--%.-(%>>).>(,(*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*(@%*/#)*(g),$%+H%&'(*/.(%&+#-1,*%#&(@/%G/(
/.(:&#@>(%>(%&G#--.G*55J(/.(>*%$$(G,&($%1%*(/%>($%,F%$%*HT(=/.(G,--%.-(G,&8(/#@.".-8(
$#>.(*/.(-%'/*(*#($%1%*(<)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(S5(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&T(
4*(%>(&#*.@#-*/H(*/,*(*/.(B),$(>H>*.1(#+($%1%*,*%#&(%>(-.*,%&.B(%&(*/.(%&*.-.>*>(
#+( #@&.->( #+( /%'/( ",$).8( $%'/*( @.%'/*( G,-'#T( !".&( */#)'/( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>(
-.*,%&( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( @#-B%&'( #+( <,G:,'.>( #-( >/%<<%&'( )&%*>8( %*( %>( B#)F*+)$(
@/.*/.-( %*( <)*>( *#( -.>*( */.( G#&*-#".->H( -.',-B%&'( */.( )>.( #+( */.( </-,>.( Q,>(
<,G:.B( %&( #-( #&( >)G/( ,-*%G$.( #+( *-,&><#-*( #-( "./%G$.RT( =/%>( @,>( */.( >)FI.G*( #+(
.f*.&>%".( B%>G)>>%#&( %&( */.( E)>*-,$%,&( G,>.( #+( E)! 3/$8.! L7:(+/*)'*O! <+0! %+4H! "T!
F$4'+$//*9$*9! 6#'>>'9&! 2.A>*9055LT( 4&( */%>( G,>.( E$$>#<( \T( .f<-.>>.B( ,( >*-#&'(
#<%&%#&( %&( .5'+$/( #&( */.( 1.,&%&'( #+( */.( @#-B>( Q#-( )&%*R! ,>( G#&*,%&.B( %&( E-*%G$.(
O6P76G7(#+(=/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>T(K.(@,>(#+(*/.("%.@(*/,*(*/.(@#-B>(Q#-()&%*>R(
@,>( %&*.&B.B( *#( G#".-( ,-*%G$.>( >)G/( ,>( G,->( #-( F#%$.->( @/%G/( @.-.( G,<,F$.( #+(
F.%&'( G,--%.B( @%*/#)*( <,G:,'%&'( */)>( -.I.G*%&'( */.( #*/.-( >G/##$( #+( */#)'/*(
,GG#-B%&'(*#(@/%G/(*/.(.f<-.>>%#&(Q#-()&%*>R(@,>(%&>.-*.B(*#(G#".-(F)$:(G,-'#(FH(
-.+.-.&G.( *#( +-.%'/*( )&%*( ,>( %&( */.( AY( 0[;YET55O( 9/.*/.-( */.( ,BB%*%#&( #+( */.(
@#-B>(Q>/%<<%&'()&%*R(G$,-%+%.>(*/.(%>>).(%>(H.*(*#(F.(I)B%G%,$$H(G#&+%-1.BT55P(
E-*%G$.( S`( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>8( @/%G/( %>( >%1%$,-( *#( ,-*%G$.( S6576F7( #+( */.(
K,1F)-'(D)$.>(<-#"%B.>(+#-($%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*H(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(B.$,H(%&(*/.(,1#)&*(
.g)%",$.&*(*#(*@#(,&B(,(#&.M/,$+(*%1.>(*/.(+-.%'/*(<,H,F$.(#&(*/.('##B>(B.$,H.B(
,&B( %&( -.><.G*( #+( *#*,$( $#>>( #+( */.( '##B>( G#&G.-&.BT55S( =/%>( ,1#)&*( %>( &#*( *#(
.fG..B(*/.($%1%*(.>*,F$%>/.B(<)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(PX657T(E-*%G$.(S`(G#&*-,>*>(@%*/(
555(0#11.&*>(-.G.%".B(+-#1(E)>*-,$%,8!(:>/*8(&#*.(UL8(<,-,(PS(,*(<T55T(
55J(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(O`657T((
55L(pJ``Oq(J(?$#HB>(D.<(PLUT(
55O( =/.( ,)*/#-( %>( */,&:+)$( *#( \)B'.( \,1.>( E$$>#<( +#-( .f<$,%&%&'( */%>( <#>%*%#&( B)-%&'( ,( <.->#&,$(

B%>G#)->.(@%*/(*/.(,)*/#-(@/%$.(*/.(\)B'.(@,>(*.,G/%&'(,*(*/.(9#-$B(3,-%*%1.(A&%".->%*HT((

55P(Y..(j#+%(3F%,/8(Q=/.($%,F%$%*H(,&B($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(-.'%1.R8(034(i.,-F##:d(J``UMJ``W(,*(

<T(JXUT(
55S(=/%>(<-#"%>%#&(%>(>%1%$,-(*#(*/.(,-*%G$.(S6576F7(#+(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>T(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
*/.( <-#"%>%#&( %&( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( @/%G/( <-#"%B.>( */,*( %&( &#( G,>.( >/#)$B( */.(
$%,F%$%*H(+#-(B.$,H(.fG..B(*/.(*#*,$(+-%'/*(<,H,F$.()&B.-(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.(#+(
'##B>(FH(>.,T(A&B.-(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(*/.(*#*,$(+-.%'/*(<,H,F$.(%>(#1%**.B(%&(
+,"#)-(#+(*/.($%1%*(,>(>.*()&B.-(,-*%G$.(PX657('H$HI(%&(-.><.G*(#+(*/.(*#*,$($#>>(#+(*/.(
'##B>T( EGG#-B%&'( *#( #&.( B.$.',*%#&8( ,-*%G$.( S`( 1,H( >..1( 1#-.( +,"#)-,F$.( *#(
G,-'#( %&*.-.>*>( %&( *.-1>( #+( >*-%:%&'( */.( -.g)%>%*.( F,$,&G.( +#-( */.( %&G$)>%#&( #+(
<-#"%>%#&>(#&($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*HT(55U(=/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(*/)>(<-#"%B.>(1#-.(
G$,-%*H(#&(*/.(>)FI.G*T(
=/%-B( <,-*%.>( .&','.B( FH( */.( G,--%.-( %&( */.( <.-+#-1,&G.( #+( */.( G#&*-,G*( #+(
G,--%,'.(F.%&'(.&*%*$.B(*#(*/.(B.+.&G.>(,&B($%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*H8(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(
+#$$#@>(*/.(<-%&G%<$.>($,%B(B#@&(%&(,-*%G$.(O(5'((6J7(#+(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(,>(
@.$$(,>(,-*%G$.(U(#+(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(F)*(*/.(@#-B%&'()>.B(%>(B%++.-.&*_(,*(*/.(
>,1.( *%1.( */.( 1)$*%1#B,$( G/,-,G*.-( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( %>( -.*,%&.BT( E-*%G$.(
5W( <-#"%B.>( */,*( ,( Q1,-%*%1.( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*HR+ %>( .&*%*$.B( *#( */.( G,--%.-^>(
B.+.&G.>( ,&B( $%1%*>( #+( $%,F%$%*H( <-#"%B.B( +#-( )&B.-( */.( G#&".&*%#&( @%*/( */.(
&.G.>>,-H( g),$%+%G,*%#&>T( e.*,%$.B( <-#"%>%#&>( ,-.( %&G$)B.B( -.',-B%&'( */.(
G%-G)1>*,&G.>( )&B.-( @/%G/( */.( #F$%',*%#&>( #+( */.( 1,-%*%1.( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*H(
@#)$B( F.( ,>>)1.B( FH( */.( G,--%.-( ,-.( B%>G)>>.B( )&B.-( */.( /.,B%&'( QK%1,$,H,(
G$,)>.>R(%&(*/%>(-.<#-*T(
?%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*H(,-.('.&.-,$$H(B%>G)>>.B(,*(*/.(.&B(#+(*/.(B%<$#1,*%G(<-#G.>>T(
e)-%&'( */.( $,>*( */-..( >.>>%#&>( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( */.-.( @,>( G#&>%B.-,F$.(
.++#-*(.f<.&B.B(FH(B.$.',*%#&>(*#(-.,G/(,(G#1<-#1%>.(+%')-.(#&($%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*HT(
=/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( <-#<#>.( ,( <,G:,'.MF,>.B( ,&B( @.%'/*MF,>.B( $%1%*,*%#&(
>H>*.155W8(,>(<-#"%B.B()&B.-(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(,&B(K,1F)-'(D)$.>T((
=/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<8( %&( G#&>%B.-%&'( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( $%,F%$%*H( <-#"%>%#&(
-."%.@.B( */.( /%>*#-%G,$( ,&B( G#11.-G%,$( %>>).>( ,$#&'( @%*/( G.-*,%&( ,BB%*%#&,$(
+,G*#->( %&( */.( <-#G.>>( #+( G/##>%&'( ,&( ,<<-#<-%,*.( $.".$( +#-( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( */.(
G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*HT(e)-%&'(*/.(*@.&*%.*/(>.>>%#&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(<-#G..B.B(*#(
G#&>%B.-(*/.(*.f*(#&($%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*H55XT(=/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(@,>(-.1%&B.B(*/,*(
,&H( B.G%>%#&( #&( */.( $%1%*>( #+( $%,F%$%*H( @,>( *#( F.( *-.,*.B( ,>( ,&( .$.1.&*( #+( */.(
#".-,$$(F,$,&G.(%&(*/.($%,F%$%*H(-.'%1.(<-#"%B.B(%&(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&T5J`(=/.-.(
@,>( >)<<#-*( +-#1( ,( &)1F.-( #+( B.$.',*%#&>( +#-( */.( >)''.>*%#&( 1,B.( FH( */.(
B.$.',*%#&(#+(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(*/,*(*/.(G#&>%B.-,*%#&(#+(*/.($%1%*(#+(*/.(G,--%.-^>(
$%,F%$%*H( >/#)$B( &#*( F.( B%>>#G%,*.B( +-#1( G.-*,%&( #*/.-( <-#"%>%#&>( %&( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&8( %&G$)B%&'d( */.( ><.G%,$( ,1.&B1.&*( <-#G.B)-.( +#-( */.( $.".$( #+( */.(
$%1%*,*%#&( #&( */.( G,--%.-^>( $%,F%$%*H5J5_( */.( &)1F.-( #+( G#)&*-%.>( -.g)%-.B( +#-( */.(
55U(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(55P(,*(<TJXWT((
55W(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(PXT(
55X(G5'4T(
5J`(Y..(QD.<#-*(#+(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(6=-,&><#-*(?,@7(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(.%'/*..&*/(>.>>%#&R8(AC(

e#G(Ek0CTXkS5S8(<,-,T(5U5T(
Y..( Ek0CTXk9;T444k9b5`58( B-,+*( ,-*%G$.( XX8( B.$.*.B( B)-%&'( */.( *@.&*H( +%->*( >.>>%#&( #+(
9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444T((

5J5(
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!
!
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

G#&".&*%#&( *#( .&*.-( %&*#( +#-G.5JJ_( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( ,$$#@%&'( +#-( */.( ,<<$%G,*%#&( #+(
#*/.-( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( *-.,*%.>( ,&B( #+( B#1.>*%G( $,@( *#( '#".-&( */.( $%,F%$%*H( #+( */.(
G,--%.-(%&(G,>.(#+($#G,$%V.B(B,1,'.5JL(,&B(*/.(><.G%,$(-)$.(+#-(&#&M$#G,$%V.B($#>>(
#-(B,1,'.(@/%G/(@,>($,*.-(B.$.*.B(,>(<,-*(#+(*/.(G#1<-#1%>.T(=/.("%.@(@,>(,$>#(
.f<-.>>.B(*/,*(#*/.-(%>>).>(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(*/.(#".-,$$(F,$,&G.(#+($%,F%$%*%.>(%&(*/.(
B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(G#)$B(F.(>,%B(*#(F.(,>>#G%,*.B(@%*/(,(B%>G)>>%#&(#+(*/.($.".$(#+(
*/.( G,--%.-^>( $%1%*,*%#&( #&( $%,F%$%*H8( >)G/( ,>( */.( <.-%#B( #+( -.><#&>%F%$%*H( #+( */.(
G,--%.-5JO_(*/.(F,>%>(#+($%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&5JP_(B.$,H(%&(B.$%".-H(#+(*/.(
'##B>5JS_(*/.(<.-%#B(+#-(&#*%G.(#+($#>>8(B,1,'.8(#-(B.$,H5JU_(*/.($%1%*,*%#&(#+(*/.(
G,--%.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( B.$,H( %&( B.$%".-H5JW_( ,&B( */.( ><.G%,$( -)$.>( +#-( "#$)1.(
G#&*-,G*>T5JX((
=/.( g).>*%#&( #+( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( $%,F%$%*H( #+( */.( G,--%.-( @,>( B.,$*( @%*/( :..&$H( ,>(
*/.( F-#,B( ,GG.<*,F%$%*H( #+( */.( G#&".&*%#&( 1,&%+.>*$H( B.<.&B.B( #&( */.( $.".$( #+(
*/%>( %>>).T( ( =/.( B.F,*.( G.&*-.B( #&( *@#( .f*-.1.( "%.@>T( [&.( '-#)<( +,"#)-.B(
K,1F)-'( D)$.>( F,>.B( +%')-.>( @%*/( $%1%*>( G$#>.( *#( */#>.( %&( */.( D)$.>( #-( @%*/( ,(
>)F>*,&*%,$( %&G-.,>._( */.( #*/.-( >)<<#-*.B( $%1%*>( %&( G#&>#&,&G.( @%*/( */.( K,').M
N%>FH(D)$.>T((
OTXT5T(E-')1.&*>(%&(+,"#)-(#+($%,F%$%*H($%1%*>(G$#>.(*#(*/#>.(%&(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(
=/.( ,-')1.&*>( <-.>.&*.B( F.$#@( ,-.( F,>.B( #&( */.( B#G)1.&*,*%#&( @/%G/(
.1,&,*.B(+-#1(*/.(B.$%F.-,*%#&>(#+(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444T5L`(
E>( <#%&*.B( #)*( FH( <,-*%G%<,&*>( ,*( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<8( */.( <-%&G%<$.( #+(
1#&.*,-H( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( G,--%.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( /,B( F..&( %&*-#B)G.B( %&( */.( .,-$H( J`*/(
G.&*)-H( ,>( ,( G#1<-#1%>.( *#( F,&( */.( <-,G*%G.( #+( G,--%.->( )&%$,*.-,$$H( .fG$)B%&'(
*/.%-( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( G,-'#( $#>>( #-( B,1,'.8( ,*( ,( *%1.( @/.&( >)G/( $%,F%$%*H( @,>( &#*(
>)FI.G*( *#( ,( 1#&.*,-H( G.%$%&'( )&B.-( 1#>*( B#1.>*%G( $,@>T( E<,-*( +-#1( */.(
*-,&><#-*( %&B)>*-H8( ".-H( +.@( #*/.-( .G#&#1%G( ,G*%"%*%.>( .&I#H.B( */.( F.&.+%*( #+(
>*,*)*#-H( $%1%*>( #+( $%,F%$%*HT( 3#-.#".-8( >.,( G,--%.->( ,$-.,BH( .&I#H.B( ,( B#)F$.(
$%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*HT(4&B..B8(*/.(",$).(#+(*/.('##B>(,$-.,BH(>.*(*/.($%1%*(+#-(*/.(
#".-,$$($%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(G,--%.-8(%&G$)B%&'(G#&>.g).&*%,$($#>>(#-(B,1,'.(G,)>.B(FH(
$#>>( #+( #-( B,1,'.( *#( '##B>T( Z#-( /%'/.-( ",$).( '##B>8( */.( G,--%.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( @,>(
+)-*/.-( $%1%*.B( FH( */.( 1#&.*,-H( G.%$%&'( >.*( +#-*/( %&( */.( ,<<$%G,F$.( $,@>( #-(
%&*.-&,*%#&,$( G#&".&*%#&>T( =/.( G#1F%&,*%#&( #+( */#>.( -)$.>( ,$-.,BH( <$,G.B(
5JJ(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(XOT(
5JL(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(JST(
5JO(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(5JT(
5JP(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(5UT(
5JS(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(J5T(
5JU(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(JLT(
5JW(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(S`T(
5JX(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(W`T(
5L`(

=/.( ,-')1.&*>( ,-.( <-#B)G.B( ,+*.-( '$.,&%&'( */-#)'/( */.( QD.<#-*( #+( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( 444(
6=-,&><#-*(?,@7(#&(*/.(@#-:(#+(%*>(*@.&*%.*/(>.>>%#&R8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkSOJ8(<,-,>T(5LSM5OLT(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
G,--%.->(%&(,(<-%"%$.'.B(<#>%*%#&8(,>(G#1<,-.B(*#(#*/.-(F)>%&.>>(.&*.-<-%>.>T(=/.(
"%.@(@,>(.f<-.>>.B(*/,*(*/.>.(G%-G)1>*,&G.>(>/#)$B(F.(*,:.&(%&*#(,GG#)&*(@/.&(
G#&>%B.-%&'( ,B.g),*.( 1#&.*,-H( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>8( @/%G/( >/#)$B( &#*( F.( ,$$#@.B( *#(
>*,'&,*.(,*(,($.".$(B.*-%1.&*,$(*#(G,-'#(#@&.->T(
e.$.',*%#&>(@/%G/(>)<<#-*.B(/%'/.-($%1%*,*%#&(+%')-.>(.&"%>,'.B(*/.(%&G-.,>.(
#+( $%1%*>( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( +-#1( <-."%#)>( 1,-%*%1.( G#&".&*%#&>( ,>( ,(
+#-@,-B( >*.<( @/%G/( >)%*,F$H( ,BB-.>>.B( */.( -.,$%*%.>( #+( G#11.-G.( ,&B(
%&*.-&,*%#&,$( *-,&><#-*T( =/.H( ,''-.>>%".$H( B.&#)&G.B( */.( $%1%*>( <-#"%B.B( +#-(
)&B.-( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( ,&B( B.1,&B.B( */,*( */.( &.@( $%1%*>( >/#)$B( &#*( F.(
$#@.-(*/,&(*/#>.(<-#"%B.B(%&(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>8(&,1.$H8(WLP(Y<.G%,$(e-,@%&'(
D%'/*>(6YeD7(<.-(<,G:,'.(#-(JTP(YeD(<.-(:%$#'-,1(#+('-#>>(@.%'/*(#+(*/.('##B>(
$#>*(#-(B,1,'.BT(
=/.( <-#<#&.&*>( #+( /%'/.-( $%1%*>( ,$>#( ,-').B( */,*( */.( G,--%.->( .&','.B( %&(
1)$*%1#B,$( *-,&><#-*( @.-.( .f<#>.B( *#( B%++.-.&*( $%1%*>( #+( $%,F%$%*H( -,&'%&'( +-#1(
WTLL( YeD( <.-( :%$#'-,1( +#-( -#,B( *-,&><#-*( *#( 5U( YeD( <.-( :%$#'-,1( +#-( ,%-(
*-,&><#-*T( =/.>.( @/%G/( @.-.( G#&>%B.-,F$H( /%'/.-( */,&( */.( $%1%*>( .>*,F$%>/.B( %&(
*/.(K,').(,&B(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>_(*/.-.+#-.(,>(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(/,B(B##-M*#M
B##-( G#".-,'.8( */.( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( .>*,F$%>/.B( %&( ,-*%G$.( PX6578( >/#)$B( &#*( F.(
>%'&%+%G,&*$H( $#@.-( */,&( */.( $%1%*>( ,<<$%G,F$.( *#( #*/.-( 1#B.>( #+( *-,&><#-*T( =/.(
<#>>%F%$%*H(#+(,<<$H%&'(/%'/.-($%1%*>(+#-(*/.(G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*H(*#(B#1.>*%G(#-(&#&(
$#G,$%V.B( %&G%B.&*>( #+( $#>>( #-( B,1,'.( @#)$B( <-#<.$( G#)&*-%.>( *#( I#%&( */.(
D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(,>(*/.(#++.-.B(/%'/.-($%1%*(@#)$B(F.(1#-.(,GG.<*,F$.(.><.G%,$$H(
@/.&(G#1<,-.B(*#(#*/.-(1#B.>(%&(1)$*%1#B,$(*-,&><#-*T(
4*( @,>( <#%&*.B( #)*( */,*( ,&( %&G-.,>.( #+( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( @#)$B( &#*( $%:.$H( /,".( ,(
B-,1,*%G(.++.G*(#&(G,--%.->^($%,F%$%*H(%&>)-,&G.('%".&(*/.(>1,$$(-.$,*%".(@.%'/*(#+(
%&>)-,&G.( %&( +-.%'/*( G#>*>T( 4*( @,>( <#%&*.B( #)*( */,*( >*)B%.>( */,*( /,B( F..&(
G#&B)G*.B(,*(*/.(*%1.(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(.&*.-.B(%&*#(+#-G.(/,B(>)''.>*.B(*/,*(
*/.( %&G-.,>.( %&( */.( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( %&*-#B)G.B( @%*/( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( @#)$B(
%&+$).&G.($%&.-(+-.%'/*(-,*.>8(,*(*/.(1#>*8(#&$H(FH(`TP(<.-(G.&*(#+(*/.(*#*,$(+-.%'/*(
-,*.T(4&(>#1.(G#)&*-%.>8(*/.($%,F%$%*H($%1%*>(+#-(B#1.>*%G(G,--%,'.(FH(>.,(/,B(%&(*/.(
1.,&*%1.( F..&( -,%>.B( *#( 5U( YeD( <.-( :%$#'-,1( #+( '-#>>( @.%'/*8( @%*/#)*( ,&H(
,B".->.(.++.G*(F.%&'(+.$*(FH(*/.(*-,&><#-*(%&B)>*-HT((
=/.( Y@.B%>/( B.$.',*%#&( %&B%G,*.B( */,*( G)--.&*$H( ,( >%'&%+%G,&*( "#$)1.( #+( /%'/(
",$).('##B>(@,>(G,--%.B(FH(>.,8(@/%G/(+#-(1,&H(G#)&*-%.>(@,>(*/.(#&$H(+.,>%F$.(
-#)*.( +#-( +#-.%'&( *-,B.T( E( $,-'.( <#-*%#&( #+( */#>.( '##B>8( >)G/( ,>( <,<.-( -#$$>8(
,)*#1#F%$.>8( /.,"H( 1,G/%&.-H( ,&B( G#1<#&.&*>( #+( %&B)>*-%,$( <$,&*>8( @,>( &#*(
<,G:.B(+#-(*-,&><#-*,*%#&(<)-<#>.>8(>#(*/,*(*/.($%,F%$%*H($%1%*>(+#-('-#>>(@.%'/*(#+(
G,--%.B( '##B>( )&B.-( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( @.-.( +,-( +-#1( .&>)-%&'( ,B.g),*.(
G#1<.&>,*%#&( E&.GB#*,$( ."%B.&G.( #F*,%&.B( +-#1( G,-'#( %&>)-.->( >)''.>*.B( */,*(
*/.H( @#)$B( %&( 1#>*( G,>.>( ,F>#-F( */.( G#>*( #+( %&>)-,&G.( G$,%1>( @%*/#)*( >..:%&'(
-.G#)->.(+-#1(*/.(G,--%.-^>(%&>)-.->(F.G,)>.(*/.(,1#)&*>(-.G#".-,F$.(@#)$B(F.(
%&>%'&%+%G,&*(@/.&(G#1<,-.B(*#(*/.(<,H1.&*>(1,B.(*#(*/.(G,-'#(#@&.->T(a.>%B.>(
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,&( %&G-.,>.( %&( */.( <.-( <,G:,'.( $%1%*,*%#&8( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( @,>( %&"%*.B( *#(
G#&>%B.-( ,( >)F>*,&*%,$( %&G-.,>.( %&( */.( $%1%*>( <.-( '-#>>( @.%'/*( #+( G,-'#8( >#( ,>( *#(
,$%'&( */.1( @%*/( */.( /%'/.-( $%1%*>( G)--.&*$H( ,<<$%G,F$.( *#( -#,B( *-,&><#-*( )&B.-(
*/.(03D5L58('H$H8(WTLL(YeD(<.-(:%$#'-,1(#+('-#>>(@.%'/*T(
4*(@,>(,$>#(,-').B(*/,*(,&(%&G-.,>.(%&(*/.(G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*H(1%'/*(<-.".&*(,&(
%&G-.,>.( %&( *-,&><#-*,*%#&( G#>*>( *#( F.( .".&*),$$H( F#-&.( FH( G#&>)1.->8( >%&G.(
1)*),$( ,>>#G%,*%#&>( #++.-%&'( <-#*.G*%#&( ,&B( %&B.1&%*H( %&>)-,&G.( 6Qb]4( G$)F>R7(
@.-.( :&#@&( +#-( @#-:%&'( .++%G%.&*$H( ,&B( 1%'/*( #++.-( .f*.&B.B( G#".-,'.( *#( */.%-(
,>>#G%,*.>(,*($#@.-(-,*.>(*/,&(G#11.-G%,$(%&>)-,&G.(G#1<,&%.>(#++.-.B(*#(G,-'#(
#@&.->T(
Y#1.(B.$.',*%#&(@.-.(&#*(>,*%>+%.B(@%*/(*/.(>*,&B,-B>(#+(*/.($%,F%$%*H($%1%*(>.*(
%&( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( ,&B( */.H( <-#<#>.B( */,*( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( >/#)$B(
.&"%>,'.( ,( >)F>*,&*%,$( %&G-.,>.( #".-( ,&B( ,F#".( */.( ,1#)&*>( >.*( +#-*/( %&( */.(
K,1F)-'(D)$.>8(%B.,$$H(FH(-,%>%&'(*/.(<.-(<,G:,'.($%1%*,*%#&(*#(58J``(YeD8(#-(,*(
$.,>*(*#(*/.($.".$(<-#"%B.B(+#-(%&(*/.(3)$*%1#B,$(0#&".&*%#&5LJ(6%T.T(XJ`()&%*>(#+(
,GG#)&*(<.-(<,G:,'.(#+(#*/.-(>/%<<%&'()&%*(#-(JTUP()&%*>(#+(,GG#)&*(<.-(:%$#'-,1(
#+('-#>>(@.%'/*(#+(*/.('##B>($#>*(#-(B,1,'.B7T(
e)-%&'( */.( B.F,*.( >)--#)&B%&'( */.( %>>).( %*( @,>( ."%B.&*( */,*( <.->),B%&'(
B#1.>*%G( $.'%>$,*#->( ,&B( <#$%GH( 1,:.->( #+( LO( G#)&*-%.>( @/#( /,B( -,*%+%.B( */.(
K,1F)-'( D)$.>( ,&B( ,( &)1F.-( #+( #*/.-( G#)&*-%.>( @/%G/( ,$%'&.B( */.( $%1%*>( #+(
$%,F%$%*H( <-#"%B.B( %&( */.%-( B#1.>*%G( $,@>( @%*/( */.( $%1%*>( <-#"%B.B( +#-( %&( */.(
K,1F)-'( D)$.>( *#( ,GG.<*( ,&( %&>*-)1.&*( @/.-.( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( */,*( @.-.( $#@.-(
*/,&(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(%&(5XUW(@,>(,(B%>*,&*("%>%#&T((
OTXTJT( E-')1.&*>( %&( +,"#)-( #+( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( G$#>.( *#( */#>.( %&( */.(
K,1F)-'M(N%>FH(D)$.>(
=/.(#*/.-("%.@(@/%G/(@,>("#%G.B(%&(#<<#>%*%#&(*#(*/.(>)F>*,&*%".(%&G-.,>.(%&(
*/.( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( @,>( */,*( */.( $%1%*>( <-#"%B.B( %&( */.( K,').( #-( K,').MN%>FH(
D)$.>( @,>( ,<<-#<-%,*.T( 4*( @,>( >)''.>*.B( #&( F./,$+( #+( */#>.(@/#( >)<<#-*.B( */%>(
"%.@( */,*( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( >/#)$B( ,%1( ,*( >.**%&'( */.( $%1%*>( +#-( */.( G,--%.-^>(
$%,F%$%*H( %&( */.( "%G%&%*H( #+( */.( $%1%*>( <-#"%B.B( %&( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>8( &,1.$H8(
SSSTSU(YeD(<.-(<,G:,'.(#-(J(YeD(<.-(:%$#'-,1(#+('-#>>(@.%'/*(#+(*/.('##B>($#>*(
#-(B,1,'.B8(@/%G/.".-(%>(*/.(/%'/.-8(<#>>%F$H(@%*/(,(1#B.-,*.(%&G-.,>.T(
=/.( .>>.&*%,$( <)-<#>.( #+( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( $%,F%$%*H8( %*( @,>( >*,*.B8( @,>( *#( .&>)-.(
<-.B%G*,F%$%*H(,&B(G.-*,%&*HT(=/.($%1%*,*%#&(#&(*/.(G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*H(*/,*(,<<.,-.B(
%&( ,-*%G$.( PX657( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( ,$$#@>( +#-( ,( $%1%*,*%#&( $.".$( #&( <.-(
<,G:,'.( #-( <.-( :%$#'-,1( F,>%>8( @/%G/.".-( %>( /%'/.-( %&( ,GG#-B,&G.( @%*/( */.(
K,').MN%>FH( ,&B( K,1F)-'( D)$.>T( 4*( @,>( #F>.-".B( */,*( .".&( )&B.-( */.( $%,F%$%*H(
5L5(Y..((:>/,8(&#*.(OWT(
5LJ(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(OLT(
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$%1%*>(>.*(#)*(%&(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>8(,F#)*(X`(<.-(G.&*(#+(G,-'#($#>>(@,>(+)$$H(
G#1<.&>,*.B( #&( */.( F,>%>( #+( .%*/.-( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( <.-( <,G:,'.( #-( */.( $%1%*,*%#&(
<.-( :%$#'-,18( >%&G.( */.( ",$).( #+( 1#>*( G,-'#( G,--%.B( FH( >.,( @,>( $#@.-( */,&( */.(
K,').MN%>FH( $%1%*>T( Z-#1( ,( >%1%$,-( <.-><.G*%".8( %*( @,>( >*,*.B( */,*8( >%&G.( */.(
,B#<*%#&(#+(*/.(N%>FH(b-#*#G#$(*/.(+-.%'/*(-,*.>(%&(1,-%*%1.(*-,B.(/,B(B.G-.,>.B(
@/%G/(/,B(1,B.(>/%<1.&*>(#+(".-H($#@(",$).(G,-'#(+.,>%F$.T5LL(=/%>(,<<-#,G/(G,&(
F.( %B.&*%+%.B( ,>( :..<%&'( %&( *)&.( @%*/( */.( -,<%B( G/,&'.>( %&( */.( <-#G.>>( #+(
G#&*,%&.-%V,*%#&T(!,-$%.-(1#>*('##B>(@.-.(>/%<<.B(%&(,(G-,*.(#-(,($,-'.(@##B.&(
F#f( */,*( G#)&*.B( ,>( #&.( <,G:,'.8( F)*( @%*/( */.( %&G-.,>.B( )>.( #+( G#&*,%&.->8( */.(
<.-(<,G:,'.($%1%*,*%#&($.".$(@,>(F,>.B(%&>*.,B(#&(*/.(&)1F.-(#+(<,G:,'.>(%&>%B.(
*/.( G#&*,%&.-( ,&B( &#*( #&( */.( G#&*,%&.-( %*>.$+( @/%G/( $.B( *#( ,&( %&G-.,>.( %&( */.(
,1#)&*>( -.G#".-,F$.( +-#1( */.( G,--%.-8( ,>( G#1<,-.B( @%*/( */.( <.-( :%$#'-,1(
$%1%*,*%#&( $.".$( #-( @/,*( */.( <-.MG#&*,%&.-( <.-( <,G:,'.( $%1%*,*%#&( @#)$B( /,".(
,$$#@.BT( =/.( +-..B#1( *#( G$,%1( #&( */.( F,>%>( #+( <.-( <,G:,'.( #-( <.-( :%$#'-,1(
G,$G)$,*%#&(<-.>.&*>(,&(,BB.B(,B",&*,'.(*#(*/.(>/%<<.-T((
4*( @,>( ,$>#( #F>.-".B( */,*( %*( @#)$B( F.( %&G#--.G*( *#( .f<.G*( */,*( */.( $%,F%$%*H(
$%1%*>(>/#)$B(.&>)-.(*/,*(,&H(G#&G.%",F$.(>/%<1.&*(@#)$B(-.>)$*(%&(*/.(",$).(#+(
*/.( '##B>( F.%&'( G#1<.&>,*.B( %&( G,>.( #+( B,1,'.( #-( $#>>T( 4*( @,>( -.G,$$.B( */,*(
<,-,'-,</(5(<-#"%B.B(+#-(,&(.fG.<*%#&(@/.&(*/.(Q&,*)-.(,&B(",$).R(#+(*/.('##B>(
$#>*(#-(B,1,'.B(/,B(F..&(B.G$,-.B(FH(*/.(>/%<<.-(F.+#-.(>/%<1.&*(,&B(%&G$)B.B(
%&( */.( G#&*-,G*( <,-*%G)$,->8( #-( @/.&( ,( /%'/.-( ,1#)&*( /,B( F..&( ,'-..B( )<#&( FH(
*/.(<,-*%.>(*#(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.T(Y/%<<.->(@/#(B.$%".-.B(/%'/(",$).(G,-'#(
+#-(>/%<1.&*(@.-.(.f<.G*.B(*#(F.(,@,-.(#+(*/.(,<<$%G,F$.($%,F%$%*H($%1%*>(,&B(/,B(
*/.( #<*%#&( *#( B.G$,-.( */.( ,G*),$( ",$).( #+( */.( '##B>( ,',%&>*( <,H1.&*( #+( ,(
G#11.&>)-,*.$H( /%'/.-( +-.%'/*8( #-( *#( <)-G/,>.( ,BB%*%#&,$( %&>)-,&G.( *#(
>)<<$.1.&*(*/.(,1#)&*>(&#*(G#".-.B(FH(*/.(G,--%.-T(
4&(,BB%*%#&8(%*(@,>(-.%*.-,*.B(*/,*(*/.($%,F%$%*H($%1%*>(%&(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(
@.-.( #+*.&( 1)G/( /%'/.-( %&( <-,G*%G.( */,&( 1%'/*( ,<<.,-( ,*( +%->*( >%'/*8( ,&B( */,*(
'%".&(*/.("#$)1.(#+(G#&*,%&.-(*-,++%G(,&B(*/.(Q<.-(<,G:,'.R($%,F%$%*H($%1%*(>.*(#)*(
*/.-.%&8( */.H( @.-.( #+*.&( 1)G/( /%'/.-( */,&( */#>.( %&( */.( )&%1#B,$( *-,&><#-*(
-.'%1.>8( @/.-.( */.( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( +#-( -.G#".-H( @.-.( F,>.B( #&$H( #&( @.%'/*T( aH(
@,H( #+( .f,1<$.8( %*( @,>( >*,*.B( */,*( '%".&( */.( *H<%G,$$H( /%'/.-( ",$).( #+( G,-'#(
G,--%.B(FH(,%-8(*/.($%,F%$%*H($%1%*>(>.*(#)*(%&(*/.(0#&".&*%#&(+#-(*/.(A&%+%G,*%#&(#+(
0.-*,%&(D)$.>(+#-(*/.(4&*.-&,*%#&,$(0,--%,'.(FH(E%-8(5XXX(63#&*-.,$(0#&".&*%#&7(
'H$T8(5U(YeD(<.-(:%$#'-,1(#+('-#>>(@.%'/*8(#&$H(G#".-.B(>#1.(S`(<.-(G.&*(#+(*/.(
G$,%1>(+#-($#>>(#-(B,1,'.(*#(,%-(G,-'#T(=/.(<#-*%#&(#+(G,-'#(G$,%1>(G#".-.B(FH(*/.(
$%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( <-#"%B.B( %&( */.( 03D! 'H$T8( WTLL( YeD( <.-( :%$#'-,1( #+( '-#>>( @.%'/*8(
@,>(>,%B(*#(F.(<-#F,F$H(.".&($.>>(*/,&(S`(<.-(G.&*T(
4&(+)-*/.-(>)<<#-*(#+(*/.("%.@(*/,*(*/.($%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*H(<-#"%B.B(%&(*/.(K,').(
#-( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( @.-.( >,*%>+,G*#-H8( %*( @,>( >,%B( */,*( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( $.".$>( #+(
5LL(=/%>("%.@(@,>(.f<-.>>.B(FH(b-#+.>>#-(Y*)-$.H(@/%$.(%&*.-".&%&'(#&(F./,$+(#+(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(

B.$.',*%#&( B)-%&'( */.( */%-B( -.,B%&'( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( %&( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<T( K.( ,$>#(
.f<-.>>.B(,(>%1%$,-("%.@(%&(/%>(,-*%G$.(%&(*/.(034(i.,-F##:T(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(WO(,*(<T(JPPT(
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#*/.-( *-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>8( >)G/( ,>( */.( 03D( #-( */.( 043M0[=4Z5LO8( @.-.( &#*(
B%-.G*$H( G#1<,-,F$.( *#( */#>.( %&( */.( 1,-%*%1.( *-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>8( >%&G.(
>.".-,$( #+( */.( )&%1#B,$( *-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>( %&G$)B.B( #&$H( <.-( :%$#'-,1(
$%1%*,*%#&( $.".$>T( =/)>8( %*( @,>( >,%B8( @/%$.( */.( <.-( :%$#'-,1( $%1%*,*%#&( $.".$( @,>(
1)G/(/%'/.-(*/,&(*/.(K,').MN%>FH($.".$8(%&(+,G*8(*/.($.".$(#+(-.G#".-H(@,>(1)G/(
'-.,*.-()&B.-(*/#>.(G#&".&*%#&>(*/,*(,$$#@.B(+#-(,(<.-(<,G:,'.(G,$G)$,*%#&(#+(*/.(
$%1%*,*%#&( $.".$T( 4*( @,>( ,$>#( >*,*.B( */,*( G.-*,%&( #*/.-( G#&".&*%#&>8( >)G/( ,>( */.(
3#&*-.,$( 0#&".&*%#&8( >.*( ,( /%'/( $%1%*,*%#&( $.".$( %&( G#1<,-%>#&( @%*/( #*/.-(
*-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>8( F)*( */,*( */.H( ,$>#( G#&*,%&.B( <-#"%>%#&>( -.&B.-%&'( */.%-(
$%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(%&G,<,F$.(#+(F.%&'(.fG..B.B8(.".&(%&(*/.(G,>.(#+(%&*.&*%#&,$(
,G*>(#-(*/.+*8(,&B(*/,*(*/.(+-.%'/*(<,H,F$.(+#-(*/.(1#B.(#+(*-,&><#-*(G#".-.B(FH(
*/#>.( #*/.-( *-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>( @,>( 1)G/( /%'/.-( */,&( )&B.-( */.( 1,-%*%1.(
*-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>T( Z)-*/.-8( %*( @,>( #F>.-".B( */,*( %*( G#)$B( F.( 1%>$.,B%&'( *#(
G#1<,-.( */.( -.'%1.>( +-#1( )&%1#B,$( *-,&><#-*( G#&".&*%#&>8( >%&G.( .,G/(
G#&".&*%#&(G#&*,%&.B(<-#"%>%#&>(*/,*(@.-.(<,-*%G)$,-$H('.,-.B(*#(*/.(G#&B%*%#&>(
#+(*/,*(*H<.(#+(*-,&><#-*T(4&(*/%>(-.',-B8(%*(@,>(&#*.B(*/,*(%*(@#)$B(F.(/.$<+)$(*#(
#F*,%&(,G*),$(+%')-.>(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(-.G#".-H(%&(G,>.>(#+($#>>(#-(B,1,'.(*#(*/.(
'##B>8( ,&B( *#( @/,*( .f*.&*( */.( <.-( <,G:,'.( ,&B( <.-( :%$#'-,1( $%1%*>( /,B( F..&(
%&"#$".B( %&( */#>.( -.G#".-%.>8( F)*( */,*( >)G/( %&+#-1,*%#&( /,B( F..&( >#)'/*( +-#1(
",-%#)>(>#)-G.>(,&B(@,>(B%++%G)$*(*#(#F*,%&T(
4&( >)<<#-*( #+( */.( ,B.g),GH( #+( */.( $%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>( #+( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>8( %*(
@,>( >)''.>*.B( */,*8( %&( */.( F)$:( *-,B.8( */.( ,".-,'.( ",$).( #+( G,-'#( /,B( &#*(
%&G-.,>.B(B-,1,*%G,$$H(>%&G.(*/.(*%1.(#+(.,-$%.-(1,-%*%1.(G#&".&*%#&>8(,&B(*/,*8(
%&( */.( $%&.-( *-,B.8( */.( ,".-,'.( ",$).( #+( */.( G,-'#( %&>%B.( G#&*,%&.->( /,B( &#*(
%&G-.,>.B( B-,1,*%G,$$H( .%*/.-T( E( &#*.( #+( G,)*%#&( @,>( "#%G.B( */,*( >.**%&'( */.(
$%1%*,*%#&( $.".$( +#-( */.( G,--%.-^>( $%,F%$%*H( ,*( */.( $.".$( >.*( +#-*/( %&( */.( K,1F)-'(
D)$.>8( @/%G/( G)--.&*$H( '#".-&.B( #&$H( ,( -.$,*%".$H( >1,$$( +-,G*%#&( #+( */.( @#-$B^>(
>/%<<%&'8(@#)$B(-.<-.>.&*(,(>%'&%+%G,&*(%&G-.,>.(+#-(*/.($,-'.>*(>/,-.(#+(*/.(G,-'#(
%&(@#-$B(*-,B.8(@/%G/(@,>(G)--.&*$H('#".-&.B(FH(*/.($#@.-($%1%*>(#+(*/.(K,').M
N%>FH(D)$.>8(#-(.".&($#@.-($%1%*>8(,>(@,>(*/.(G,>.(%&(>#1.(#+(*/.(@#-$B^>($,-'.>*(
.G#&#1%.>T( =/.( &..B( *#( ,F>#-F( ,&B( ><-.,B( */.( /%'/.-( G#>*>( '.&.-,*.B( FH( ,&(
%&G-.,>.(%&(*/.($%,F%$%*H($%1%*>(@#)$B(F.(*/,*($#@.-M",$).(G,-'#(@#)$B(F.(.f<.G*.B(
*#( <,H( ,( /%'/.-( +-.%'/*8( .".&( */#)'/( %*( @#)$B( &#*( F.&.+%*( +-#1( */.( %&G-.,>.B(
$%,F%$%*H( $%1%*>8( @/%G/( @#)$B( 1.,&( */,*( >/%<<.->( #+( $#@.-M",$).( G,-'#8( >)G/( ,>(
G#11#B%*%.>8(@#)$B(.++.G*%".$H(>)F>%B%V.(*/.(>/%<<.->(#+(/%'/.>*(",$).(G,-'#T((
OTXTLT(0#&G$)>%#&>(-.',-B%&'(*/.($%1%*,*%#&(#&(*/.(G,--%.-^>($%,F%$%*Hd(
9/.&(*/.(B.F,*.(-.,G/.B(,(<#%&*(@/.-.(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(-.,$%V.B(*/,*(*/.(
,**,%&1.&*( #+( ,( $.".$( #+( /,-1#&H( F.*@..&( Y*,*.>( G)--.&*$H( <,-*H( *#( */.( K,').(
D)$.>( #-( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( ,&B( */#>.( @/%G/( @.-.( <,-*H( *#( */.( K,1F)-'(
D)$.>(@#)$B(F.(B.>%-,F$.8(%*(@,>(-.G#'&%V.B(,&B(*/,*(>.**%&'($%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*H(,*(,(
5LO(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(OXT(
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C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
G#11#&( $.".$( @#)$B( G#&*-%F)*.( '-.,*$H( *#( */.( #".-,$$( /,-1#&%V,*%#&( #+( */.(
G)--.&*(-.'%1.>(G#".-%&'(*/.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(FH(>.,T(=/.(9#-:%&'(
;-#)<(.f<-.>>.B(G#&G.-&(*/,*(,(+,%$)-.(*#(-.,G/(,'-..1.&*(%&(*/%>(-.',-B(G#)$B(
$.,B(*#(-.&.@.B(.++#-*>(*#@,-B(*/.(B.".$#<1.&*(#+(-.'%#&,$(,&B(B#1.>*%G(-)$.>(
-.',-B%&'(*/.(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(FH(>.,8(*/)>(G,)>%&'(+)-*/.-(+-,'1.&*,*%#&(#+(*/.(
%&*.-&,*%#&,$(>G/.1.T(=/.-.(@,>(>)<<#-*(%&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(+#-(*/.(<)->)%*(#+(
<-#B)G*%".(B%>G)>>%#&>(*/,*(@#)$B($.,B(*#(,(/,-1#&%V.B(-.>)$*T((
4&( */.( ><%-%*( #+( G#1<-#1%>.( ,&B( F.,-%&'( %&( 1%&B( */.( .$.1.&*( #+( */.( #".-,$$(
F,$,&G.( %&( */.( $%,F%$%*H( -.'%1.( <-#"%B.B( %&( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( */.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<(,'-..B(#&(*/.($%1%*,*%#&(,1#)&*(+%f.B(,*(WUP(YeD(<.-(<,G:,'.(,&B(L(YeD(
<.-( :%$#'-,1( %&( ,-*%G$.( PX( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,$>#(
,'-..B(#&(,(+%')-.(#+(JTP(*%1.>(+#-(.G#&#1%G($#>>(B).(*#(B.$,H(%&(,-*%G$.(S`(#+(*/.(
B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( B)$H( &#*%&'( */,*( B-,+*( ,-*%G$.( XX( G#)$B(
G,)>.(G#&>*%*)*%#&,$(<-#F$.1>(%&(>#1.(>*,*.>(B.G%B.B(*#(B.$.*.(%*(+-#1(*/.(*.f*(#+(
*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&T(=/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(,$>#(B.G%B.B(*#(B.$.*.(<,-,'-,</(J(#+(
B-,+*(,-*%G$.(S`(,&B(,$>#(*/,*(&#(B-,+*(,-*%G$.(JU!5'((@#)$B(F.(%&G$)B.B(%&(*/.(*.f*(
<-#"%B%&'( +#-( ,( B.G$,-,*%#&( <-#"%>%#&( *#( ,$$#@( ,( 0#&*-,G*%&'( Y*,*.( *#( %&G$)B.( %*>(
1,&B,*#-H( &,*%#&,$( $,@( %&( ,( <-#"%>%#&( >%1%$,-( *#( */,*( %&( B-,+*( ,-*%G$.( JU5LPT( =/.(
B.+%&%*%#&( #+( Q"#$)1.( G#&*-,G*R( %&( <,-,'-,</( J( #+( ,-*%G$.( 5( @,>( ,GG.<*.B( ,>( ,(
<,G:,'.(B.,$T(
=/#)'/(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(-.,G/.B(,(G#1<-#1%>.(#&(*/.($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(
+%')-.>( )&B.-( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&8( %*( >..1>( */,*( */.-.( >*%$$( .f%>*>( ,( B%".-'.&*(
"%.@(#&(,B.g),GH(#+(*/.(%&G-.,>.(#+(>)G/(+%')-.>T(4*(/,>(F..&(<#%&*.B(#)*(FH(*/.(
<-#<#&.&*>( +#-( /%'/.-( $%1%*,*%#&( +%')-.>( */,*( */.( %&+$,*%#&( -,*.( %&( 1,I#-(
%&B)>*-%,$%V.B( G#)&*-%.>( +-#1( 5XSW( *#( J``W( /,>( F..&( G,$G)$,*.B( *#( F.( %&( */.(
-,&'.(#+(POJx(@/%$.(*/.(<.-(<,G:,'.(+%')-.(/,>(F..&(%&G-.,>.B(FH(JPx(,&B(*/.(
<.-( :%$#( +%')-.( FH( LLx( +#-( */.( >,1.( <.-%#BT5LS( [&( */.( #*/.-( /,&B( b-#+.>>#-(
Y*)-$.H( @-%*.>( */,*( >%&G.( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( <-#"%B.>( +#-( /%'/.-( $%1%*,*%#&(
+%')-.>( */,&( */.( .f%>*%&'( -.'%1.>8( %*( %>( .f<.G*.B( */,*( /%'/.-( +%')-.>( @#)$B(
.$%1%&,*.( 1)G/( #+( */.( @,>*.+)$( $%*%',*%#&( <)->).B( >#$.$H( *#( QF-.,:R( */.(
$%1%*,*%#&T5LU(

<"!W *>FML=E+HBKKDFI+CDODEBED>F+>A+CDBHDCDEN+
Z-#1( */.( G-.,*%#&( #+( 1#B.-&( $%1%*,*%#&( -.'%1.>( %*( @,>( */#)'/*( */,*( ,(
>/%<#@&.-(>/#)$B(&#*(F.(<.-1%**.B(*#($%1%*($%,F%$%*H(%+(*/.-.(@,>(,&H(."%B.&G.(#+(
+,)$*(B%-.G*$H(#&(/%>(<,-*(#-(%+(/.(/,B(:&#@$.B'.(#+(*/.(,&H(@-#&'MB#%&'(#&(*/.(
<,-*( #+( */.( 1,>*.-( #-( G-.@( @/%G/( /,B( $.B( *#( */.( G$,%1( %&( -.><.G*( #+( @/%G/(
$%1%*,*%#&( @,>( F.%&'( >#)'/*T( =/%>( G#&G.<*( *##:( >/,<.( %&( */.( +#-1( #+( */.( Q,G*),$(
+,)$*(#-(<-%"%*HR(B#G*-%&.(@/%G/(<-.",%$.B(%&(*/.(K,').(D)$.>T((
5LP(Y..(+##*&#*.(PS(%&(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bT5`5T(

5LS(Y..8(h).>*%#&>(+#-(b,&.$(3.1F.->(,*(*/.(034(0#&+.-.&G.8(E*/.&>8(;-..G.8([G*#F.-(5JM5W8(J``W(

+-#1(=/.(0,&,B%,&(3,-%*%1.(?,@(E>>#G%,*%#&8(,*(<T5JT(
5LU(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(WO8(,*(<T(JS`T(
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!
!
!
!
!
!

! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

4&(G#&*-,>*(*#(*/.(Q,G*),$(+,)$*(#-(<-%"%*HR(B#G*-%&.8(,(-,B%G,$(G/,&'.(-.+$.G*%&'(,(
>%'&%+%G,&*$H(&.@(*.>*(%>(+#)&B(%&(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>T(=/%>(&.@(*.>*(-.$,*%&'(*#(
G#&B)G*( F,--%&'( $%1%*,*%#&( @,>( %1<#-*.B( %&*#( 1,-%*%1.( G#&".&*%#&>( +-#1(
%&>*-)1.&*>(%&(,"%,*%#&($,@T((E-*%G$.(O6P76.7(#+(*/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(,&B(,-*%G$.(
W( #+( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( 1,:.( %*( "%-*),$$H( %1<#>>%F$.( +#-( ,( G,-'#( G$,%1,&*( *#(
QF-.,:R( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( #+( $%,F%$%*H( ,>( <-#"%B.B( )&B.-( */.( D)$.>T( =/.( G,--%.-( %>(
$%,F$.( *#( <,H( G$,%1>( ,F#".( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( ,1#)&*>( #&$H( @/.&( %*( /,>( ,G*.B(
B.$%F.-,*.$H( #-( -.G:$.>>$HT(=/%>( -)$.( %>(&#*(>#(G$.,-()&B.-(*/.(K,').( D)$.>8( @%*/(
*/.( -.>)$*( */,*( B#1.>*%G( $,@( %&( >#1.( G#)&*-%.>( +#$$#@%&'( */.( K,').( D)$.>( /,>(
1,B.( %*( .,>%.-( *#( ,"#%B( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( <-#"%>%#&>T( =/.( G#11#&( $,@( B#G*-%&.( #+(
B."%,*%#&(%>(<.-/,<>(*/.(F.>*M:&#@&(.f,1<$.T(4&(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>8(+#-(.f,1<$.8(
*/.( G#)-*>( /,".( .&)&G%,*.B( */.( I)B%G%,$( B#G*-%&.( #+( Q+,%-( #<<#-*)&%*HR( ,>( ,(
-.g)%-.1.&*T( 4+( */.( G,--%.-( B#.>( &#*( '%".( */.( >/%<<.-( @/,*( */.( G#)-*( )$*%1,*.$H(
B.*.-1%&.>( @,>( ,( Q+,%-( #<<#-*)&%*HR( *#( B.G$,-.( */.( *-).( ",$).( #+( */.( G,-'#8( ,&B(
*/)>(,"#%B(*/.(<,G:,'.($%1%*,*%#&8(*/.&(*/.(G,--%.-(1,H(&#*(-.$H(#&(*/.(<,G:,'.(
$%1%*,*%#&T5LW((
!".&(*/#)'/(,-*%G$.(S5(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(+#$$#@>(*/.(%&*.&*(#+(*/.(K,').M
N%>FH(,&B(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(FH()>%&'(>*-#&'.-($,&'),'.(*#(1,:.(*/.(-)$.(G$.,-(.".&(
%&( I)-%>B%G*%#&>( */,*( G)--.&*$H( -.G#'&%V.( B#G*-%&.>( */,*( 1,:.( %*( .,>%.-( *#( F-.,:(
$%1%*,*%#&8(%*(&#@(*,:.>(G#'&%V,&G.(#+(*/.(+,G*(*/,*(*/.(#F$%',*%#&>(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(
,-.(&#*(-.>*-%G*.B(*#(QB,1,'.R(,&B(*/)>()>.>(*/.(@#-B>(Q$#>>(-.>)$*%&'(+-#1(*/.(
F-.,G/(#+(*/.(G,--%.-^>(#F$%',*%#&RT(=/.(F)-B.&(#+(<-##+(%>(#&(*/.(G$,%1,&*8(@/#(%>(
.f<.G*.B(*#(<-#".(*/,*(*/.($#>>(@,>(B).(*#(Q,(<.->#&,$(,G*(#-(#1%>>%#&(B#&.(@%*/(
*/.( %&*.&*( *#( G,)>.( >)G/( $#>>( #-( -.G:$.>>$H( ,&B( @%*/( :&#@$.B'.( */,*( >)G/( $#>>(
@#)$B(<-#F,F$H(-.>)$*RT5LX(

<"!! -DOBCBNB+=CBLJ@J+
E(K%1,$,H,(G$,)>.(%>(,(G#&*-,G*),$(<-#"%>%#&(.f<-.>>.B(*#(F.(+#-(*/.(F.&.+%*(#+(
,(*/%-B(<,-*H(@/#(%>(&#*(,(<,-*H(*#(*/.(G#&*-,G*T(=/.(G$,)>.(*,:.>(%*>(&,1.(+-#1(,(
B.G%>%#&( #+( */.( !&'$%>/( 0#)-*( #+( E<<.,$( %&( */.( G,>.( #+( 74)$/( "T( S'8N(.9( 6=/.(
K%1,$,H,75O`T( =/.( K%1,$,H,( G$,)>.( %>( ,GG.<*.B( ,>( ,( Q>*%<)$,*%#&( +#-( ,&#*/.-R(
6T(+'>:)*+'.9! >.:/! *:+/:'U7( )&B.-( */.( G%"%$( $,@8( @%*/#)*( ,&H( &.@( $,@( #-(
I)-%><-)B.&G.T(
=/.(.f*.&*(*#(@/%G/(&.'$%'.&*(*/%-B(<,-*%.>(G,&(-.$H(#&(,(G,--%.-^>(B.+.&G.>(,&B(
$%1%*,*%#&>( #+( $%,F%$%*H( /,>( F..&( ,( G#&*.&*%#)>( %>>).( +#-( #".-( /,$+( ,( G.&*)-HT( E*(
+%->*8( */.( <-%1,-H( g).>*%#&( @,>( @/.*/.-( >*.".B#-.>( G#)$B( F.&.+%*( +-#1( */.(
G,--%.-^>( <,G:,'.( $%1%*,*%#&( #-( *%1.M+#-M>)%*( <-#"%>%#&T( 4&( -.G.&*( H.,->8( @%*/( */.(
5LW(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(WO8(,*(<T(JS`8(+##*&#*.(WT(
5LX(Z#-(,(B%>G)>>%#&(#&(*/.(+#-1%B,F$.(&,*)-.(#+(*/%>(F)-B.&(#&(*/.(G$,%1,&*(>..(R:&$9+!V'))'8N!"T(

F'8#*$)!3.((!7,'*+'.9!%+4H!pJ```q(J(?$#HB>(D.<(JJJT(6!".&(*/#)'/(*/%>(B.,$>(@%*/(E-*%G$.(JP(#+(*/.(
9,->,@(0#&".&*%#&(%*(%>(".-H(%&>*-)G*%".7T(Y..(,$>#((:>/*8(&#*.(55P8(,*(<T(JXXT(
5O`(p5XPOq(J(?$#HBy>(D.<(JSU8(p5XPPq(5(ha(5PWT(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
'-#@*/( #+( 1)$*%1#B,$( >/%<1.&*>8( ,( 1)G/( F-#,B.-( -,&'.( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>(
>)FG#&*-,G*#->( /,".( G$,%1.B( */.( F.&.+%*( #+( ,( F-#,B.-( -,&'.( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>(
B.+.&G.>(,&B($%1%*,*%#&>(#+($%,F%$%*H8(%&G$)B%&'(%&$,&B(G,--%.->(*/,*(@.-.()&-.$,*.B(
*#(*/.(1,-%*%1.(,><.G*>(#+(*/.(G#&*-,G*T((
=/.( %>>).( +%->*( ,-#>.( )&B.-( */.( K,').( D)$.>8( @/%G/( B#( &#*( .f<$%G%*$H( ,BB-.>>(
*/.( <-#F$.1T5O5( Y#1.( G#)-*>( /,".( /.$B( )&B.-( */.( K,').( D)$.>( */,*( @/.&(
&.'$%'.&*(>)FG#&*-,G*#->(,-.(>).B(%&(*#-*8(*/.H(,-.(.&*%*$.B(*#(*/.(F.&.+%*(#+(*/.(
G,--%.-^>(B.+.&G.>(,&B($%1%*>(#+($%,F%$%*HT5OJ([*/.->(/,".(/.$B(%&(*/.(>,1.(G#&*.f*(
*/,*( &.'$%'.&*( >)FG#&*-,G*#->( ,-.( &#*( .&*%*$.B( *#( */.( F.&.+%*( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>(
B.+.&G.>( ,&B($%1%*>(#+( $%,F%$%*H()&$.>>(*/.( G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.( .f<$%G%*$H(.f*.&B>(
*/.(F.&.+%*(*#(*/%-B(<,-*%.>8(@/%G/(&#@(%>('.&.-,$$H(B#&.(%&(,(<-#"%>%#&(:&#@&(,>(
,(K%1,$,H,(G$,)>.T5OL(=/.(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>(%&(,-*%G$.(O5'((,**.1<*.B(*#(.f*.&B(
QK%1,$,H,R(<-#*.G*%#&(*#(,*($.,>*(*/.(G,--%.-^>(>.-",&*>(,&B(,'.&*>8(,$*/#)'/(&#*(
*#( %&B.<.&B.&*( G#&*-,G*#->T( =/.( <-#"%>%#&( @,>( ,1F%')#)>8( /#@.".-8( ,&B( */.-.(
/,>(F..&(B%>,'-..1.&*(#&(/#@(F-#,B$H(%*(.f*.&B>T5OO(=/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>(<-#*.G*(
*/.( G,--%.-^>( >.-",&*>( ,&B( ,'.&*>8( @%*/#)*( .f<$%G%*( 1.&*%#&( #+( %&B.<.&B.&*(
G#&*-,G*#->T( =/.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( G#".-( >*.".B#-.>8( F.G,)>.( */.( G,--%.-( %>(
-.><#&>%F$.( +-#1( <#-*( *#( <#-*( )&B.-( ,-*%G$.( O8( -,*/.-( */,&( #&$H( +-#1( *,G:$.( *#(
*,G:$.( ,>( )&B.-( */.( K,').( ,&B( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( )&B.-( ,-*%G$.>( 56.7( ,&B( JT(
E-*%G$.( U6J7( #+( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( ,$>#( .f*.&B>( K%1,$,H,( <-#*.G*%#&( *#( */.(
G,--%.-^>(>.-",&*>(,&B(,'.&*>8(,&B(,-*%G$.(5`6J7(.++.G*%".$H(.f*.&B>(*/.(<-#*.G*%#&(
*#(Q,G*),$(G,--%.->R8(*/)>(G#".-%&'(>)FG#&*-,G*#->T((
0#)-*>( %&( 1#>*( I)-%>B%G*%#&>( /,".( G#&G$)B.B( */,*( */%-B( <,-*%.>( @#)$B( F.(
<-#*.G*.B(%+(*/.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(%&G$)B.B(,&(,B.g),*.(QK%1,$,H,(G$,)>.8R(,&B(1#>*(
G,--%.->( &#@( %&G#-<#-,*.( ,B.g),*.( K%1,$,H,( G$,)>.>( %&*#( */.%-( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'T(
=/.( 1#B.-&( B#G*-%&.( /,>( F.G#1.( 1#-.( #+( ,( *-,<( +#-( */.( )&@,-H( @/#( +,%$( *#(
5O5(Y..8(.T'T8(?.5$/+!2H!-$/4!W!2.T("T(V/*J'))!F*8#H!2./>T8(LPX(ATYT(JXU8(L`5M`J(65XPX7T(
5OJ(Y..8(.T'T8(3%G/,.$(ZT(Y*)-$.H8(Q4&*.-&,*%#&,$(A&%+#-1(?,@>(%&(C,*%#&,$(0#)-*>d(=/.(4&+$).&G.(#+(

e#1.>*%G( ?,@( %&( 0#&+$%G*>( #+( 4&*.-<-.*,*%#&R8( JU( N,T( \T( 4&*y$( ?T( UJX8( UU5MUL( 65XWU7( 6B%>G)>>%&'(
;.-1,&(G,>.>7T(
5OL( Y..8( .T'T8( ?.5$/+! 2H! -$/4! W! 2.T( "T( V/*J'))! F*8#H! 2./>T8( LPX( ATYT( JXU8( L`5M`J( 65XPX7_( F'4)*94!
6')'8.9$(! "T( 68/:++.9(! %+4H8( p5XSJq( ET0T( OOS( 6KT?T7T( =/.( K,').( ,&B( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( -.g)%-.( ,&(
.>*,F$%>/.B(G#11#&($,@(*/.#-H8(>)G/(,>(*/.(Q,'.&GH(*/.#-HR(#+(?#-B(D.%B(%&(F'4)*94!6')'8.9$(!"T(
68/:++.9(T(?#-B(D.%By>(+%".(G#&B%*%#&>(+#-(,<<$H%&'(*/,*(*/.#-H(*#(F.&.+%*(,(>*.".B#-.(,-.(*/,*d(57(
*/.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(1,:.>(%*(G$.,-(*/,*(*/.(>*.".B#-.(%>(%&*.&B.B(*#(F.(<-#*.G*.B(FH(*/.(<-#"%>%#&>(%&(
%*(@/%G/($%1%*($%,F%$%*H_(J7(*/.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(1,:.>(%*(G$.,-(*/,*(*/.(G,--%.-(%&(,BB%*%#&(*#(G#&*-,G*%&'(
+#-(*/.>.(<-#"%>%#&>(#&(/%>(#@&(F./,$+8(%>(,$>#(G#&*-,G*%&'(,>(,'.&*(+#-(*/.(>*.".B#-.(*/,*(*/.>.(
<-#"%>%#&>(>/#)$B(,<<$H(*#(*/.(>*.".B#-._(L7(*/.(G,--%.-(/,>(,)*/#-%*H(+-#1(*/.(>*.".B#-.(*#(B#(
*/,*8( #-( <.-/,<>( $,*.-( -,*%+%G,*%#&( FH( */.( >*.".B#-.( @#)$B( >)++%G._( O7( ,&H( B%++%G)$*%.>( ,F#)*(
G#&>%B.-,*%#&( 1#"%&'( +-#1( */.( >*.".B#-.( ,-.( #".-G#1._( ,&B( P7( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( C'))(! .1!
%*4'9&!78+!QXYY!6&#@(-.<.,$.B(,&B(-.<$,G.B(FH(*/.(ATjTy>(2*//'*&$!.1!3..4(!50!6$*!78+!QZZB8(ATjT(
5XXJ8( GT( P`7( ,<<$HT( =/.( K%1,$,H,( 0$,)>.( %>( ",$%B,*.B( %&( !&'$%>/( $,@( *#B,H( )&B.-( */.( 2.9+/*8+(!
6?'&#+(!.1!"#'/4!<*/+'$(7(78+!QZZZ8(ATjT(5XXX8(GT(L58(>.G*>T(5(,&B(S6P76,7T((
5OO( Y..8( .T'T8( e,&%.$( !T( 3)--,H8( =/.( !f*.&>%#&( #+( e,1,'.( ,&B( =%1.( ?%1%*,*%#&>( #+( */.( K,').8(
9,->,@8(,&B(?,)>,&&.(0#&".&*%#&>(*#(E'.&*>(,&B(4&B.<.&B.&*(0#&*-,G*#->(#+(Y/%<(?%&.>(,&B(E%-(
?%&.>8(JP(=-,&>T(?T\T(58(5JMJL(65XXU7T(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

G#1<$H(@%*/(*/.(-.g)%-.1.&*>(.>*,F$%>/.B(FH(*/.(G#)-*>(*/,&(,(1.,&>(*#(<-#*.G*(
%B.&*%+%,F$.(G#11.-G%,$(%&*.-.>*>T5OP(
b)->),&*( *#( ,-*%G$.( O8( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( <-#"%B.>( <-#*.G*%#&( *#( ,$$( #+( */.(
G,--%.-^>(.1<$#H..>8(,'.&*>8(,&B(%&B.<.&B.&*(G#&*-,G*#->(*#(*/.(.f*.&*(*/,*(*/.H(
,-.(>)FI.G*(*#(>)%*()&B.-(*/.(D)$.>T(=/)>(Q1,-%*%1.(<.-+#-1%&'(<,-*%.>R5OS8(@/#(
,>>)1.( */.( G,--%.-^>( #F$%',*%#&>( B)-%&'( */.%-( #@&( <.-%#B>( #+( -.><#&>%F%$%*H8( ,-.(
<-#*.G*.B( *#( */.( >,1.( .f*.&*( ,>( */.( G,--%.-8( @/.*/.-( #-( &#*( */.( *-,&><#-*(
B#G)1.&*(%&G$)B.>(,(K%1,$,H,(G$,)>.T(C#&M1,-%*%1.(<.-+#-1%&'(<,-*%.>(,-.(&#*(
>)FI.G*(*#(>)%*()&B.-(*/.(D)$.>T((
4&( */.( "%.@( #+( b-#+T( Y*)-$.H8( */.( %&G$)>%#&( #+( */.( .g)%",$.&*( #+( ,( K%1,$,H,(
G$,)>.( %&( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( -.+$.G*( ,( >%'&%+%G,&*( G/,&'.( %&( */.( $,@( )&B.-( */.(
K,').( D)$.>_( ,( >%'&%+%G,&*( G$,-%+%G,*%#&( #+( */.( $,@( )&B.-( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>_(
,&B(,(1#B.>*(G$,-%+%G,*%#&(#+(*/.($,@()&B.-(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>T(4&(<-,G*%G.8(*/.(
D)$.>( @%$$( 1,:.( ".-H( $%**$.( B%++.-.&G.( ,*( ,$$T( 0#11.-G%,$( <,-*%.>( /,".( F..&(
,G/%."%&'(*/.(>,1.(-.>)$*(FH(G#&*-,G*(+#-(H.,->T(4+(,&H*/%&'8(*/.(&.@(G#&".&*%#&(
1,H(G)*(B#@&(#&(>#1.(@,>*.+)$($%*%',*%#&T5OU(

<"!, %DO@+A>K+JLDE+
A&B.-(*/.(K,').(,&B(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>8(,(G,-'#(G$,%1,&*(%>(-.g)%-.B(*#(+%$.(,(
>)%*(,',%&>*(*/.(G,--%.-(@%*/%&(#&.(H.,-(F.+#-.(*/.(,G*%#&(%>(*%1.(F,--.BT5OW(=/.(
K,1F)-'(D)$.>(.f*.&B.B(*/%>(*%1.($%1%*(*#(*@#(H.,->5OXT(e)-%&'(B.$%F.-,*%#&>(,*(
0348( %*( @,>( '.&.-,$$H( ,'-..B( */,*( ,( #&.MH.,-( <.-%#B( @,>( ,B.g),*.5P`( F)*( */.(
9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,*( %*>( .%'/*..&*/( >.>>%#&5P5( ,'-..B( */,*( ,( G$,%1( )&B.-( */.( B-,+*(
%&>*-)1.&*(1)>*(F.(F-#)'/*(%&(I)B%G%,$(#-(,-F%*-,$(<-#G..B%&'>(@%*/%&(,(*@#MH.,-(
$%1%*,*%#&( <.-%#BT( =/.#-.*%G,$$H8( */%>( @%$$( F.( ,( >%'&%+%G,&*( G/,&'.( +#-( 1#>*(
I)-%>B%G*%#&>(+#$$#@%&'(*/.(K,').k(K,').MN%>FH(-.'%1.>8(F)*(*/.-.(%>(,$>#(,("%.@(
*/,*( */%>( G/,&'.( @%$$( >%1<$H( <#>*<#&.( .".-H*/%&'( FH( *@.$".( 1#&*/>T( 4*( @%$$( ,$>#(
,++#-B(>#1.(.f*-,(*%1.(*#(G$,%1,&*>(*#(',*/.-(."%B.&G.(*/.H(&..B(*#(1,:.(*/.%-(
G$,%1>T( 4&( ,-*%G$.( SJ6L7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( */.-.( %>( <-#"%>%#&( +#-(
G#)&*.-G$,%1>( ,&B( >.*M#++>T( 4&( >)G/( G,>.>( #+( ,&( ,G*%#&( FH( G#)&*.-G$,%1( */.(
$%1%*,*%#&(<.-%#B(1,H(.f*.&B(F.H#&B(*/,*(<-#"%B.B(%&(,-*%G$.(SJ657T(((

5OP(Y..8!(:>/*8(&#*.(WO8(,*(<T(JS`T(

5OS( E-*%G$.( 56U7( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( B.+%&.>( ,( Q1,-%*%1.( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*HR( ,>( ,( <.-+#-1%&'(

<,-*H( *#( */.( .f*.&*( */,*( %*( <.-+#-1>( #-( )&B.-*,:.>( *#( <.-+#-1( ,&H( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>( #F$%',*%#&>(
B)-%&'( */.( <.-%#B( F.*@..&( */.( ,--%",$( #+( */.( '##B>( ,*( */.( <#-*( #+( $#,B%&'( #+( ,( >/%<( ,&B( */.%-(
B.<,-*)-.(+-#1(*/.(<#-*(#+(B%>G/,-'.(#+(,(>/%<T(E&(%&$,&B(G,--%.-(%>(,(1,-%*%1.(<.-+#-1%&'(<,-*H(
#&$H(%+(%*(<.-+#-1>(#-()&B.-*,:.>(*#(<.-+#-1(%*>(>.-"%G.>(.fG$)>%".$H(@%*/%&(,(<#-*(,-.,T(
5OU(Y..((:>/*I!&#*.(WO(,*(<T(JS5T(
5OW(Y..(K,').(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(L6S7_(K,').MN%>FH(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(L6S7T(
5OX(Y..(K,1F)-'(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(J`657T(
5P`(Y..(b-.$%1%&,-H(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*8((:>/*8(&#*.(J`8(,-*%G$.(5OT5(,B#<*.B(,(>/#-*.-(<.-%#BT(
5P5(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(5J`8(<,-,>T(55XM5S`T(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
=/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( G#&*,%&( <-#"%>%#&>( >%1%$,-( *#( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>5PJ(
@/.-.FH(*/.(<.-%#B(#+($%1%*,*%#&(1,H(F.(.f*.&B.B(FH(*/.(<,-*H(,',%&>*(@/#1(*/.(
G$,%1(%>(1,B.T5PL(0#1<,-,F$.(<-#"%>%#&>(@.-.(&#*(G#&*,%&.B(%&(*/.(K,').(D)$.>8(
F)*(@.-.(,BB.B(FH(*/.(N%>FH(b-#*#G#$T(

<"!8 XLKDJMD=ED>F+BFM+BKHDEKBED>F+
Z#-)1( >.$.G*%#&( G$,)>.>( %&( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( 1,-%*%1.( G#&*-,G*>( /,".( F..&(
.>*,F$%>/.B(,>(,(-)$.(F,>.B(#&(>.".-,$(+,G*#->(%&G$)B%&'(*/.(B#G*-%&.(#+(v+-..B#1(
#+( G#&*-,G*^( ,&B( */.( ,>>)1<*%#&( */,*( G#11.-G%,$( <.#<$.( ,-.( v>#</%>*%G,*.B^(
<,-*%.>( @/#( B#( &#*( &..B( ><.G%,$( $.',$( <-#*.G*%#&T( E>( <,-*%.>( +-#1( B%++.-.&*(
G#)&*-%.>(,-.(,>>#G%,*.B(%&(>)G/(,&(,'-..1.&*8(G/#%G.(#+($,@(,&B(G/#%G.(#+(+#-)1(
G$,)>.>(,-.(%&G#-<#-,*.B(*#(.$%1%&,*.(,&H(%&/.-.&*(,1F%')%*%.>(*/,*(1,H(.f%>*(,>(
*#( */.( >)F>*,&*%".( $,@( *#( F.( ,<<$%.B( ,&B( */.( ,<<-#<-%,*.( +#-)1( +#-( -.>#$"%&'(
B%><)*.>T(E-F%*-,*%#&(G$,)>.>(<-#"%B.(<,-*%.>(@%*/(,BB%*%#&,$(,B",&*,'.>8(>)G/(,>(
<-%",GH8(.f<.-*%>.8(,)*#&#1H8(-.B)G.B(.f<.&B%*)-.8(.f<.B%.&*(-.>#$)*%#&8(.*GT5PO((
4&( #-B.-( *#( B%>G)>>( */.( <-#G..B%&'>( ,*( AC04=DE?( #&( I)-%>B%G*%#&( ,&B(
,-F%*-,*%#&( %*( %>( %1<#-*,&*( *#( -.G#'&%V.( */.( A&%*.B( Y*,*.>( Y)<-.1.( 0#)-*(
B.G%>%#&>( */,*( /,".( B%-.G*( F.,-%&'( #&( */.( ",$%B%*H( ,&B( .&+#-G.,F%$%*H( #+( +#-)1(
>.$.G*%#&(,&B(,-F%*-,*%#&(G$,)>.>(%&(*/.(AY(G#)-*>T(4&("#$!F[6!C/$A$9!"T(\*>*+*!
]11^6#./$! 2.H5PP8( */.( G#)-*( )</.$B( */.( ",$%B%*H( #+( +#-)1( >.$.G*%#&( G$,)>.>( ,&B(
<$,G.B( */.( F)-B.&( #+( B.1#&>*-,*%&'( */.( )&-.,>#&,F$.&.>>( #-( )&I)>*&.>>( #+( */.(
G$,)>.(#&(*/.(<,-*H(-.>%>*%&'(%*>(.&+#-G.1.&*T(=/.(#*/.-(G,>.(%>(@'A*/!6$&:/.(!0!
?$*($&:/.(I! 6H7H( "T! F[@! 6N0! ?$$1$/5PS8( <-%#-( *#( @/%G/8( ,( 1,I#-%*H( #+( */.( +.B.-,$(
G#)-*>(+#$$#@.B(*/.(*/.&($.,B%&'(B.G%>%#&(#+(G94:((*!2./>!"T!66!?*95./&5PU8(@/%G/(
-.+)>.B(*#(.&+#-G.(,(+#-.%'&(+#-)1(>.$.G*%#&(G$,)>.(%&(G,>.>(*#(@/%G/(AY(0,--%,'.(
#+(;##B>(FH(Y.,(EG*(60[;YE75PW(,<<$%.BT((
4&( 6N0! ?$$1$/8( */.( Y)<-.1.( 0#)-*( /.$B( */,*( 0[;YE5PX( B%B( &#*( <-#/%F%*( +#-)1(
>.$.G*%#&( G$,)>.>( ,&B( */.-.+#-.( G#&*-,G*>( +#-( */.( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,( @.-.(
>)FI.G*( *#( */.( >,1.( -)$.( #+( <-.>)1<*%".( .&+#-G.,F%$%*H( ,>( #*/.-( G#&*-,G*>T( E>(
>)G/8( */%>( *H<.( #+( G$,)>.( %>( &#@( <-.>)1.B( ",$%B( ,&B( .&+#-G.,F$.8( .".&( @/.&(
,<<.,-%&'( %&( >1,$$( <-%&*( ,*( */.( F,G:( #+( ,( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( #-( #*/.-( B#G)1.&*( #+(
*-,&><#-*T( A&B.->*,&B,F$H8( */.( B.G%>%#&( /,>( F..&( 1#>*$H( G-%*%G%V.B( FH( G,-'#(
%&*.-.>*>(,&B(G,-'#()&B.-@-%*.->(,>(B.<-%"%&'(*/.1(#+(*/.(<#>>%F%$%*H(#+(F-%&'%&'(
*/.%-(G$,%1(F.+#-.(,(AY(G#)-*8(@/%$.(+#-)1(>.$.G*%#&(,&B(,-F%*-,*%#&(G$,)>.>(,-.(
-,-.$H(&.'#*%,*.B(,&B()>),$$H(%1<#>.B(#&(*/.1T(9/.&(G#1F%&.B(@%*/(,(B.1%>.(
5PJ(Y..(K,1F)-'(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(J`6O7T(
5PL(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(SJT(
5PO(Z#-(*/.(<)-<#>.(#+(*/%>(@#-:8(+#-)1(>.$.G*%#&(G$,)>.(%>()>.B(*#(-.+.-(*#(F#*/(I)-%>B%G*%#&(,&B(

+#-.%'&(,-F%*-,*%#&(G$,)>.(#-(,'-..1.&*>T((
5PP(O`U(AY8(5(XJ(Y0*(5X`U8(LJ(?(!B(JB(P5L(65XUJ7T(
5PS(P5P(AY(PJW8(55P(Y0*(JLJJ8(5LJ(?(!B(JB(OSJ(65XXP7T(
5PU(LUU(Z(JB(J``(6JB(0%-(5XSU7(
5PW(OS(,<<(AY0(u5L``($+!($_H(
5PX(OS(,<<(AY0(u5L`L6W78(*/.(.g)%",$.&*(#+(*/.(K,').(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(L6W7T(
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!
!
!
!
!
!

! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

G$,)>.8(*/.(,+#-.1.&*%#&.B(G$,)>.>(/,".(*/.(.++.G*(#+(+#-G%&'(G,-'#(G$,%1,&*>(*#(
F-%&'( ,( G$,%1( %&( ,&( %&G#&".&%.&*( ,&B( <#*.&*%,$$H( /#>*%$.( I)-%>B%G*%#&( ,',%&>*( ,(
G,--%.-( @%*/( @/#1( */.H( /,".( &.".-( /,B( ,&H( G#&*,G*( ,&B( @/#( 1%'/*( F.( %&( ,&(
)&G.-*,%&(+%&,&G%,$(>%*),*%#&T(!".-(>%&G.(*/.(6N0!?$$1$/(B.G%>%#&(@,>(,&&#)&G.B8(
",-%#)>( >.'1.&*>( #+( */.( ATYT( 1,-%*%1.( %&B)>*-H8( <,-*%G)$,-$H( */#>.( -.<-.>.&*%&'(
>/%<<.->(,&B(G,-'#()&B.-@-%*.->(/,".(@#-:.B(*#(#".-*)-&(%*T(E+*.-(>.".-,$(H.,->(
#&(*/.(B#1.>*%G(+-#&*8(*/.H(>/%+*.B(+#G)>(*#(*/.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(,-.&,(F-%&'%&'(*/.(
1,**.-(*#(F.(-.>#$".B(FH(*/.(AC04=DE?(9#-:%&'(;-#)<T(
e).( *#( %&>*%*)*%#&,$( -.,>#&>( -.',-B%&'( G#1<.*.&G%.>( @%*/%&( ,( -.'%#&,$(
.G#&#1%G( '-#)<%&'8( */.( !)-#<.,&( 0#11%>>%#&( /,>( .fG$)>%".( G#1<.*.&GH( *#(
&.'#*%,*.( I)-%>B%G*%#&,$( g).>*%#&>( #&( F./,$+( #+( %*>( 3.1F.-( Y*,*.>T( =/)>( */.(
%&B%"%B),$( B.$.',*%#&>( +-#1( */.( !)-#<.,&( A&%#&( 6!A7( 3.1F.-( Y*,*.>( @.-.( &#*(
,$$#@.B(*#(><.,:(#&(*/.(%>>).(#+(+#-)1(>.$.G*%#&>(G$,)>.>(B)-%&'(*/.(B%>G)>>%#&>(
%&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<T((
e)-%&'( */.( <-.$%1%&,-H( B%>G)>>%#&>( #&( I)-%>B%G*%#&( ,*( AC04=DE?8( 1,&H(
B.$.',*%#&>(.f<-.>>.B(#<<#>%*.("%.@>T(Y#1.(B.$.',*%#&>(>/#@.B(,(<-.+.-.&G.(+#-(
+#-)1(>.$.G*%#&(G$,)>.>(*#(F.(.&+#-G.B(%&(,$$(G,>.>8(.".&(%+(*/.H(,<<.,-.B(%&(*/.(
F#%$.-<$,*.(G$,)>.>(#+(,($%&.-(F%$$(#+($,B%&'T(3,&H(#*/.-(B.$.',*%#&>(<-#<#>.B(*/.(
.fG$)>%".( +#-)1( >.$.G*%#&( G$,)>.>( &#*( F.( .&+#-G.B( .".-8( */)>( '),-,&*..%&'( */,*(
G,-'#( %&*.-.>*>( @#)$B( /,".( ,GG.>>( *#( G#&".&%.&*( +#-)1>( *#( -.>#$".( */.%-( G$,%1>(
,',%&>*( G,--%.->T( 3#>*( #+( */.( &.'#*%,*%#&>( #&( >)F>*,&*%".( 1,**.->( @.-.( B#&.(
B)-%&'(*/.(+%->*(,&B(*/.(>.G#&B(-.,B%&'(#+(*/.(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*T(E(F-%.+(>)11,-H(
#+( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( @/%G/( G)$1%&,*.B( ,+*.-( $#&'( B.F,*.>( ,*( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<(
>.>>%#&>( %>( '%".&( F.$#@( +#$$#@.B( FH( ,( B%>G)>>%#&( #&( */.( <-#G..B%&'>( */,*( *##:(
<$,G.(B)-%&'(*/.(*/%-B(-.,B%&'(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&T((
=/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>^(I)-%>B%G*%#&(,&B(,-F%*-,*%#&(G/,<*.->(,-.(F,>.B(B%-.G*$H(
#&( */.( G#--.><#&B%&'( <-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>8( F)*( */.H( B#( <-#"%B.(
>#1.( ,BB%*%#&,$( <-#*.G*%#&( +#-( G,--%.->8( <,-*%G)$,-$H( %&( */.( G#&*.f*( #+( "#$)1.(
G#&*-,G*>T( E>( ,( -.>)$*8( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( %&( */.>.( G/,<*.->( @%$$( <-#"#:.( >#1.(
G/,&'.>(*#(.f%>*%&'($,@(.".&(%&(G#)&*-%.>(*/,*(/,".(,B#<*.B(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>T(
a.G,)>.( */.( K,').( ,&B( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( B#( &#*( ,BB-.>>( I)-%>B%G*%#&( ,&B(
,-F%*-,*%#&( ,*( ,$$8( */.( .f%>*%&'( $,@( %&( 1#>*( G#)&*-%.>( 1)>*( F.( +#)&B( %&( B#1.>*%G(
$.'%>$,*%#&(#-(&,*%#&,$(I)-%><-)B.&G.T(Z#-(G#)&*-%.>(>)G/(,>(0,&,B,8(@/%G/(/,".(
$.'%>$,*%#&(>%1%$,-(*#(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>8(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(@#)$B(-.<-.>.&*(,(
+,%-$H(1#B.>*(G/,&'.T(Z#-(G#)&*-%.>(>)G/(,>(*/.(A&%*.B(j%&'B#18(@/#>.(&,*%#&,$(
I)-%><-)B.&G.( >*-#&'$H( +,"#)->( */.( .&+#-G.1.&*( #+( I)-%>B%G*%#&( ,&B( ,-F%*-,*%#&(
G$,)>.>8(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(@#)$B(-.<-.>.&*(,(1#-.(>%'&%+%G,&*(G/,&'.T5S`(
=/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( G#&*,%&( <-#"%>%#&>( B.,$%&'( >.<,-,*.$H( @%*/(
I)-%>B%G*%#&5S5( ,&B( ,-F%*-,*%#&5SJT( E( <$,%&*%++( @/#( F-%&'>( ,&( ,G*%#&( ,',%&>*( */.(
5S`(Y..((:>/*!&#*.(WO(,*(<T(JPWT(
5S5(0/,<*.-(5O(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>T(
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!
C*(:!C*)!
!
!
!
G,--%.-( G,&( B#( >#( %&( ,&H( #+( */.( >%f( <$,G.>( @%*/( ,( -.,>#&,F$.( G#&&.G*%#&( *#( */.(
B%><)*.d(*/.(G,--%.-^>(B#1%G%$.8(*/.(<$,G.(#+(-.G.%<*8(*/.(<$,G.(#+(B.$%".-H8(*/.(<#-*(
#+( $#,B%&'8( */.( <#-*( #+( B%>G/,-'.8( #-( ,( <$,G.( B.>%'&,*.B( %&( ,( +#-)1( >.$.G*%#&(
G$,)>.T5SL(=/.(<-#"%>%#&(-.$%.>(#&(*/.(QB#1%G%$.R(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(@/%G/(%>(&#-1,$$H(
*/.( <$,G.( #+( %&G#-<#-,*%#&8( -,*/.-( */,&( */.( ,G*),$( <$,G.( #+( F)>%&.>>T( =/.( ,G*),$(
<$,G.( #+( -.G.%<*( ,&B( B.$%".-H8( ,>( @.$$( ,>( */.( %&*.&B.B( <#-*>( #+( $#,B%&'( ,&B(
B%>G/,-'.(%>(&#*(%&G$)B.BT(=/.(<$,G.(@/.-.(*/.(G#&*-,G*(%>(G#&G$)B.B(%>(&#($#&'.-(
-.$.",&*8('%".&(*/.(1#B.-&(<-,G*%G.(#+(.$.G*-#&%G(G#&*-,G*>(,&B(G#11)&%G,*%#&T(
=/.( G$,%1,&*( >*%$$( /,>( */.( #<*%#&( *#( G#11.&G.( ,G*%#&( %&( ,( G#)-*( #*/.-@%>.(
B.>%'&,*.B(%&(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.T5SO(
E(1,-%*%1.(<.-+#-1%&'(<,-*H(@/#(%>(#*/.-@%>.(&#*(,(<,-*H(*#(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(
G,--%,'.( G,&( #&$H( F.( >).B( .%*/.-( ,*( %*>( B#1%G%$._( #-( ,*( */.( <#-*( #+( $#,B%&'( #-(
B%>G/,-'.( %&( G,>.( %*( %>( ,&( #G.,&( G,--%.-8( #-( ,*( */.( <#-*( @/.-.( %*( <.-+#-1>( %*>(
,G*%"%*%.>(%&(G,>.(%*(%>(,(>*.".B#-.8(*.-1%&,$(#<.-,*#-8(.*GT( 5SP(4+(,(>%&'$.(,G*%#&(%>(
F-#)'/*( ,',%&>*( F#*/( */.( G,--%.-( ,&B( ,( 1,-%*%1.( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*H8( */.&( */.(
,G*%#&(1,H(F.(%&>*%*)*.B(#&$H(%&(,(G#)-*(B.>%'&,*.B(<)->),&*(*#(F#*/(,-*%G$.>(SS(
,&B(SW(@/%G/(%>(1#>*($%:.$H(*#(F.(*/.(G#)-*(#+(G#1<.*.&*(I)-%>B%G*%#&(,*(*/.(<#-*(
#+($#,B%&'(#-(B%>G/,-'.T5SS(K#@.".-8(*/.(<,-*%.>(G,&(,'-..(*#(-.>#$".(*/.%-(B%><)*.(
%&(,&H(G#1<.*.&*(G#)-*(,+*.-(*/.(B%><)*.(/,>(,-%>.&T5SU(
=/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(<-#"%B.(+#-(,($%1%*.B(.fG.<*%#&()&B.-(,-*%G$.(SU(@/.-.(
,&( .fG$)>%".( G/#%G.( #+( +#-)1( G$,)>.( @#)$B( F.( F%&B%&'( %+( G#&*,%&.B( %&( ,( "#$)1.(
G#&*-,G*(@/%G/(%>(&#*(,(G#&*-,G*(#+(,B/.>%#&8(#-(G#&*,%&>(,(<-#1%&.&*(>*,*.1.&*(
*/,*(*/.-.(%>(,&(.fG$)>%".(G/#%G.(#+(G#)-*(,'-..1.&*(,&B(><.G%+%.>(*/.(>.G*%#&>(#+(
*/.("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(G#&*,%&%&'(*/,*(,'-..1.&*8(,&B(G$.,-$H(B.>%'&,*.>(*/.(G#)-*>(
#+( #&.( #-( 1#-.( 0#&*-,G*%&'( Y*,*.>T5SW( =/.( D)$.>( <-#*.G*( */%-B( <,-*%.>( FH(
><.G%+H%&'( */,*( >)G/( ,( G$,)>.( %>( #&$H( .&+#-G.,F$.( ,',%&>*( */.1( %+( *%1.$H( ,&B(
,B.g),*.( &#*%G.( /,>( F..&( '%".&8( ,&B( */.( G#)-*( %>( $#G,*.B( %&( #&.( #+( */.( <$,G.>(
B.>%'&,*.B()&B.-(,-*%G$.(SST5SX((
E-*%G$.( UO( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( ,$$#@( 0#&*-,G*%&'( Y*,*.>( ,*( */.( *%1.( #+(
>%'&,*)-.8( -,*%+%G,*%#&( #-( ,GG.<*,&G.( #+( */.( G#&".&*%#&( *#( B.G$,-.( */,*( */.H( @%$$(
&#*( F.( F#)&B( FH( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( G/,<*.-( #&( I)-%>B%G*%#&8( */)>( $.,"%&'( */.(
g).>*%#&(#+(I)-%>B%G*%#&(.>>.&*%,$$H(*#(F.(B.*.-1%&.B(FH(&,*%#&,$($,@T((
=/.( <-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( G/,<*.-( #&( ,-F%*-,*%#&( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( ,-.(
>%1%$,-(*#(*/#>.(#+(I)-%>B%G*%#&T(E(G$,%1,&*(G,&(G/##>.(*#(,>>.-*(,(G$,%1(*/-#)'/(
,-F%*-,*%#&(%+(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.(G#&*,%&>(,&(,-F%*-,*%#&(,'-..1.&*(,&B(*/.(
5SJ(0/,<*.-(5P(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>T(
5SL(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(SST(
5SO(G5'4T8(,-*%G$.(SS6F7T(
5SP(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(SWT(
5SS(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(SX(
5SU(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(UJ(
5SW(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(SU657T(
5SX(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(SU6J7T(
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G$,%1,&*(@%$$(/,".(*/.(#<*%#&(*#(B#(>#(,*(,&H(<$,G.(B.>%'&,*.B(FH(*/.(,-F%*-,*%#&(
,'-..1.&*( #-( ,*( ,&H( #*/.-( <$,G.( <)->),&*( *#( ,-*%G$.( SS8( .".&( %+( */.( ,-F%*-,*%#&(
,'-..1.&*( B#.>( &#*( ><.G%+H( %*T5U`( 3#-.#".-8( */.( ,-F%*-,*%#&( ,'-..1.&*( %>( #&$H(
F%&B%&'( %+( G#&*,%&.B( %&( ,( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*8( ,&B( >)FI.G*( *#( */.( >,1.( >,+.'),-B>(
$%>*.B(,F#".(+#-(.fG$)>%".(G/#%G.(#+(+#-)1(,'-..1.&*>T5U5(Y%1%$,-(*#(*/.(G/,<*.-(
#&(I)-%>B%G*%#&8(,*(*/.(*%1.(#+(>%'&,*)-.8(-,*%+%G,*%#&(#-(,GG.<*,&G.8(,(0#&*-,G*%&'(
Y*,*.( 1,H( B.G$,-.( */,*( %*( @%$$( &#*( F.( F#)&B( FH( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( G/,<*.-( #&(
,-F%*-,*%#&T5UJ(
e)-%&'( */.( *@.&*%.*/( >.>>%#&( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( *##:( )<( */.( B%>G)>>%#&( #&(
I)-%>B%G*%#&( ,&B( ,-F%*-,*%#&( +-#1( %*>( B.G%>%#&>( ,*( */.( .&B( #+( */.( .%'/*..&*/(
>.>>%#&T5UL( e%>G)>>%#&( #&( >)F>*,&*%".( 1,**.->( @,>( ".-H( $%**$.( B)-%&'( */.( */%-B(
-.,B%&'(,>(1#>*('-#)&B>(@.-.(G#".-.B(B)-%&'(*/.(+%->*(,&B(*/.(>.G#&B(-.,B%&'>(
#+(*/.(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*T(=/.(#&$H(%&*.-.>*%&'(B%>G)>>%#&(@,>(#&(*/.(,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(
*/.(G/,<*.->(#&(I)-%>B%G*%#&(,&B(,-F%*-,*%#&T(
Z#-(*/.(G/,<*.-(#&(I)-%>B%G*%#&(%*(@,>(.f<$,%&.B(*/,*(*/.(*/-..(",-%,&*>(#+(B-,+*(
,-*%G$.(UU(,>(G#&*,%&.B(%&(Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTW5(G#--.><#&B.B(*#(*/.(#<*%#&>(+#-(
*/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( -.',-B%&'( */.( */-..( ,$*.-&,*%".>( *#( */.( ,<<$%G,*%#&( #+( */.(
G/,<*.-( #&( I)-%>B%G*%#&( *#( 0#&*-,G*%&'( Y*,*.>T( E*( %*>( *@.&*%.*/( >.>>%#&( */.(
9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( B.G%B.B( */,*( #&.( #+( */-..( #<*%#&>8( &,1.$H8( ,( -.>.-",*%#&(
,<<-#,G/8( ,&( Q#<*M%&R( ,<<-#,G/( ,&B( ,( Q<,-*%,$( #<*M%&R( ,<<-#,G/( >/#)$B( F.(
G#&>%B.-.BT(4+(*/.(-.>.-",*%#&(,<<-#,G/(@,>(G/#>.&8(B).(*#(%&>*%*)*%#&,$(-.,>#&>(
-.',-B%&'( G#1<.*.&G%.>8( */.( !A( @#)$B( /,".( *#( -,*%+H( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( #&(
F./,$+( #+( %*>( 1.1F.-( Y*,*.>T( E<<-#",$( FH( */.1( G#)$B( F.( ,( $.&'*/H( <-#G.>>( ,&B(
>)FI.G*( *#( <#*.&*%,$( /)-B$.>T( [&( */.( #*/.-( /,&B8( */.( Q#<*M%&R( ,<<-#,G/( ,>(
<-#"%B.B(%&(N,-%,&*(a(#+(B-,+*(,-*%G$.(UU(@#)$B(,$$#@(!A(1.1F.-(Y*,*.>(*#(-,*%+H(
*/.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( %&B.<.&B.&*$H8( */)>( ,$$#@%&'( +#-( '-.,*.-( ><..B( ,&B(
.++%G%.&GH( %&(*/.( -,*%+%G,*%#&(<-#G.>>8(,&B( ,"#%B%&'( */.( <#>>%F%$%*H(#+(*/.(G/,<*.-(
#&( I)-%>B%G*%#&( F.G#1%&'( ,&( #F>*,G$.( *#( F-#,B( -,*%+%G,*%#&T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<(
@,>( #+( */.( "%.@( */,*8( @/%$.( #++.-%&'( >#1.( ,B",&*,'.>( %&( *.-1>( #+( %&G-.,>.B(
/,-1#&%V,*%#&8( */.( Q<,-*%,$( #<*M%&R( ,<<-#,G/( @,>( *##( G#1<$.f( ,&( ,<<-#,G/( *#(
+#$$#@(%&(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(,&B(+%&,$$H(,'-..B(#&(*/.(Q#<*M%&R(,<<-#,G/T(
=/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( /,B( .,-$%.-( B.G%B.B( *#( *,:.( ,( <,-,$$.$( ,<<-#,G/( %&( */.(
,<<$%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(G/,<*.-(#&(,-F%*-,*%#&(*#(*/,*(%*(@#)$B(*,:.(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(*/.(
,<<$%G,*%#&( #+( */.( G/,<*.-( #&( I)-%>B%G*%#&T5UO( =/.( <)-<#>.( #+( ,B#<*%&'( >)G/( ,(
<,-,$$.$(,<<-#,G/(@,>(*#(.&>)-.(*/,*8(@%*/(-.><.G*(*#(*/.($%&.-(*-,B.8(*/.(-%'/*(#+(
*/.( G,-'#( G$,%1,&*( *#( G/##>.( */.( <$,G.( #+( I)-%>B%G*%#&( +#-( ,( G$,%1( <)->),&*( *#(
I)-%>B%G*%#&( <-#"%>%#&>( @,>( &#*( G%-G)1".&*.B( FH( @,H( #+( .&+#-G.1.&*( #+( ,&(
5U`(G5'4H8(B-,+*(,-*%G$.(UP657(,&B(6J7T(
5U5(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(SU6L7(,&B(6O7T(
5UJ(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(UWT(

5UL(Y..8((:>/*8(&#*.(5J`8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkS5S8(<,-,>T(JOS(*#(JPJ(
5UO(Y..8((:>/*8(&#*.(5J`8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXkS5S8(<,-,>T(JSW(,&B(JUJ(*#(JUL(
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,-F%*-,*%#&( G$,)>.T( =/.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( ,'-..B( *#( */.( Q#<*M%&R( ,<<-#,G/( +#-( */.(
G/,<*.-(#&(,-F%*-,*%#&T(E(+)-*/.-(<-#<#>,$(*/,*(*/.(,F%$%*H(*#(#<*M%&(*#(*/.(G/,<*.-(
#&( ,-F%*-,*%#&( >/#)$B( F.( *%.B( *#( #<*%&'M%&( *#( */.( G/,<*.-( #&( I)-%>B%G*%#&( @,>(
-.I.G*.B( G#&+%-1%&'( */,*8( @/%$.( <.-/,<>( B.>%-,F$.8( */,*( ,<<-#,G/( @#)$B( &#*( F.(
<#>>%F$.( B).( *#( */.( B%++.-%&'( G#1<.*.&G%.>( +#-( */.( *@#( >)FI.G*( 1,**.->( ,>(
F.*@..&(*/.(!A(,&B(%*>(3.1F.-(Y*,*.>T(

<"!< 7>CLO@+=>FEKB=EJ+
=/.( <-.",%$%&'( -.'%1.>( #+( */.( K,').( D)$.>8( */.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( ,&B( */.(
K,1F)-'(D)$.>(,-.(Q#&.M@,H(1,&B,*#-H8R(@/%G/(1.,&>(*/,*(*/.(G#&*-,G*>(1)>*(
&#*(B.-#',*.(+-#1(*/.(G#&".&*%#&(*#(*/.(>/%<<.-^>(B.*-%1.&*8(F)*(B.-#',*%#&(*/,*(
%&G-.,>.>( */.( G,--%.-^>( #F$%',*%#&>( %>( ,$$#@.BT5UP( a,>.B( #&( ,( A&%*.B( Y*,*.>(
<-#<#>,$5US8( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( /,>( <-#"%>%#&>( +#-( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*>5UU( */,*(
,$$#@( */.( <,-*%.>( *#( .&*.-( %&*#( 1)*),$$H( &.'#*%,*.B( ,'-..1.&*>( */,*( G#&*,%&(
G.-*,%&(>,+.'),-B>(*#(B.-#',*.(+-#1(*/.(*.-1>(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(@/.*/.-(
>)G/(B.-#',*%#&(%&G-.,>.>(#-(B.G-.,>.>(*/.(G,--%.-^>(#F$%',*%#&>T5UW(3,&H(Y*,*.>(
/,".( >)<<#-*.B( */.( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*( G#&G.<*( %&( <-%&G%<$.T( [*/.->8( /#@.".-8(
G#&>%B.-(*/.(B.+%&%*%#&(#+("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>(*#(F.(%1<-.G%>.(,&B(,-.(#+(*/.("%.@(
*/,*( %*( %>( B.*-%1.&*,$( *#( */.( %&*.-.>*( #+( >1,$$( >/%<<.->( ,&B( #<.&>( )<( */.(
<#>>%F%$%*H(#+(,F)>.(FH(*/.%-(G,--%.->T((
=/.(,-')1.&*(,B",&G.B(%&(+,"#)-(#+(*/.(%&G$)>%#&(#+("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>(%>(*/,*(
*/.(<-.",%$%&'(1,&B,*#-H(-.'%1.>(@.-.(B.".$#<.B(%&(,(G#11.-G%,$(G#&*.f*(*/,*(
%>( &#( $#&'.-( <.-*%&.&*8( ,&B( */,*( */.H( ,-.( %&,B.g),*.( *#( 1..*( <-.>.&*( B,H(
G#11.-G%,$( &..B>T( Y#1.( #+( */.( #<<#&.&*>( #+( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*>( .f<-.>>.B(
<-.+.-.&G.( +#-( ,( 1#-.( -.')$,*#-H( ,<<-#,G/( *#( *-,B.( %>>).>( ,&B( "%.@.B( >)G/( ,&(
%&G$)>%#&(,>(,("%G*#-H(+#-(+-..B#1(#+(G#&*-,G*(-.*)-&%&'(*/.(>%*),*%#&(*#(*/.(<-.M
K,').(.-,(+#-(>1,$$(>/%<<.->T(=/.(%&G$)>%#&(#+("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(G/)-&.B(*/.($#&'(
>*,&B%&'(B.F,*.(#".-(G#&*-,G*),$(%1F,$,&G.(F.*@..&(G,--%.-(,&B(>/%<<.-(B).(*#(
Q)&.g),$( F,-',%&%&'( <#@.-R8( ,&B( @/.*/.-( *-,&><#-*( G#&*-,G*>( ,-.( G#&*-,G*>( #+(
5UP(

Y..( %&( <,-*%G)$,-( ,-*%G$.( L6W7( #+( */.( K,').( ,&B( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( ,&B( ,-*%G$.( JL( #+( */.(
K,1F)-'(D)$.>T(
5US(=/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(B.$.',*%#&(>)F1%**.B(%*>(<-#<#>,$(#&(*/.(*-.,*1.&*(#+(#G.,&($%&.-(>.-"%G.>(
,'-..1.&*( 6[Y?E>7( >)''.>*%&'( */,*( %&( -.><.G*( #+( >)G/( ,'-..1.&*>( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( B-,+*(
%&>*-)1.&*( >/#)$B( F.( 1,B.( &#&( 1,&B,*#-HT( Y..8( Qb-#<#>,$( FH( */.( A&%*.B( Y*,*.>( #+( E1.-%G,8(
v[G.,&($%&.-(>.-"%G.(,'-..1.&*>^R8(AC(e#G(Ek0CTXk9;T444k9bTLO8(,*(<<TSMXT(
5UU(E("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(%>(B.+%&.B(%&(,-*%G$.(56F7(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(,>(Q,(G#&*-,G*(*/,*(<-#"%B.>(
+#-(*/.(G,--%,'.(#+(,(><.G%+%.B(g),&*%*H(#+(G,-'#(%&(,(>.-%.>(#+(>/%<1.&*>(B)-%&'(,&(,'-..B(<.-%#B(
#+(*%1.T(=/.(><.G%+%G,*%#&(#+(*/.(g),&*%*H(1,H(%&G$)B.(,(1%&%1)18(,(1,f%1)1(#-(,(G.-*,%&(-,&'.TR(
5UW(b)->),&*(*#(,-*%G$.(W`(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(1,H(<-#"%B.(+#-('-.,*.-(#-(
$.>>.-(B)*%.>8(-%'/*>8(#F$%',*%#&>(,&B($%,F%$%*%.>(*/,&(*/#>.(>.*(#)*(%&(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(<-#"%B.B(
*/,*d( */.( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*( G#&*,%&>( ,( <-#1%&.&*( >*,*.1.&*( */,*( %*( B.-#',*.>( +-#1( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&_(*/.("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(%>(%&B%"%B),$$H(&.'#*%,*.B_(#-(<-#1%&.&*$H(><.G%+%.>(*/.(>.G*%#&>(
#+(*/.("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(G#&*,%&%&'(*/.(B.-#',*%#&>T(=/.(B.-#',*%#&(>/#)$B(&#*(F.(%&G#-<#-,*.B(FH(
-.+.-.&G.( +-#1( ,&#*/.-( B#G)1.&*_( #-( %&G$)B.B( %&( ,( G#&*-,G*( #+( ,B/.>%#&( */,*( %>( &#*( >)FI.G*( *#(
&.'#*%,*%#&T( =/.-.( G,&( F.( &#( B.-#',*%#&( +-#1( */.( G,--%.-^>( B)*H( *#( 1,:.( ,&B( :..<( */.( ".>>.$(
>.,@#-*/HT(
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,B/.>%#&8(@/%G/(*/.(>/%<<.-(1)>*(*,:.(#-($.,".T(Z.,->(@.-.(,$>#(.f<-.>>.B(%&(*/.(
9#-:%&'(;-#)<(*/,*(,<<-#f%1,*.$H(X`x(#+(*/.($%&.-(*-,B.(1%'/*(F.(.&G#1<,>>.B(
FH( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*>8( $.,"%&'( #&$H( 5`x( *#( F.( +)$$H( -.')$,*.B( FH( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&T( =/.( #<<#&.&*>( ,$>#( G#&*.&B.B( */,*( */.( -.B)G.B( +-.%'/*( -,*.>(
'.&.-,*.B( FH( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*>( @#)$B( F.( #++>.*( FH( /%'/.-( %&>)-,&G.( -,*.>( ,&B(
B%>,B",&*,'.#)>(I)-%>B%G*%#&(<-#"%>%#&>(@#)$B(1,:.($.',$(,G*%#&(1#-.(.f<.&>%".(
%&( */.( G,>.( #+( ,( B%><)*.( @%*/( */.( G,--%.-T( =/#>.( *,:%&'( */.( G#&*-,-H( <#>%*%#&(
%&G$)B%&'( */.( B.$.',*%#&( +-#1( */.( A&%*.B( Y*,*.>( *#'.*/.-( @%*/( ,( +.@( #*/.-(
G#)&*-%.>( .&B#->.B( */.( -.g)%-.1.&*( +#-( ,( +-..M1,-:.*( ,<<-#,G/T( =/.( A&%*.B(
Y*,*.>(B.$.',*%#&(<.->%>*.&*$H(,**.1<*.B(*#(<.->),B.(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(*/,*(*/.(
B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(>/#)$B(F.(+#-@,-BM$##:%&'8(,&B(+#-(%*(*#(F.(>)GG.>>+)$8(1)>*(F.(
,F$.( *#( -.><#&B( *#( */.( G/,&'%&'( &..B>( #+( %&B)>*-HT( Z)-*/.-1#-.8( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&( >/#)$B( <-#"%B.8( ,$#&'( @%*/( ,( >*-#&'( +-,1.@#-:( #+( '.&.-,$$H(
,<<$%G,F$.(-)$.>8(*/.(+$.f%F%$%*H(*/,*(*/.(G#11.-G%,$(<,-*%.>(&..BT(5UX(
a.+#-.( B.$"%&'( %&*#( */.( %&*-%G,G%.>( #+( */.( B%>G)>>%#&>( ,*( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<(
>.>>%#&>( #&( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*>8( %*( @#)$B( F.( %&*.-.>*%&'( *#( &#*.( */,*( 1,&B,*#-H(
-)$.>(+#-(*/.(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>($,@(#-%'%&,*.B(*/-#)'/(ATYT(G,>.($,@8(.".&(<-%#-(*#(
*/.(5WXL(.&,G*1.&*(#+(*/.(K,-*.-(EG*T5W`((=/.(+#$$#@%&'(+.@(<,-,'-,</>(@%$$(,%B(
%&( */.( )&B.->*,&B%&'( #+( */.( ."#$)*%#&( #+( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,( $,@( %&( */.(
G#&*.f*(#+(%*>(<-.>.&*(1,&B,*#-H(&,*)-.T((
K%>*#-%G,$$H8(1,-%*%1.($,@(/.$B(*/.(G,--%.-(#+('##B>(FH(>.,(,F>#$)*.$H($%,F$.(+#-(
G,-'#($#>>(#-(B,1,'.8(@/.*/.-(#-(&#*(*/.(G,--%.-(@,>(&.'$%'.&*8(,&B(-.',-B$.>>(#+(
*/.(G,)>.(#+(*/.($#>>T(=/.(G,--%.-(@#)$B(#&$H(.>G,<.($%,F%$%*H(%+(*/.($#>>(#-(B,1,'.(
@,>( G,)>.B( FH( #&.( #+( */.( >#( G,$$.B( QG#11#&( $,@( .fG.<*%#&>R( 5W5T( e)-%&'( */.(
5UX(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(LX8(,*(<T(SLST((
5W`( Z#-( .f,1<$.8( >..( %',$/>..)! W! 3/$*+! `$(+$/9! 6+$*A! 2.H! ,H! <#$9';! G9(:/*98$! 2.HI! 5JX( ATYT( LXU8(

65WWX7( @/.-.( */.( ATYT( Y)<-.1.( 0#)-*( -)$.B( */,*( */.( .fG)$<,*#-H( G$,)>.8( @/%G/( -.$%.".B( */.(
G,--%.-( +-#1( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( %*>( >.-",&*>^( &.'$%'.&G.8( @,>( "#%B( ,>( ,',%&>*( <)F$%G( <#$%GH8( /#$B%&'( */.(
G,--%.-($%,F$._(R$J!K$/($0!6+$*A!R*,'&*+'.9(2.H("T(F$/8#*9+(a!C*9N!.1!C.(+.9!6"#$!%$;'9&+.978(5WOW(
9?( SOPW( 6ATYTDT4T78( @/.-.( */.( #@&.-( #+( */.( ".>>.$( @,>( /.$B( +)$$H( $%,F$.( B.><%*.( ,&( .fG)$<,*#-H(
G$,)>.(,&B(,()&%*($%1%*,*%#&(G$,)>._(2)*/N("T(C*/9J$))(6"#$!6:(*9!`H!%'947(5WP5(9?(SSLU(6ATYTYT0T78(
@/.-.( */.( ATY( Y)<-.1.( 0#)-*( ,<<-#".B( */.( -%'/*( #+( */.( >/%<<.->( *#( B.+.,*( */.( '.&.-,$(
.fG)$<,*#-H( G$,)>.( @%*/( <-##+( #+( */.( G,--%.-^>( &.'$%'.&G._( </.>$))$/! R'*&*/*( "T( 2./4$(8( 5WPW( 9?(
XLLU(6ATYT9%>T78(@/.-.(*/.(ATY(Y)<-.1.(0#)-*(.&+#-G.B(*/.(G,--%.-^>(G#&*%&)%&'(#F$%',*%#&(#+(G,-.(
+#-(*/.(G,-'#(.".&(,+*.-(*/.(#GG)--.&G.(#+(,(G,)>.(#+($#>>(.fG.<*.B(%&(*/.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'T(Y..(,$>#(
\#>.</( 0T( Y@..&H8( QK,<<H( a%-*/B,H8( K,-*.-d( E&( E<<-,%>,$( #+( */.( K,-*.-( EG*( ,&B( %*>( 5``*/(
E&&%".->,-HR8( JO( K.:/9*)! .1! F*/'+'A$! %*J! *94! 2.AA$/8$8( 5XXL8( ,*( SMU_( w)#( K,%G#&'8( QE( 0,$$( +#-(
*/.(D.>*#-,*%#&(#+(0#&*-,G*),$(Z-..B#1(%&(0,-'#(Y/%<<%&'R8(A&%+T(?T(D."T(J``LM5kJ8(<<T(L`XML5WT(
5W5(=/.>.(.fG.<*%#&>(,-.d($#>>(#-(B,1,'.(G,)>.B(FH(,&(,G*(#+(;#B8(,(<)F$%G(.&.1H8(%&/.-.&*("%G.(#+(
*/.('##B>8(+,)$*(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(#-(%+(*/.('##B>(/,B(F..&(,<<-#<-%,*.$H(1,B.(*/.(>)FI.G*(#+('.&.-,$(
,".-,'.( >,G-%+%G.T( !".&( @/.-.( */.( $#>>( @,>( G,)>.B( FH( #&.( #+( */.( G#11#&( $,@( .fG.<*%#&>( */.(
G,--%.-(-.1,%&.B($%,F$.(%+(/.(/,B(F..&(&.'$%'.&*(#-(#*/.-@%>.(,*(+,)$*T(=/.(>/%<<.-(@#)$B(>)GG..B(
%&( /%>( G$,%1( %+( /.( <-#".B( -.G.%<*( #+( */.( '##B>( +#-( G,--%,'.( %&( '##B( #-B.-( ,&B( .%*/.-( B.$%".-H( #-(
&#&MB.$%".-H( %&( F,B( #-B.-8( <-#"%B.B( */.( G,--%.-( G#)$B( &#*( >/#@( */,*( #&.( #+( */.( G#11#&( $,@(
.fG.<*%#&>( /,B( G,)>.B( */.( $#>>( #-( B,1,'.T( 4&( .++.G*8( */.( G,--%.-( @,>( ,( '),-,&*#-( #+( */.( >,+.(
,--%",$8(,&B(+,)$*(@,>(%11,*.-%,$T(Y..((:>/*8(&#*.(PW(,*(<T(JT(
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.%'/*..&*/( G.&*)-H8( */.( G,--%.->( )>%&'( */.( <-%&G%<$.( #+( +-..B#1( #+( G#&*-,G*(
>*,-*.B( %&>.-*%&'( Q.f#&.-,*%#&( G$,)>.>R( #-( Q&.'$%'.&G.( G$,)>.>R( *#( $%1%*(
G#&*-,G*),$$H( */.( >*-%G*( $%,F%$%*H( %1<#>.B( )<#&( */.1( FH( 1,-%*%1.( $,@8( */.-.FH(
G#&*-,G*%&'( #)*( #+( ,$1#>*( .".-H( $%,F%$%*H( #+( #G.,&( G,--%,'.T5WJ( E$>#( B)-%&'( */%>(
<.-%#B( G#1<.*%*%#&( ,1#&'( G,--%.->( %&G-.,>.B( .&#-1#)>$H8( ,&B( */.( "#$)1.( #+(
@#-$B(*-,B.(.fG..B.B(*/.(G,--H%&'(G,<,G%*H(#+(>/%<<%&'T(=/)>8(@/.-.(.f#&.-,*%#&(
G$,)>.>(@.-.()</.$B8(*/.(<#>%*%#&(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(F.G,1.("%-*),$$H(*/.(-.".->.(#+(
*/,*( )&B.-( '.&.-,$( 1,-%*%1.( $,@T(4&>*.,B(#+( F.%&'(,F>#$)*.$H( $%,F$.( %--.><.G*%".(
#+( &.'$%'.&G.8( */.( G,--%.-( .&I#H.B( ,( G#&*-,G*),$( .f.1<*%#&( +-#1( $%,F%$%*H(
-.',-B$.>>(#+(&.'$%'.&G.8(,&B(*/%>(G#&*-,G*),$(.f.1<*%#&(F.G,1.(,>(@%B.(,>(*/.(
G,--%.-^>(F,-',%&%&'(<#>%*%#&(@#)$B(,$$#@T5WL(
4&(*/.(+,G.(#+(%&G-.,>%&'(B%>G#&*.&*(#+(>/%<<.->8(F,&:.->(,&B(%&>)-.->8(G,--%.->(
@.-.( G#1<.$$.B( *#( /..B( G#1<$,%&*>( FH( >/%<<.->( ,&B( &.'#*%,*.B( G.-*,%&(
,--,&'.1.&*>T(!&'$%>/(G,--%.->(,B#<*.B(1#B.$(F%$$>(#+($,B%&'8(1,%&$H(%&(*/.(F)$:(
G,-'#(*-,B.>8(@/%G/(G,--%.B(.f<-.>>(<-#"%>%#&>(-.$%."%&'(*/.1(+-#1($%,F%$%*H(#&$H(
%+(B,1,'.(-.>)$*.B(+-#1(&,"%',*%#&,$(.--#->(F)*(&#*(%&(G,>.>(@/.-.(*/.(1,>*.-(#-(
G-.@( @.-.( ,*( +,)$*( %&( */.( G,-.( ,&B( G)>*#BH( #+( G,-'#T( [*/.-( F%$$>( #+( $,B%&'( @.-.(
B.>%'&.B( @/%G/( <-#"%B.B( +#-( G,--%.-( $%,F%$%*H( %&( %&>*,&G.>( @/.-.( */.( 1,>*.-( #-(
G-.@(@.-.(,*(+,)$*(F)*(&#*(%&(-.$,*%#&(*#(.--#-(%&(&,"%',*%#&(#-(1,&,'.1.&*(#+(*/.(
>/%<T(4&(*/.>.(*@#($,**.-(G,>.>(*/.(G,--%.-(@#)$B(&#*(F.($%,F$.T((
4&(5WWJ8(,*(,(1..*%&'(/.$B(%&(?%".-<##$(,(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(@,>(,B#<*.B(:&#@&(,>(
*/.( Q0#&+.-.&G.( Z#-1RT( 4&( */%>( 1#B.$8( ,( -.g)%-.1.&*( FH( */.( G,--%.-( *#( .f.-G%>.(
B).( B%$%'.&G.( *#( 1,:.( */.( >/%<( >.,@#-*/H( @,>( %&>.-*.BT( E$>#( */.( $%1%*,*%#&( #+(
$%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(@,>(>.*(,*(z5``(>*.-$%&'(<.-(<,G:,'.T(4&(5WWP(,(>.*(#+(-)$.>(
F,>.B(#&(*/.(,F#".(<-#"%>%#&>(@.-.(,B#<*.B(@/%G/(@.-.(:&#@&(,>(*/.(K,1F)-'(
D)$.>(#+(*/,*(*%1.T(=/.(5WWP(G#11.-G%,$($,@(#+(Y<,%&(,$>#(G#&*,%&.B(<-#"%>%#&>(
-.',-B%&'( $%,F%$%*H( #+( G,--%.>( */,*( @.-.( g)%*.( -%'%BT( 4&( */.( >,1.( ".%&8( ATYT( G#)-*>(
/.$B( .fG)$<,*#-H( G$,)>.>( %&",$%B( >.**%&'( ,( F-.,:*/-#)'/( <-.G.B.&*( #".-G#1%&'(
*/.( @.$$M.>*,F$%>/.B( */.#-H( */,*( <,-*%.>( /,".( ,&( ,F>#$)*.( -%'/*( #+( +-..B#1( #+(
G#&*-,G*(F,>.B(#&(*/.(QB).(<-#G.>>R(G$,)>.(#+(*/.(Z#)-*..&*/(E1.&B1.&*T5WO(=/.(
G,--%.-^>(<#>%*%#&()&B.-(*/.(\,<,&.>.(<-,G*%G.(#+(B.>%'&%&'(*/.(F%$$(#+($,B%&'(@,>(
)&)>),$$H( #&.-#)>T( =/.( G,--%.-( @,>( &#*( ,$$#@.B( *#( .f.1<*( %*>.$+( +-#1( $%,F%$%*H(
.".&( */-#)'/( .f<-.>>( G$,)>.>( +#-( B,1,'.( ,**-%F)*,F$.( *#( /%>( #@&( +,)$*8( $,G:( #+(
5.9*!1'4$8()&>.,@#-*/H(G#&B%*%#&(#+(*/.(>/%<(#-('-#>>(&.'$%'.&G.(#+(/%>(>.-",&*>T(
=/.(#G.,&(*-,B.(#+(C#-*/(E1.-%G,(%&G$)B%&'(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(,&B(0,&,B,(,>(
@.$$( ,>( G#$#&%.>( ,&B( *.--%*#-%.>( #+( ;-.,*( a-%*,%&( @.-.( 1,%&$H( G,--%.B( #)*( #&(
a-%*%>/( >/%<>T( =/.( G,--%.-( %&*.-.>*>( #-%'%&,$$H( ,B#<*.B( */.( *H<%G,$( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'(
@/%G/( ,$1#>*( .fG$)>%".$H( +,"#)-.B( */.( G,--%.->T( A&B.-( */.( G/,&'.B(
G%-G)1>*,&G.>( B.>G-%F.B( ,F#".8( a-%*%>/( G,--%.->( 1,&#.)"-.B( ,-#)&B( */.( $.',$(
5WJ(Y..(QK%>*#-%G,$(e.".$#<1.&*(#+(*/.(a%$$(#+(?,B%&'R8(C'))(!.1!%*4'9&b!?$>./+!50!+#$!($8/$+*/'*+!.1!

cR2"7SI!A&%*.B(C,*%#&>8(C.@(i#-:8(5XU58(=ekak0TOk4Y?kSkD."T58(<,-,>T(PWMPX(,*(<<T5LM5OT(

5WL(G5'4(
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! 79!E,*):*+'.9!.1!+#$!?.++$/4*A!?:)$(!
!
"#/.:&#!2/'+'8*)!79*)0('(!

%1<.B%1.&*>( FH( %&G#-<#-,*%&'( Q+#-)1( >.$.G*%#&R( ,&B( QG/#%G.( #+( $,@R( G$,)>.>8(
><.G%+H%&'( ?#&B#&( ,&B( !&'$%>/( $,@8( -.><.G*%".$HT( =/.( )&$%1%*.B( +-..B#1( #+(
G#&*-,G*( <-#B)G.B( G/,#>( ,&B( ,F)>.( ,',%&>*( @/%G/( $.'%>$,*%".( 1.,>)-.>( @.-.(
*,:.&( %&( */.( A&%*.B( Y*,*.>( @/%G/( @.-.( +#$$#@.B( FH( 0,&,B,8( E)>*-,$%,( ,&B( #*/.-(
a-%*%>/( B#1%&%#&>T( =/.( #FI.G*( #+( */.>.( 1.,>)-.>( @,>( *#( <-#*.G*( >/%<<.->( +-#1(
.fG.>>%".(B#1%&,&G.(#+(a-%*%>/(G,--%.->T(=/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(%&*-#B)G.B(*/.(K,-*.-(
EG*(%&(5WXL_(E)>*-,$%,(,&B(C.@(w.,$,&B(.&,G*.B(*/.(Y.,(0,--%,'.(#+(;##B>(EG*(#+(
5X`O8(,&B(*/.(Y/%<<%&'(,&B(Y.,1,&(EG*(#+(5X`W8(-.><.G*%".$HT(4&(0,&,B,(,(9,*.-(
0,--%,'.( EG*( @,>( .&,G*.B( %&( 5X5`T( E$$( */.>.( $.'%>$,*%#&( G#&*,%&.B( 1,&B,*#-H(
<-#"%>%#&>('#".-&%&'(G,--%.-($%,F%$%*HT5WP((
=/.(K,-*.-(EG*(#+(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(-.+$.G*.B(,(G#1<-#1%>.(F.*@..&(>/%<<.-(
,&B(G,--%.-(%&*.-.>*>T(4*(<-#/%F%*.B(.f#&.-,*%#&(G$,)>.>(%&(+,"#)-(#+(G,--%.->(,&B(
*/.%-(,'.&*>(%&(-.><.G*(#+($%,F%$%*H(,**-%F)*.B(*#(+,)$*(%&(*/.(G,-.(,&B(G)>*#BH(#+(*/.(
G,-'#T(a)*(*/.(EG*(B%B(&#*(#)*$,@(.f.1<*%#&(#+(*/.(G,--%.-(+-#1($%,F%$%*H(%+(QB).(
B%$%'.&G.R( /,B( F..&( .f.-G%>.B( FH( /%18( *#( 1,:.( */.( >/%<( >.,@#-*/HT( =/.-.( @,>(
,$>#( &#( <-#/%F%*%#&( ,',%&>*( */.( G,--%.-( F.%&'( .f.1<*( +-#1( $%,F%$%*H( %+( */.-.( @,>(
G,-'#(B,1,'.(-.>)$*%&'(+-#1(Q+,)$*>(,&B(.--#->(%&(*/.(&,"%',*%#&(#-(1,&,'.1.&*(
#+(*/.(".>>.$RT(=/.(EG*(,$>#(G#&*,%&.B(,($%>*(#+(.f.1<*%#&>(+,"#)-%&'(*/.(G,--%.-T(
=/)>( */.( K,-*.-( EG*( 1,B.( ,( B%>*%&G*%#&( F.*@..&( +,)$*>( %&( */.( &,"%',*%#&( ,&B(
1,&,'.1.&*( #+( */.( ".>>.$( ,&B( +,)$*>( %&( */.( G,-.( ,&B( G)>*#BH( #+( */.( G,-'#5WS8(
#".--%B%&'( */.( -)$.( .>*,F$%>/.B( FH( */.( ATYT( Y)<-.1.( 0#)-*( %&( %',$/>..)! W! 3/$*+!
`$(+$/9!6+$*A!2.H!,H!<#.$9';!G9(:/*98$!2.T5WU(
9/%$.(*/.(%&*.-&,*%#&,$(G#11)&%*H('.&.-,$$H(,'-..B(*/,*(+)-*/.-(-.+#-1(#+(*/.(
$,@( @,>( &.G.>>,-H8( >/%<#@&.->( +-#1( G#)&*-%.>( @%*/( $,-'.( +$..*>( @.-.(
,<<-./.&>%".(#+(F.%&'(>)FI.G*.B(*#(G,--%.-($%,F%$%*%.>(@/%G/(%&(*)-&(@#)$B(-.>)$*(
%&(/%'/.-(+-.%'/*>T(Y)G/(,&(.".&*),$%*H(@#)$B(<)*(*/.1(,*(,(B%>,B",&*,'.!,'(^d^,'((
*/.%-( G#1<.*%*#->T( =/)>8( %&( */.( 1,%&( */.H( B%B( &#*( +,"#)-( ,&H( .-#>%#&( #+( */.(
B#G*-%&.(#+(*/.(+-..B#1(#+(G#&*-,G*(@/%G/(@,>('.-1,&.(*#(*/.(G#11.-G%,$(@#-$BT(
Z)-*/.-1#-.8()&%+#-1%*H(@,>(&.G.>>,-H(+#-(,&H(-.+#-1(*#(F.()>.+)$(%&(,(<-,G*%G,$(
@,H( ,&B( */%>( G#)$B( #&$H( F.( ,G/%.".B( */-#)'/( ,'-..1.&*( %&*.-&,*%#&,$$HT( =/.(
'$#F,$(1,-%*%1.(G#11)&%*H(,<<-.G%,*.B(*/.(&..B(+#-(F#*/(-.+#-1(,&B()&%+#-1%*H(
%&(*/.(-.'%1.(#+(F%$$>(#+($,B%&'(,&B(G#&G.-*.B(,G*%#&(F.',&(#&(G-.,*%#&(#+(,(1#B.$(
*/,*(@#)$B(%&G$)B.(1%&%1)1(>*,&B,-B>(#+(G,--%.-($%,F%$%*HT(EG*%#&>(%&(*/%>(-.',-B(
@.-.( ><.,-/.,B.B( FH( */.( 034( ,&B( */.( 4&*.-&,*%#&,$( ?,@( E>>#G%,*%#&T( ( a)*(
<-#'-.>>( @,>( >$#@8( ,*( $.,>*( *.1<#-,-%$H( F.G,)>.( %&( >#1.( g),-*.->( "#$)&*,-H(
%&G#-<#-,*%#&(%&(F%$$>(#+($,B%&'(#+(,(G#B.(#+(-)$.>(@,>(+,"#)-.BT(E$>#(*/.-.(@,>(,(
1#".( *#( .&,G*( $.'%>$,*%#&( %&( ;-.,*( a-%*,%&( '#".-&%&'( -%'/*>( ,&B( $%,F%$%*%.>( #+(
G,--%.->(@/%G/(+.$$(*/-#)'/T((!".&*),$$H(*/.(1,-%*%1.(G#11)&%*H(G,1.(*#'.*/.-(

5WP(Y..(\#>.</(0T(Y@..&.H8((:>/*8(&#*.(5W58(,*(<T(L`T(

5WS(=/.(>,1.(,<<-#,G/(@,>(+#$$#@.B(%&(*/.(K,').(D)$.>T(
5WU(Z#-(,(B.*,%$.B(B%>G)>>%#&(>..(w)#(K,%G#&'8((:>/*8(&#*.(5W58(,*(<<T(L55ML5JT(Y..(,$>#((:>/*8(&#*.(
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*/-#)'/( ",-%#)>( G#&+.-.&G.>( %&( */.( 5XJ`^>8( */.( .++#-*>( #+( @/%G/( G)$1%&,*.B( %&(
5XJO(%&*#(*/.(,B#<*%#&(#+(*/.(K,').(D)$.>T5WW((
=/.(1,&B,*#-H(<-#"%>%#&>(#&(G,--%.-($%,F%$%*H()&B.-(*/.(K,').(D)$.>8(F,>.B(#&(
*/.(K,-*.-(EG*(,&B(*/.(a-%*%>/(e#1%&%#&>^(EG*>8(<-#".B(*#(F.(,('-.,*(>)GG.>>(,>(
1#>*( #+( */.( 1,I#-( 1,-%*%1.( G#)&*-%.>( ,B#<*.B( %*( ,&B( %&G#-<#-,*.B( */.( D)$.>( %&(
*/.%-( &,*%#&,$( $.'%>$,*%#&T5WX( =/.( K,').MN%>FH( D)$.>( ,1.&B.B( >#1.( #+( */.(
<-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( K,').( D)$.>8( F)*( -.*,%&.B( */.( F,>%G( -.g)%-.1.&*>( -.$,*%&'( *#(
*/.( G,--%.-^>( 1,&B,*#-H( #F$%',*%#&>T5X`( =/.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( 1,%&*,%&.B( ,(
1,&B,*#-H( -.'%1.( F)*( .f*.&B.B( %*>( >G#<.( #+( ,<<$%G,*%#&( */-#)'/( */.(
QG#&*-,G*),$R( ,<<-#,G/( ,>( #<<#>.B( *#( */.( QB#G)1.&*,-HR( ,<<-#,G/( @/%G/(
G/,-,G*.-%V.B( */.( .,-$%.-( -.'%1.>T5X5( Z)-*/.-1#-.8( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( ,-.(
,<<$%G,F$.(*#(&#&MG#&*-,G*%&'(<,-*%.>8(>)G/(,>(>.-",&*>(,&B(,G*),$(G,--%.->T5XJ(
0#&>%>*.&*( @%*/( */.( ,<<-#,G/( #+( */.( .f%>*%&'( -.'%1.>8( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>(
@,>( #-%'%&,$$H( G#&G.%".B( ,>( ,( F#BH( #+( $,@( %&G#-<#-,*%&'( .>>.&*%,$$H( 1,&B,*#-H(
-)$.>( +#-( ,$$( <,-*%.>T5XL( E*( */.( *@.$+*/( >.>>%#&( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<8( */.( ATYT(
B.$.',*%#&(1,B.(,(<-#<#>,$(+#-(,$$#@%&'(1#-.(+$.f%F%$%*H(*#(*/.(<,-*%.>(FH(-.>#-*(
*#( */.( >#MG,$$.B( Q[G.,&( ?%&.-( Y.-"%G.( E'-..1.&*>R( %&( */.( ,$$#G,*%#&( #+( */.%-(
-%'/*>8(#F$%',*%#&>(,&B($%,F%$%*%.>T(4&(*/.%-("%.@8(<,-*%.>(>/#)$B(.&I#H(*/.(+-..B#1(
*#( B.-#',*.( +-#1( */.( <-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&8( )&B.-( G.-*,%&(
G%-G)1>*,&G.>T5XO(=/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(<-#<#>,$(@,>(g)%&*.>>.&*%,$$H(>%1%$,-(*#(*/,*(
#+(Q>.-"%G.(G#&*-,G*>R5XP()&B.-(*/.(B-,+*(".->%#&(#+(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(0,--%,'.(#+(
5WW(Y..(0348("#$!"/*,*:;!</$>*/*+./'$(!.1!+#$!-*&:$!*94!-*&:$^@'(50!?:)$(8(,*(<<T(5M5JT(
5WX( =/.( A&%*.B( j%&'B#1( %&G#-<#-,*.B( */.( K,').( D)$.>( %&( %*>( B#1.>*%G( $.'%>$,*%#&( FH( <,>>%&'( %*>(

0[;YE( %&( 5XJO( ,&B( -,*%+%.B( */.( K,').( D)$.>( %&( 5XL`T( =/.( A&%*.B( Y*,*.>( ,B#<*.B( %*>( 0[;YE( %&(
5XLS( ,&B( -,*%+%.B( */.( K,').( D)$.>( %&( 5XLUT( [*/.-( 1,I#-( 1,-%*%1.( Y*,*.>( >)G/( ,>( Z-,&G.8(
;.-1,&H8(\,<,&8(4*,$H8(*/.(C.*/.-$,&B>8(a.$'%)1(,&B(Y<,%&(-,*%+%.B(#-(,GG.B.B(*#(%*(-.><.G*%".$H(%&(
5XLU8(5XLX8(5XPU8(5XLW8(5XPS8(5XL`(,&B(5XL`T(
5X`( Y#1.( #+( */.( G#)&*-%.>( ,$-.,BH( <,-*H( *#( */.( K,').( D)$.>( $,*.-( ,B#<*.B( */.( 5XSW( N%>FH(
E1.&B1.&*>(,&B(*/.(5XUW(b-#*#G#$>(,&B()<B,*.B(*/.%-(B#1.>*%G($.'%>$,*%#&T(
5X5(b-#+.>>#-(\,&(D,1F.-'8(@/#(-.<-.>.&*.B(Z4E=E(%&(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(>.>>%#&>8(<#%&*.B(#)*(
%&(#&.(#+(/%>(,-*%G$.>(*/,*(Q*/.(>G#<.(#+(*/.(1,&B,*#-H(-.'%1.(#+(*/.(K,').(D)$.>(%>($%1%*.B(,>(%*(
B#.>(&#*(G#".-(*/.(G#&*-,G*(#+(G,--%,'.(,>(>)G/(F)*(#&$H(*/.($.',$(-.$,*%#&>/%<(F.*@..&(*/.(F%$$(#+(
$,B%&'( /#$B.-( ,&B( */.( G,--%.-T( 4&( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>8( */.( 1,&B,*#-H( -)$.>( F.G#1.( B%-.G*$H(
,<<$%G,F$.( %&( */.( -.$,*%#&>/%<( F.*@..&( */.( G#&*-,G*%&'( <,-*%.>( ,&B( &#*( #&$H( %&( */.( -.$,*%#&>/%<(
F.*@..&( */.( G,--%.-( ,&B( */.( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( /#$B.-R_( Y..( \,&( D,1F.-'8( QZ-..B#1( #+( 0#&*-,G*( %&(
3,-%*%1.( ?,@R8( %&( E$.f,&B.-( "#&( w.%'$.-k( =/#1,>( a)-G:/,-B*( 6.B>T78( G9+$/9*+'.9*)! ?$8+! *:1! 6$$!
:94!C'99$9&$J*(($/9b!M$(+(8/'1+!M:/!`*)+$/(F:))$/8(w)-%G/8(5XXL8(,*(5ULM5UOT((
5XJ(Y..(,-*>T(U6J7(,&B(5`6J7(#+(*/.(K,1F)-'(D)$.>T(
5XLY..(Qb-.$%1%&,-H(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*8((:>/*8(&#*.(J`8(,-*%G$.(5UT5(QtT(,&H(G#&*-,G*),$(>*%<)$,*%#&(
*/,*(B.-#',*.>(+-#1(*/%>(%&>*-)1.&*(%>(&)$$(,&B("#%B8(%+(,&B(*#(*/.(.f*.&*(*/,*(%*(%>(%&*.&B.B(#-(/,>(
,>( %*>( .++.G*8( B%-.G*$H( #-( %&B%-.G*$H8( *#( .fG$)B.8( p#-q( $%1%*( p8( #-( %&G-.,>.q( */.( $%,F%$%*H( +#-( F-.,G/( #+(
,&H( #F$%',*%#&( #+( */.( G,--%.-8( ,( <.-+#-1%&'( <,-*H8( */.( >/%<<.-8( */.( G#&*-#$$%&'( <,-*H8( #-( */.(
G#&>%'&..R(
5XO(Y..(b-#<#>,$(FH(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(#+(E1.-%G,8((:>/*8(&#*.(5UL8(<,-,>T(5WMJX8(,*(<<TSMXT(
5XP( E( Q>.-"%G.( G#&*-,G*R( %>( B.+%&.B( FH( */.( Y/%<<%&'( EG*( #+( 5XWO! 6OS( ATYT0T( E<<T( 5U`J6J577( ,>( Q,(
@-%**.&( G#&*-,G*8( #*/.-( */,&( ,( F%$$( #+( $,B%&'( #-( ,( -.G.%<*8( F.*@..&( #&.( #-( 1#-.( >/%<<.->( ,&B( ,&(
%&B%"%B),$(#G.,&(G#11#&(G,--%.-(#-(,&(,'-..1.&*(F.*@..&(#-(,1#&'(#G.,&(G#11#&(G,--%.->(%&(
@/%G/( */.( >/%<<.-( #-( >/%<<.->( 1,:.>( ,( G#11%*1.&*( *#( <-#"%B.( ,( G.-*,%&( "#$)1.( #-( <#-*%#&( #+(
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;##B>( FH( Y.,( EG*( #+( 5XXX( 6AY0[;YE( XX7( ,&B( .1</,>%V.B( */,*( >)G/( +$.f%F%$%*H(
>/#)$B(.>>.&*%,$$H(F.('-,&*.B(@/.&.".-(#&.(#-(1#-.(>/%<<.->(,&B(#&.(#-(1#-.(
G,--%.->(.&*.-.B(%&*#(,'-..1.&*>(<-#"%B%&'(+#-(*/.(*-,&><#-*,*%#&(#+(,(1%&%1)1(
"#$)1.(#+(G,-'#(%&(,(>.-%.>(#+(>/%<1.&*>(#&(".>>.$>()>.B(%&(,($%&.-(>.-"%G.8(,&B(+#-(
@/%G/( */.( >/%<<.-( #-( >/%<<.->( ,'-..B( *#( <,H( ,( &.'#*%,*.B( -,*.( ,&B( *.&B.-( ,(
1%&%1)1("#$)1.(#+(G,-'#T((
;%".&(*/%>(F,G:'-#)&B8(%*(%>(*#(F.(&#*.B(*/,*(.f*.&>%".(&.'#*%,*%#&>(#&("#$)1.(
G#&*-,G*>( /,B( *,:.&( <$,G.( %&( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( B)-%&'( ,$$( */.( */-..( -.,B%&'>T(
=/.(%>>).(#+("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>(@,>(&#*(G#&>%B.-.B(%&(%>#$,*%#&(F)*(,>(,(<,G:,'.(,>(
%&( */.( "%.@( #+( >.".-,$( B.$.',*%#&>( %*( @,>( G$#>.$H( $%&:.B( @%*/( 1,&H( #*/.-(
<-#"%>%#&>( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( @/%G/( <)-<#-*( *#( >*-%:.( ,( B.$%G,*.( F,$,&G.(
F.*@..&( */.( 1,&B,*#-H( G/,-,G*.-( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( ,&B( */.( G#&G.<*( #+(
+-..B#1(#+(G#&*-,G*T(=/.(@%B.&%&'(#+(*/.(>G#<.(#+(*/.(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*(*#(,-.,>(
#+( *-,&><#-*( $,@( &#*( G#".-.B( FH( */.( .f%>*%&'( -.'%1.>8( >)G/( ,>( +-.%'/*8( -%'/*( #+(
G#&*-#$( ,&B( *-,&>+.-( #+( -%'/*>8( 1,B.( %*( &.G.>>,-H( +#-( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( *#(
G#&>%B.-(@/.*/.-(,&B(*#(@/,*(.f*.&*(*/.(<-#"%>%#&>(G#".-%&'(*/#>.(,-.,>(1,H(F.(
1,B.(&#&M1,&B,*#-HT(
e)-%&'(*/.(*/%-B(-.,B%&'(#+(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(*/.(><.G%,$(-)$.>(,<<$%G,F$.(*#(
"#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>(@.-.(+%&.(*)&.B(*#('.&.-,*.('.&.-,$(G#&>.&>)>T(=/.(<-#"%>%#&(
>*%<)$,*.>(*/,*(,>(F.*@..&(*/.(G,--%.-(,&B(*/.(>/%<<.-8(*/.("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(1,H(
<-#"%B.( +#-( '-.,*.-( #-( $.>>.-( -%'/*>8( #F$%',*%#&>8( ,&B( $%,F%$%*%.>( +#-( F#*/( <,-*%.>(
*/,&(*/#>.(>.*(#)*(%&(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&8(<-#"%B.B(*/,*(6%7(*/.("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(
G#&*,%&>( ,( <-#1%&.&*( >*,*.1.&*( */,*( %*( B.-#',*.>( +-#1( */.( G#&".&*%#&_( ,&B( 6%%7(
*/,*(%*(%>(%&B%"%B),$$H(&.'#*%,*.B_(#-(6%%%7(<-#1%&.&*$H(><.G%+%.>(*/.(>.G*%#&>(#+(*/.(
"#$)1.( G#&*-,G*( G#&*,%&%&'( */.( B.-#',*%#&>T( =/)>8( */.( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*( G#)$B(
%&G-.,>.( #-( B.G-.,>.( */.( -%'/*>( ,&B(#F$%',*%#&>( #+( F#*/( G,--%.-(,&B( >/%<<.-( 6+#-(
.f,1<$.8(*/.(>/%<<.-(1%'/*(F.(-.><#&>%F$.(+#-(*/.($#,B%&'8(>*#@%&'(,&B(B%>G/,-'.(
#+( */.( '##B>78( ,&B( 1,H( .".&( F.( ,( G#&*-,G*( #+( ,B/.>%#&8( <-#"%B.B( %*( G#&*,%&>( ,(
<-#1%&.&*( >*,*.1.&*( */,*( %*( B.-#',*.>( +-#1( */.( G#&".&*%#&( ,&B( */,*( %*(
><.G%+%G,$$H( %B.&*%+%.>( */#>.( >.G*%#&>( G#&*,%&%&'( B.-#',*%#&>T( K#@.".-8( ,&H(
B.-#',*%#&( &..B>( *#( F.( >.*( +#-*/( %&( */.( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*( ,&B( 1,H( &#*( F.(
%&G#-<#-,*.B(FH(-.+.-.&G.T5XS( 3#-.#".-8(,("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(&..B>(*#(F.(,(>*,&BM
,$#&.( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( ,&B( 1,H( &#*( F.( ,( G,--%.-^>( <)F$%G( >G/.B)$.( #+( <-%G.>(

G,-'#( #".-( ,( +%f.B( *%1.( <.-%#B8( ,&B( */.( #G.,&( G#11#&( G,--%.-( #-( */.( ,'-..1.&*( G#11%*>( *#( ,(
G.-*,%&(-,*.(#-(-,*.(>G/.B)$.(,&B(,(B.+%&.B(>.-"%G.($.".$8(>)G/(,>(,>>)-.B(><,G.8(*-,&>%*(*%1.8(<#-*(
-#*,*%#&8(#-(>%1%$,-(>.-"%G.(+.,*)-.>T(=/.(G#&*-,G*(1,H(,$>#(><.G%+H(<-#"%>%#&>(%&(*/.(.".&*(#+(&#&M
<.-+#-1,&G.(#&(*/.(<,-*(#+(,&H(<,-*HTR(4*(%>(*#(F.(&#*.B(*/,*(*/.(B.+%&%*%#&(#+("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(,>(
+#)&B(%&(*/.(B-,+*(%&>*-)1.&*(%>(F-#,B.-(*/,&(*/,*(#+(Q>.-"%G.(G#&*-,G*R()&B.-(*/.(AY0[;YE(XX8(,>(
%*(B#.>(&#*(-.g)%-.(*/.(G,--%.-(*#()&B.-*,:.(,&H(QB.+%&.B(>.-"%G.($.".$R(#-(*#(G#11%*(*#(,(G.-*,%&(
-,*.( #-( -,*.( >G/.B)$.T( 4&>*.,B8( Q"#$)1.( G#&*-,G*R( %>( B.+%&.B( >#$.$H( FH( -.+.-.&G.( *#( */.(
)&B.-*,:%&'>(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(*#(<-#"%B.(,(G.-*,%&(g),&*%*H(#+('##B>(+#-(>/%<1.&*T(
5XS(Y..(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(,-*%G$.(W`6J7T(
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,&B( >.-"%G.>8( ,( *-,&><#-*( B#G)1.&*8( ,&( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B8( #-( >%1%$,-(
B#G)1.&*T5XU((
Y#1.($.".$(#+(<-#*.G*%#&(/,>(F..&(,BB.B(FH(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>8(F#*/(+#-(*/.(
#-%'%&,$(<,-*%.>(*#(*/.("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*(,&B(+#-(>)F>.g).&*(*/%-B(<,-*%.>T(Z%->*8(,>(
F.*@..&( */.( <,-*%.>8( &#( B.-#',*%#&( G,&( F.( 1,B.( @%*/( -.><.G*( *#(
>.,@#-*/%&.>>5XW8( >/%<<.-^>( #F$%',*%#&( *#( <-#"%B.( %&+#-1,*%#&8( %&>*-)G*%#&>( ,&B(
B#G)1.&*>5XX8( ><.G%,$( -)$.>( #&( B,&'.-#)>( '##B>J``( ,&B( $#>>( #+( */.( F.&.+%*( #+(
$%1%*,*%#&( #+( $%,F%$%*HJ`58( @/%G/( ,-.( G#&>%B.-.B( G#-.( #F$%',*%#&>( )&B.-( */.( B-,+*(
G#&".&*%#&( +-#1( @/%G/( */.( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*( G,&&#*( B.<,-*TJ`J( Y.G#&B8( */.(
B.-#',*%#&>( B#( &#*( F%&B( */%-B( <,-*%.>( *#( */.( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*8( .fG.<*( %+( */.H(
.f<-.>>$H( G#&>.&*( *#( */.( B.-#',*%#&>( +#$$#@%&'( &#*%G.( <-#1%&.&*$H( ><.$$%&'( #)*(
>)G/( B.-#',*%#&>TJ`L( =/%-B8( */.( <,-*H( G$,%1%&'( */.( F.&.+%*( #+( */.( B.-#',*%#&>(
F.,->( */.( F)-B.&( #+( <-##+( */,*( */.( G#&B%*%#&>( +#-( B.-#',*%#&( /,".( F..&(
+)$+%$$.BTJ`O((
e.$.',*%#&>( +-#1( >.".-,$( G#)&*-%.>( >)G/( ,>( E)>*-,$%,8( 0,&,B,( ,&B( +-#1( */.(
E+-%G,&(G#&*%&.&*(/,B(G#&>%>*.&*$H(.f<-.>>.B(G#&G.-&>(-.',-B%&'(*/.(<-#"%>%#&>(
#&( "#$)1.( G#&*-,G*>( ,>( */.H( +.$*( */.( -.+%&.B( *.f*( @,>( ,( '##B8( F)*( >#1.@/,*(
%&>)++%G%.&*( >*,-*( *#@,-B>( >,*%>+H%&'( */.%-( G#&G.-&>( #&( */.( <#>>%F$.( .++.G*>( #+(
"#$)1.( G#&*-,G*>( #&( >1,$$( >/%<<.->T( =/.( -."%>.B( *.f*( B%B( &#*( '#( +,-( .&#)'/( %&(
*.-1>( #+( <-#*.G*%&'( >/%<<.->( ,&B( %*( @,>( >)''.>*.B( */,*( */.( %&G$)>%#&( #+( ><.G%+%G(
&)1F.->( %&( */.( B.+%&%*%#&( #+( Q"#$)1.( G#&*-,G*R( @,>( &.G.>>,-H( *#( ,"#%B( ,&H(
)&G.-*,%&*H( %&( %*>( %&*.-<-.*,*%#&TJ`P( K#@.".-8( */.( '.&.-,$( "%.@( #+( */.( 9#-:%&'(
;-#)<(@,>(*/,*(*/.(B.+%&%*%#&(,&B(*/.(-.+%&.B(*.f*(@,>(,&(%1<-#".1.&*(#".-(*/.(
<-."%#)>( *.f*( ,&B( >/#)$B( F.( ,B#<*.BT( 3#>*( #+( */.( B.$.',*%#&>( +-#1( */.( E+-%G,&(
G#&*%&.&*(,GG.<*.B(*/,*("%.@(,>(<,-*(#+(,(G#1<-#1%>.T(4&(B%<$#1,*%G(<-#G..B%&'>(
)&G.-*,%&*H( %>( >#1.*%1.>( <-.+.--.B( F.G,)>.( %*( %>( .,>%.-( *#( -.,G/( ,( G#1<-#1%>.T(
=/.(%&G$)>%#&(#+(*/.(<-#"%>%#&(#&("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>(%&(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(@,>(,(
QB.,$(F-.,:.-R(+#-(*/.(A&%*.B(Y*,*.>(B.$.',*%#&T(

<"!Q :DFBC+=CBLJ@J+
E-*%G$.( XO( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( %>( #&.( #+( */.( G#-.( <-#"%>%#&>( ,>( %*(
B.*.-1%&.>( */.( &)1F.-( #+( -,*%+%G,*%#&>( &.G.>>,-H( +#-( %*>( .&*-H( %&*#( +#-G.T( ( =/.(
9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( B%>G)>>.B( ,( @%B.( -,&'.( #+( <#>%*%#&>( #&( /#@( 1,&H( -,*%+%G,*%#&>(
@#)$B(F.(&..B.B(*#(F-%&'(*/.(G#&".&*%#&(%&*#(+#-G.(-,&'%&'(+-#1(,>($#@(,>(*/-..(
*#( ,>( /%'/( ,>( */%-*HT( E+*.-( ,&( .f*.&>%".( B.F,*.8( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<( B.*.-1%&.B(
5XU(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(W`6L7T(
5XW(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(5O(6,7(,&B(6F7T(
5XX(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(JXT(
J``(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(LJT(
J`5(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(S5T(
J`J(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(W`6O7T(
J`L(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(W`6P7T(
J`O(G5'4H8(,-*%G$.(W`6S7T(
J`P(Y..8(0#11.&*>(-.G.%".B(+-#1(E)>*-,$%,8!(:>/*8(&#*.(U`8(<,-,>(SSMSU(,*(<T5JT(
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*/,*(*/.(G#&".&*%#&(@#)$B(.&*.-(%&*#(+#-G.(#&.(H.,-(,+*.-(-,*%+%G,*%#&(FH(*@.&*H(
>*,*.>T((
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2)00/&Y+/$(+*'$*1)2#'$+

=/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( %>( ,&*%G%<,*.B( *#( <-#"%B.( ,( F,>%>( +#-( */.( G-.,*%#&( #+( ,(
1#B.-&( /,-1#&%V.B( $,@( %&( */.( ,-.,( #+( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( G,--%,'.( #+( '##B>( FH( >.,(
<-.>.&*$H( +-,'1.&*.B( FH( G#1<.*%&'( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( -.'%1.>( ,&B( >.".-,$( &,*%#&,$(
/HF-%B>T( =/-#)'/#)*( */%>( B.G,B.M$#&'( .++#-*8( */.( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( 1,-%*%1.(
G#11)&%*H^>( ,%1( /,>( F..&( *#( ,G/%.".( #".-,$$( -.B)G*%#&( %&( *-,&>,G*%#&( G#>*>8(
<-#1#*.( <-.B%G*,F%$%*H( ,&B( >*,F%$%*H( +#-( G,--%.->( ,&B( >/%<<.->( ,&B( %&>*%$( '-.,*.-(
G#&+%B.&G.( %&( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( 1,-%*%1.( G#11.-G.T( =/.( AC04=DE?( %&%*%,*%".(
G)$1%&,*%&'(%&*#(*/.(,B#<*%#&(#+(,(&.@(G#1<-./.&>%".(G#&".&*%#&(#&(G,--%,'.(#+(
'##B>(@%$$8(%*(%>(/#<.B8(F.($,-'.$H(,GG.<*,F$.(*#(*/.(@#-$B(1,-%*%1.(G#11)&%*HT(
e.><%*.( >#1.( <.>>%1%>1( >/#@&( FH( G-%*%G>( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>8( */.-.(
,<<.,->( *#( F.( G#&>%B.-,F$.( <-#1%>.( %&( *.-1>( #+( %*>( .".&*),$( >)GG.>>T( =/.(
K,1F)-'( D)$.>( /,".( #+*.&( F..&( G-%*%G%V.B( ,>( F.%&'( */.( #)*G#1.( #+( <#$%*%G,$(
<#$,-%V,*%#&( @/.-.( <-,G*%G,$( ,&B( G#11.-G%,$( G#&G.-&>( @.-.( #+*.&( %'&#-.BT( aH(
G#&*-,>*8( */.( *.f*( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( -.+$.G*>( ,( G#&G.-*.B( .++#-*( FH( */.(
B-,+*.->(*#(1..*(<-,G*%G,$(,&B(G#11.-G%,$(&..B>T(=/.(%&"#$".1.&*(#+(034(%&(*/.(
<-.$%1%&,-H( B-,+*%&'( <-#G.>>( ,&B( <,-*%G%<,*%#&( #+( #F>.-".->( +-#1( */.( $.,B%&'(
1,-%*%1.( #-',&%V,*%#&>( ,&B( ,>>#G%,*%#&>( B)-%&'( */.( AC04=DE?( >.>>%#&>( /,".(
.&>)-.B(*/,*(*/.("#%G.(#+(*/.(G#11.-G%,$(@#-$B(/,>(F..&(/.,-B(*/-#)'/#)*(*/.(
B.$%F.-,*%#&>T((
=/.( ,'-..1.&*( #+( */.( G#11.-G%,$( %&*.-.>*>( @%$$( B.*.-1%&.( */.( <-#><.G*>( +#-(
-,*%+%G,*%#&>( FH( >*,*.>( @/%G/( %&( *)-&( @%$$( B%G*,*.( */.( >)GG.>>( #+( */.( D#**.-B,1(
D)$.>T(=/.(.&B#->.1.&*(#+(*/.(*.f*(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(FH(034(,*(%*>(,&&),$(
G#&+.-.&G.(/.$B(%&([G*#F.-(J``W(%>(,(>%'&%+%G,&*(%&B%G,*%#&(#+(>)<<#-*(+#-(*/.(&.@(
G#&".&*%#&( @/%G/( %&G#-<#-,*.>( ,( 1)$*%1#B,$( *-,&><#-*( -.'%1.( @%*/( ,( 1,-%*%1.(
$.'T([&(*/.(#*/.-(/,&B(>#1.(>.'1.&*>(#+(*/.(1,-%*%1.(%&B)>*-H(,<<.,-(*#(<-.+.-(
*/.((+*+:(!_:.(B.><%*.(*/.(+-,'1.&*,*%#&(#+(*/.($,@(%&(*/%>(,-.,T(=/%>(,**%*)B%&,$(
%&.-*%,8(%+(%*(<-.",%$>8(%>($%:.$H(*#(+-)>*-,*.(*/.(.++#-*>(*#(1#B.-&%V.(,&B(/,-1#&%V.(
,(-.'%1.(*/,*(,**.1<*>(*#(>*-%:.(,(1)G/(&..B.B(B.$%G,*.(F,$,&G.(F.*@..&(G,--%.-(
,&B(>/%<<.-(%&*.-.>*>T(
e)-%&'(*/.(<-.<,-,*%#&(#+(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(,(+-.g).&*$H()>.B(</-,>.(@,>(
QF,$,&G.(#+(-%>:RT(=/.(,$$.'.B(%1F,$,&G.(,*(>.".-,$(#GG,>%#&>(F.G,1.(*/.(G.&*-,$(
<#%&*(#+(B.F,*.(+#-(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(444(B.$.',*%#&>(B)-%&'(B.$%F.-,*%#&>(#&(,(
><.G%+%G(,-*%G$.(#-(,(<,-*%G)$,-(%>>).T(=/.(<.-G.%".B(#<*%1,$(#-(.++%G%.&*(F,$,&G%&'(
#+( -%>:>( F.*@..&( G,--%.-( ,&B( >/%<<.-( %&*.-.>*>( @.-.( #+*.&( */.( -.>)$*( #+(
G#1<-#1%>.( -.,G/.B( ,+*.-( <-#*-,G*.B( B.F,*.>( B)-%&'( */.( 9#-:%&'( ;-#)<(
>.>>%#&>T(Y)G/(G#1<-#1%>.>(-,%>.(,(>*-%&'(#+(g).>*%#&>(>)G/(,>(@/.*/.-(*/.(&.@(
-.'%1.(>*-%:.>(,(<-#<.-(F,$,&G.(#+(-%>:(F.*@..&(>/%<<.-(,&B(G,--%.-(%&*.-.>*>(#-(
*/.( F,$,&G.( /,>( )&-.,>#&,F$H( >/%+*.B( %&( +,"#)-( #+( ,&H( <,-*%G)$,-( %&*.-.>*8( #-(
@/.*/.-(*/.(.f.-G%>.(%>(>%1<$H(,(+%&.(*)&%&'(#+(*/.(.f%>*%&'($,@T(((
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4&(*/%>(-.<#-*(,&(,**.1<*(/,>(F..&(1,B.(*#(,BB-.>>(*/.(,F#".(g).>*%#&>(%&(*/.(
G#&*.f*(#+(<-.>.&*%&'(,(B.*,%$.B(,&,$H*%G,$(,<<-.G%,*%#&(#+(*/.(>,$%.&*(+.,*)-.>(#+(
*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>T(=/.(.f,1%&,*%#&(/,>(-.".,$.B(*/,*(>#1.(#+(*/.(<-#"%>%#&>(
@%$$( -.>)$*( %&( G#&>%B.-,F$.( G/,&'.>( *#( */.( .f%>*%&'( $,@>( #+( I)-%>B%G*%#&>( */,*(
<-.>.&*$H( ,B/.-.( *#( */.( K,').kK,').MN%>FH( #-( K,1F)-'( D)$.>T( E( G#1<,-,*%".(
,&,$H>%>( #+( */.( B-,+*( G#&".&*%#&( ,'(^d^,'(( */.( .f%>*%&'( -.'%1.>( %&B%G,*.>( */,*( */.(
G#1<,-%>#&>(@/.&(,<<$%.B(*#(B%++.-.&*(I)-%>B%G*%#&>(,-.(&.G.>>,-%$H(-.$,*%".T((
=/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>("%-*),$$H(-.+$.G*(*/.(+,G*(*/,*(G#&*-,G*>(#+(G,--%,'.(%&(*/.(
G)--.&*( 1%$%.)( ,-.( *H<%G,$$H( G#&G$)B.B( #&( ,( B##-M*#MB##-( F,>%>T( =/.-.+#-.8( */.(
%&&#",*%".( Q1,-%*%1.( <$)>R( ,<<-#,G/( #+( */.( D)$.>( ,>( */.( '#".-&%&'( $,@( 1,:.>(
,1<$.( >.&>.( ,>( %*( +,$$>( %&*#( $%&.( @%*/( G#11.-G%,$( <-,G*%G.T( =/.( G-%*%G>( /,".(
<#%&*.B( #)*( */,*( ,>G.-*,%&%&'( @/.*/.-( */.( G,--%.-( /,>( .f.-G%>.B( */.( #<*%#&( *#(
%&G$)B.(*/.(G,--%,'.(<-.G.B%&'(,&B(+#$$#@%&'(1,-%*%1.(G,--%,'.()&B.-(*/.(D)$.>(
#-(,>(,&(,'.&*(@#)$B(<#>.(<-#F$.1>T(
=/.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( .f*.&B( */.( &#*%#&( #+( +-..B#1( #+( G#&*-,G*( *#( "#$)1.(
G#&*-,G*>T(Y/%<1.&*>()&B.-("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>(@%$$(F.(>)FI.G*(*#(*/.(D)$.>()&$.>>(
*/.( <,-*%.>( *,:.( ,++%-1,*%".( ,G*%#&( *#( G#&*-,G*( #)*( #+( */.( D)$.>T( E*( <-.>.&*8(
>/%<1.&*>( )&B.-( G/,-*.-<,-*%.>( ,-.( #+*.&( >)FI.G*.B( *#( */.( K,').kK,').MN%>FH(
D)$.>( */-#)'/( */.( %&G#-<#-,*%#&( #+( ,( QG$,)>.( <,-,1#)&*R( @/%G/( ,1#)&*>( *#( ,&(
,++%-1,*%".( >*.<( *,:.&( FH( */.( <,-*%.>( *#( G#&*-,G*( %&*#( G#".-,'.( FH( */.( D)$.>T( =#(
<-#*.G*( >1,$$( >/%<<.->( +-#1( F.%&'( ,F)>.B8( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( <-#"%B.(
,BB%*%#&,$(>,+.'),-B>(%&(,-*%G$.(W`(%&(-.$,*%#&(*#("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*>(*#(.&>)-.(*/,*(
.".-H( >/%<<.-( ,$@,H>( /,>( */.( -%'/*( *#( G#&G$)B.( ,( G#&*-,G*( #+( G,--%,'.( #&( */.(
*.-1>(#+(*/.(D)$.>8(,&B(,&H(B.-#',*%#&(+-#1(*/.(D)$.>(1)>*(F.(G$.,-$H(.f<-.>>.BT(
=/.( <-#"%>%#&>( #&( .$.G*-#&%G( *-,&><#-*( -.G#-B>( /,".( F..&( '.&.-,$$H(
>,*%>+,G*#-HT(4*(%>(,&*%G%<,*.B(*/,*(*/.()>.(#+(.$.G*-#&%G(*-,&>1%>>%#&(#+(B,*,(@%$$(%&(
*/.(&.,-(+)*)-.(F.(,GG.<*.B()&%".->,$$H(%&(*/.(>,1.(1,&&.-(,>(<,<.-(B#G)1.&*>T(
=/.(#F$%',*%#&>(,&B($%,F%$%*%.>(#+(*/.(G,--%.-()&B.-(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(/,".(
F..&( %&G-.,>.B( %&( >#1.( G,>.>( G#1<,-.B( @%*/( */.( K,').kK,').MN%>FH( D)$.>T(
Y#1.(#+(*/.(<.-%$>(@/%G/(-.$%.".B(*/.(G,--%.-(+-#1($%,F%$%*H(+#-($#>>(#-(B,1,'.(*#(
'##B>( /,".( F..&( .$%1%&,*.B( @/%$.( >.,@#-*/%&.>>( /,>( F..&( 1,B.( ,( G#&*%&)#)>(
#F$%',*%#&T(=/.(D)$.>(%1<#>.($%,F%$%*H(#&(*/.(G,--%.-(+#-(B.$,H(%&(B.$%".-H(#+('##B>8(
@/%G/( %>( ,F>.&*( %&( */.( K,').kK,').MN%>FH( D)$.>T( b)->),&*( *#( ,-*%G$.( J58( */.(
D)$.>( -.G#'&%V.( B.$,H( #&$H( @/.&( */.( *%1.( +#-( B.$%".-H( /,>( F..&( ,'-..BT( 4+( */.(
*%1.( +#-( B.$%".-H( %>( &#*( ,'-..B8( */.&( */.-.( >..1>( *#( F.( &#( $%,F%$%*H( )&B.-( */.(
D)$.>8( ,&B( */.( G#&*-,G*%&'( >*,*.>( G,&&#*( %1<#>.( ,&H( ,BB%*%#&,$( $%,F%$%*H( )&B.-(
*/.%-(B#1.>*%G($,@>T(=/)>8(>*,*.>(@%*/(&,*%#&,$($,@>('#".-&%&'(G,--%.-($%,F%$%*H(+#-(
B.$,H(@%$$(%B.&*%+H(*/%>(<-#"%>%#&(%&(*/.(D)$.>(,>(,(1#".(+,"#)-,F$.(*#(*/.(G,--%.-T(
Z#-( I)-%>B%G*%#&>( @/%G/( ,-.( G)--.&*$H( )&B.-( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>( -.'%1.8( */.(
<-#"%>%#&(#&(B.$,H()&B.-(*/.(B-,+*(G#&".&*%#&(%>(G$.,-$H(%&(+,"#)-(#+(*/.(G,--%.-T((
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=/.-.( %>( ,( G/,<*.-( #&( #F$%',*%#&>( #+( */.( >/%<<.-8( @/%G/( >#( +,-( /,>( F..&(
<-%1,-%$H( >)FI.G*( *#( &,*%#&,$( $,@>T( =/.( <-#"%>%#&>( /,".( F..&( '.&.-,$$H(
>,*%>+,G*#-H(,<,-*(+-#1(*/.(G-%*%G%>1(*/,*(*/.($%,F%$%*H(#+(*/.(>/%<<.-(%>(&#*(>)FI.G*(
*#($%1%*,*%#&(@/%$.(*/.(G,--%.-(G,&($%1%*(/%>($%,F%$%*HT(
4&(*/.(D#**.-B,1(D)$.>(/%'/.-($%1%*,*%#&(,1#)&*>(,-.(<-#"%B.B(G#1<,-.B(*#(
*/.( .f*,&*( %&*.-&,*%#&,$( -.'%1.>T( K%'/.-( $%1%*,*%#&( +%')-.>( @.-.( <,-*( #+( ,(
G#1<-#1%>.(-.,G/.B(FH(*/.(9#-:%&'(;-#)<(@/%G/(%&(*)-&(,GG.<*.B(,&()&G.-*,%&(
B.+%&%*%#&(#+("#$)1.(G#&*-,G*T(=/.(>G#<.(#+($%,F%$%*H(>)FI.G*(*#($%1%*,*%#&(/,>(F..&(
G/,&'.B_( $%1%*,*%#&( %>( &#*( -.>*-%G*.B( *#( $#>>( #+( #-( B,1,'.( *#( '##B>( #-( B.$,H( %&(
B.$%".-H(F)*(*#(,$$(#*/.-(F-.,G/.>(*/,*(G,&(F.(.&"%>,'.B()&B.-(*/.(D)$.>T(=/.(&.@(
@#-B%&'(#+(,-*%G$.(PX657(@%$$(,$>#(,$$#@(*/.(G,--%.-(*#(.&I#H($%1%*,*%#&(#+($%,F%$%*H(
@%*/( -.><.G*( *#( 1%>B.$%".-.B( '##B>( @/%G/( ,-.( G#&>%B.-.B( ,>( Q$#>*R( ,&B( ,"#%B(
",-%.B( %&*.-<-.*,*%#&( #+( G#)-*>( %&( B%++.-.&*( I)-%>B%G*%#&>( @/.-.( */.( G,--%.-( %>(
>#1.*%1.>(>)FI.G*.B(*#()&$%1%*.B($%,F%$%*HT(E$>#8()&B.-(*/.(&.@(@#-B%&'8(@/.-.(,(
G,--%.-(%>>).>(,(*-,&><#-*(B#G)1.&*(@%*/#)*(g),$%+H%&'(*/.(%&+#-1,*%#&(@/%G/(/.(
:&#@>(%>(%&G#--.G*()&B.-(,-*%G$.(O`6578(/.(G,&(>*%$$($%1%*(/%>($%,F%$%*HT(=/.(G,--%.-(
G,&8(/#@.".-8($#>.(*/.(-%'/*(#+($%1%*,*%#&()&B.-(,-*%G$.(S5T(
=/.-.( ,-.( G/,<*.->( #&( ,-F%*-,*%#&( ,&B( I)-%>B%G*%#&( %&( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>(
F,>.B( #&( */.( G#--.><#&B%&'( G/,<*.->( %&( */.( K,1F)-'( D)$.>T( =/.( Q#<*M%&R(
,<<-#,G/( ,$$#@>( ,( G#&*-,G*%&'( >*,*.( *#( -,*%+H( */.( G#&".&*%#&( @%*/#)*( ,GG.<*%&'(
*/.(*@#(G/,<*.->T(9/%$.(*/.>.(*@#(G/,<*.->(#++.-(*/.(<-#><.G*(#+(>#1.(1.,>)-.(
#+(%&G-.,>.B(/,-1#&%V,*%#&(%&(*/.($,@(-.$,*%&'(*#(.&+#-G.1.&*(#+(+#-)1(>.$.G*%#&(
G$,)>.>8(*/.(#<*%#&,$(G/,-,G*.-(#+(*/.(G/,<*.->(@%$$($%:.$H('%".(-%>.(*#(,&(%&G-.,>.(
%&(%&*.-&,*%#&,$($.',$(B%".->%*H8(,*($.,>*(%&(*/.(>/#-*(*.-1T(
=/.( +)*)-.( #+( 1,-%*%1.( *-,B.( %>( /.,"%$H( B.<.&B.&*( #&( ,( $.',$( -.'%1.( */,*( %>(
G#&>%>*.&*(@%*/(*/.(%&*.-.>*>(#+(F#*/(*/.(<-%&G%<,$(<$,H.->8(&,1.$H8(G,--%.->(,&B(
>/%<<.->T( =/.( $,G:( #+( ,&( .g)%*,F$.( F,$,&G.( F.*@..&( */.( *@#( %&*.-.>*>( /,>( +#-(
1,&H(B.G,B.>(<$,').B(*/.(,B",&G.1.&*(#+('$#F,$(1,-%*%1.(*-,B.(,>(,(@/#$.(,&B(
/,>(.&'.&B.-.B()&G.-*,%&*H(,&B(+-,'1.&*,*%#&(%&(*/.($,@T(4&(,&(,%-(#+(#<*%1%>1(
%*( %>( G#&*.1<$,*.B( */,*( */.( D#**.-B,1( D)$.>( @%$$( +%&,$$H( .1.-'.( ,>( ,(
G#1<-./.&>%".('$#F,$(-.'%1.(+#-(G,--%,'.(#+('##B>(@/#$$H(#-(<,-*$H(FH(>.,(@/%G/(
@%$$()$*%1,*.$H(%&)-.(*#(*/.(F.&.+%*(#+(G#&>)1.->(,&B(>#G%.*H(,>(,(@/#$.T(
(
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